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WHETHER IT’S performing your pre-launch checklist, ensuring you have the right safe-
ty equipment (including the need for a life raft) or taking the Pleasure Craft Operator’s
Card (PCOC) – now mandatory – all are key to having an enjoyable boating season this
year. Safety matters and it’s up to you to make is so!
It’s always a good time to remind Canadian boaters who do not already have their

Pleasure Craft Operator’s Card (PCOC) that you are now required to pass the test AND
to carry your card with you at all times when operating a powered vessel. 
The ten-year, phase-in ended last summer, making a Pleasure Craft Operator’s Card

(PCOC) a universal requirement. It is not acceptable that you have a card at home –
it must be carried with the vessel’s operator and be available to show an enforcement
officer. The fines are significant for those without a PCOC card onboard.
On the other hand, owners of thousands of sailing craft, canoes and kayaks have

been spared the paperwork and government fees to register their small vessels.
Transport Minister Chuck Strahl announced in an early-March press conference that
owners of canoes, kayaks and small sailing vessels, as well as small vessels with motors
less than 7.5kW (10hp), will not have to register their vessels.
Strahl said Transport Canada would still require registration for “commercial river-

rafts, government vessels and any vessels where registration is necessary for safety rea-
sons”. But he said that the department has introduced a streamlined registration
process.                   
“What doesn’t change are the safety requirements. Small vessels, such as canoes

and kayaks, their owners and users must continue to adhere to all safety requirements
under the Canada Shipping Act,” Minister Strahl stated in their release.
Also of interest to Canadian Yachting readers – who carry or tow a small vessel such

as a dinghy or a tender for their yacht – you are still able to register on a voluntary
basis. This can certainly have a safety benefit for search and rescue considerations.
Speaking of safety, please read the article on isolation transformers. Having one on

your boat may save your life one day!
In this Special Spring Launch issue of Canadian Yachting, Glen Cairns provides read-

ers with a comprehensive 50+ tip checklist to ensure your boat is shipshape before it
splashes. Glen also provides some great insight on the need for, and use and selection
of a life raft for your boat. 
Reviews include the Sabre 40 Sedan, the Grady-White 330 Hardtop and the Lagoon

560. We’ve also added a review on the Yamaha Waverunner PWC.
For the travel-seekers amongst us, Scott Williams, a frequent contributor, shares his

great adventures on the canals of Belgium; Mark Stevens reminisces again about
Ontario’s glorious North Channel; and Galley Guy Greg regales his tales about crew-
ing on Elena in the 75th Anniversary Mount Gay Round Barbados Race, local cuisine
and, of course, his tour of the Mount Gay Distillery. 
For the competitive sailors at heart, celebrate our 2010 CYA award recipients includ-

ing the Rolex Sailor of the Year, Fred Eaton. Also read what’s happening at ISAF and
the possible demise of the Star class in the 2016 Olympic Games.
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“Who wants to go first?”
I do, so up I step up to the controls of

our 34 ft. Le Boat cabin cruiser. A few
minutes earlier, my two friends and I had
been eyeing the cruiser eagerly and a
touch anxiously from the safety of dry
land. It’s our new home for the next week.
In the interests of full disclosure, I’m

not a boater. Not from lack of interest,
just lack of opportunity. But here was
opportunity staring me in the face, in all
its brilliant white expansiveness.
Gwen, a tanned, laid-back Belgian

who shows newcomers the ropes, has
already helped us stow our belongings, as
well as three rental bikes. Next, he
showed us the safety features, and took
us on a tour of the boat: a spacious salon
and galley, two cabins, two heads, and

two sets of controls — one on the sun
deck, where we are now standing.
Looking beyond the controls, I see a bow
that extends all the way into tomorrow.
We arrived at the Le Boat marina about

45 minutes earlier, our car full of suitcas-
es and provisions, including single malt
scotch and wine. The marina is just out-
side of Nieuwpoort, Belgium, a North Sea
fishing community fast becoming a sail-
er’s haven. The Nieuwpoort Euromarina,
a kilometer away, is Europe’s largest, offer-
ing 2,000 berths.
Belgium’s North Sea coast is little

known among North Americans. Just
across the water from England, the coast
comprises 67 kilometres of pristine, tide-
washed beaches. Between Belgium’s
southern border with France and the

northern border with the Netherlands are
14 waterfront communities, each with a
different sensibility, all featuring board-
walks lined with outdoor cafés, restau-
rants and shops.
But we’re here for the canals, not the

coast. Our tentative itinerary, planned
after poring over a map — part of an
information package sent to us in
advance by Le Boat — includes
Diksmuide, Ieper and glorious medieval
Bruges. Maybe Veurne if we have time.
We’re anxious to set off. But first, the

operating instructions. Gwen explains
how to start the engines, work the throt-
tle and shift from neutral into forward
and reverse. It’s pretty basic.
With a quick turn of the key, the twin

diesel engines thrum steadily. We cast off.

Cruising Through

HISTORY
Belgium’s Canals and Rivers

By Scott Williams
Photos by Stephanie Milligan and Mark Sirett

Our marina in Bruges, steps away from
the historic centre and much more conven-
ient than if we had arrived by car.
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Gwen, still at the controls, guides the
boat down the waterway, past fishermen
sitting on the banks in lawn chairs. They
pay us no attention. 
Gwen makes a three-point turn,

reversing and accelerating as needed.
Seems pretty straightforward, even when
he tells me to take over. I repeat the three-
point turn for practice, and as we
approach the marina Gwen says, “Take
her in,” pointing vaguely towards I don’t
know what. 
I hear someone shrieking, and realize

it’s me. I’m asking for clarification
(“Where? Where?”), and at the same time
choose to ignore Gwen and head for the
berth we had left from, conveniently par-
allel to the waterway. Gwen shrugs. I pull
in at a safe speed, Gwen jumps off, waves
good-bye, and we’re on our own. 
Despite my performance anxiety, we

are ready. Gwen’s instructions were clear
and easy to follow. Besides, the day
before we had carefully reviewed a com-
prehensive instructional DVD in Le
Boat’s information package.
Today’s destination: Diksmuide, on the

Ijzer river. After navigating through several
locks and lift bridges, we arrive three hours
after leaving the Le Boat marina.
There’s been little boat traffic, which

suits us fine. More time to take in the
farmlands, the little towns in the distance
with churches spiking the sky, and the
water birds closer at hand that wait until
the last moment before scurrying for cover
among vegetation overhanging the banks.
Along the way, I’ve relinquished the

controls to Mark. Stephanie declines a
turn at the wheel. She’s been a steadying
presence through the locks and lift
bridges, having cruised through Ontario’s
Rideau Canal system many times.
However, she has no interest in taking
over the helm. 
“But don’t you want to, you know, tell

your kids back home what you can do?”

“No,” she says. “That’s a guy thing.”
Once we dock at Diksmuide, we

crack open the scotch. We are pleased
with ourselves. We are masters of this
boat. We head off for dinner, settling in
at an outdoor café across the river from
the Ijzer Tower. At 84 metres, the
“Ijzertoren” is Europe’s tallest peace
tower. The words “No More War” appear
on it in four languages.
Although built after WWII, the tower

memorializes the suffering and destruc-
tion of WWI. Early in the war, German
troops crossed into Belgium heading for
the North Sea. To slow them down, local
Belgians opened sluice gates on the Ijzer,
flooding the surrounding countryside
and making the river a front line for the
remainder of the war. 
After dinner, we meander around

town, arriving at the Grote Markt. Every
Belgian town has a market square. The
more prosperous the town’s history, the
grander the square. We encounter a vast
space, the centrepiece of which is a town
hall. The style is 15th or 16th century
Gothic, magnificently floodlit. More
cafés line one side of the square. We’re
tempted, but more so by our berths back
on the boat. We head back, crawl into
bed, and barely have time to note a gen-

tle lapping of water against the
hull before sinking into sleep.
Over breakfast the next morn-

ing, we debate whether to stay
and sightsee, or go. We compro-
mise. Since we’re out of bread, we
head off on our bikes in search of
a “bakerij.” We find a grocery
store instead, just off the market
square. Once inside, we check
out the product lines, admire a
range of cheeses, grab a loaf of
crusty bread, and head back to
the boat.

Our next destination is Ieper, better
known outside of Belgium by its French
spelling, Ypres. We dock in mid-after-
noon, allowing us time to walk around
town. Ieper was one of Northern
Europe’s most important cloth produc-
ing and trading cities during the high
Middle Ages, from the 11th to 13th cen-
turies. One glance at the ornate Cloth
Hall in Ieper’s Grote Markt captures a
sense of glories past. To our innocent
eyes, it looks like a magnificent legisla-
ture, with rows of Gothic windows, a
massive central belfry housing a 49-bell
carillon, and twin towers at each end. 
After walking and window shopping

along a few of the narrow streets radiat-
ing out from the Grote Markt, we head
back to the boat for dinner. It’s a short
walk. As with Diksmuide, we’re docked
on the edge of the town centre. 
The next day breaks grey. Our plan is

to cycle 10 km out of town to Tyne Cot,
the world’s largest Commonwealth war
cemetery. For the first time since our
arrival in Belgium, we’re in countryside
that is gently rolling, not flat. These, we
realize, are the ridges over which German
and Commonwealth troops fought so
pointlessly for four years. Aside from
road signs pointing to cemeteries in all

Weekly markets are a fun way to
find fresh, local produce and more.
Cheeses, chocolate and beer are
Belgian specialties.

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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directions, including Tyne Cot, the land looks rich and fertile.
Our perception of peaceful prosperity changes when we reach Tyne Cot.

As we walk towards a visitor’s centre, we pass a directional sign. Out of it
comes the disembodied voice of a young woman stating names and ages. As
we stop to listen, the voice goes on without interruption. Inside the centre,
the same voice, but here each name is accompanied by a photo on a screen.
The faces of war casualties flicker and fade as their names are read out one
by one. 
We turn to look at the verdant countryside through an expanse of glass.

Everything is green: waving grasses, fields, copses of trees. But below the win-
dow is a different sight. A map of the same surroundings, this time with
wartime photos depicting the destruction caused by four years of artillery fire. 
We’re looking at the site of the 100-day, 1917 Passchendaele offensive, in

which tens of thousands of Commonwealth soldiers died. When the offen-
sive was over, the front line had advanced a mere eight kilometers.
The photos and the view are irreconcilable, except for the same gentle

rolling of the land.
We suddenly understand that everything we’ve seen in Diksmuide and

Ieper – the fabulous market squares, the medieval buildings, the winding
streets –are reconstructions. Both towns and all the neighbouring villages
had been razed by artillery shells, then painstakingly rebuilt.
We walk silently through the cemetery, and under sombre grey skies cycle

back to Ieper.
Tomorrow, we head for Bruges. We’ve passed on visiting Veurne. Bruges is

more than a full day’s motoring from Ieper, and we’re on holiday. No rush-
ing. Besides, what if we want to spend an extra day in Bruges? 
We soak up sunshine along the way, gradually removing layers as the day

progresses. I’m more relaxed than I’ve felt in years. No computers, no phone
calls, no deadlines to set my stomach churning.
Now that we’re old hands at cruising, we wave confidently to other

boaters and cyclists pedalling alongside our canal. As we approach Bruges,
we enter the Gent-Ostende canal, which has a direct link to the sea. It’s the

Launch with Protection

You bought that boat for sale in the marina.  Now
what?  Do you have to wait to insure it before
launching it?  Do you have to wait to enjoy it?
What if something happens to it? Are you insured?

Chubb Insurance’s Watercraft Policy allows exist-
ing watercraft customers automatic coverage for
newly acquired boats for up to 30 days.  A Chubb
policy holder doesn’t have to wait. The new boat
is covered for liability on their existing policy for
its verifiable purchase price or actual cash value,
whichever is less, and there is no size limitation.

“Chubb understands the excitement and spon-
taneity that often comes with a new boat pur-
chase,” says Tanya Eyram, Assistant Vice
President of Chubb. “We make sure our existing
watercraft clients have flexibility by providing
automatic coverage for their newly purchased
boat as they buy it.”

This includes out of country coverage that few
insurers have the expertise to offer.

More than just the boat is covered: its sails, ma-
chinery, furniture, trailers and tenders carried
on-board… with generous limits.

Marine insurance should allow you to enjoy
yourself when you are ready to launch.  “It is all
about giving our clients hassle-free coverage”
notes Eyram, “and peace of mind for their boat-
ing experience.”

Visit www.yacht.controltheoutcome.ca to get
what you need to evaluate your policy and get a
quote from Chubb.

Navigating Insurance

The precise coverage offered is subject to the terms,
conditions and exclusions of the policy as issued.
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Tyne Cot, the world's largest Commonwealth war cemetery.
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widest canal we’ve encountered, and for
the first time freighter barges loom up
behind us. We scuttle to the canal bank
like the water birds before us, giving right
of way to the working boats.
Bruges’s historic city centre, a

UNESCO World Heritage site, is laced
with canals. Again, we’re able to dock
close to the city centre. I can’t wait to
start walking.
Bruges achieved its commercial zenith

in the Middle Ages, gradually declining
until the early 20th century. This decline,
or more precisely the lack of redevelop-
ment due to decline, has helped preserve
street after street of now-painstakingly
preserved medieval architecture. 

For more information, 
contact one of the following 
Canadian dealers in your area!

British Columbia
Fraser Yacht Sales 
1818 Maritime Mews
Grandville Island V6H 3X2 
Tel: (604) 734-3344
www.fraseryachtsales.com 

Ontario
Navy Point Marine 
One Port Street East
Mississauga L5G 4S2
Tel: (905) 271-2222
www.navypointmarine.com 

Quebec
Marina Gagnon et files ltée
50 62nd Avenue
St. Paul de l'ile aux Noix J0J 1G0
Tel: (450) 291-3336
www.marinagagnon.com 

Bruges' neo-Gothic provincial court 
building in Bruges, an architectural 
newcomer that was built only a couple of
centuries ago.

… Diksmuide, visit the gruesomely named Trench of Death, just outside of town. The trench was a
national symbol of Belgian resistance until a final British-Belgian offensive routed the Germans in
September 1918. Also of interest, the Blankaart Nature Preserve, featuring a shallow lake resulting
from peat harvests in the 15th and 16th centuries.

… Ieper, attend the Last Post bugle call, 8:00 p.m. at the Menen Gate, Ieper’s most important war
memorial. In British Army camps, the Last Post signals the end of the day. Here, it is used in a public
ceremony to commemorate Commonwealth war dead. The Last Post has been played every evening
since 1928 with one exception: the German occupation of Ieper from May 20, 1940 to September 6,
1944. Afterward, compose yourself by going for a walk atop the ancient ramparts beside the gate. It’s
a soothing green oasis after the high emotions of the Last Post.

… Bruges, take a canal cruise. Touristy, but essential. Then just keep walking. Or follow a winding,
shady bike path that almost circles the medieval city. If you’re lucky enough to be in Bruges on market
day, stop by Freddy Janssen’s Ham & Cheese Palace and ask for a wedge of Proosoly.

… Nieuwpoort, ride your bikes from the Europort marina down to the sea. If you’re in the mood, rent a
net on the pier and fish for crabs. Keep an eye out for remains of the Vierboete. Built in 1284, it is possi-
bly Europe’s first lighthouse. Afterward, ride along the boardwalk and stop for lunch in one of the out-
door cafés. If you’ve brought a bathing suit and a towel, go for a swim and stretch out on the beach.

… any Belgian town, stop in a pub for a local beer. Belgium has as many beers as France has wines.
Also, stop in at a confiserie for chocolates, or pralines as they’re known. If the pralines are for your-
self, look for a Neuhaus shop. You deserve it. If they’re for someone else, look for Godiva or Leonidas.
They’re still very good, but not as much of an extravagance. 

When in…

continued on page 24
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�“So you’re back,”� says Canadian Yacht
Charters co-proprietor Ken Blodgett as if it
hasn’t been a year since we’d last seen him.
“�I’m back.”� I sit down on a Muskoka

chair beside Blodgett just outside their
office, snugged down on the shores of
Gore Bay on Manitoulin Island’s north
shore.
I stare at the waters – dark green and

mysterious in the late afternoon. I look
up at East Bluff, their heights emerald in
the sun, etched by pine trees, expanse
broken by poplar leaves that seem to glit-
ter like silver coins, the occasional white
gleam of the trunks of birch trees, the
mottled faces of limestone bluffs that are
one of the last north-climbing reaches of
the Niagara Escarpment.
�“Might lose the weather,”� says

Blodgett, desultorily.

That can happen. But right now it
doesn’t concern me unduly. I’ve come
back to the Channel and ever since cross-
ing the bridge from the mainland south-
west of Sudbury into Little Current, the
tension has washed off me like dust in a
warm shower.
�“But anyway, you’re back,”� says

Blodgett. �“Want a burger?”�
His wife, Pam, comes out and gives

me a big hug. �“Welcome back,”� she says.
�“Want some homemade fudge?”�
Ken and Pam are part of the reason

we’re back. Not the only reason, not
the most important reason. But part of
the reason.
We started coming up here eleven

years ago. They were friendly and hos-
pitable then. Now they feel like family.
Pam is a Haweater. Back when settle-

ment first began on the biggest freshwa-
ter island in the world it was subsistence
living. Lots of rock, lots of forest. Lots of
fish, but the farming was tough. Earliest
settlers had to survive eating the flesh of
bitter Hawberries.
Lesser folk would have given up, but

like islanders everywhere they’ve made
do. Now they call themselves Haweaters
with an almost Newfoundlandesque
sense of humour. And come summer
they have a Haweaters’ Festival in Little
Current.
Rest of the time they work hard to eke

out a living here. Ken works hard but
right now he’s every bit as lazy as I am.
Pam goes back inside to catch up on
some more paperwork.
First met Ken at the Toronto

International Boat Show where he was

Back to the

CHANNEL
By Mark Stevens  Photographs by Sharon Matthews-Stevens
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doing an introduction to the Channel.
Struck me at the time that he should take
his show on the road – sort of a one-
man-Broadway comedy act. Struck me at
the time that he would be a fun guy to
spend time with.
Struck me at the time that we really

had to do the Channel.
And now we’re back.
�“Where are you going to go?”� says

Blodgett. He stands up, lifts the lid of the
barbecue, tosses some patties on the grill,
and sits back down.
I shrug.
Blodgett grins, tanned leathery face

showing the weather, the sun, the cold, the
winds, in it. �“Where the winds take you.”�
We’re back in the Channel. That’s

enough.
First time here I had a float plan that

would have made Derek Hatfield proud.
There are something like three hundred
and fifty islands in the Channel. I was
going to stop at every one of them.
Completely conquer the place.
The Channel had other plans.
Made us wait a day-and-a-half. Rain

and heavy cloud. Gore Bay is a charming
town in a postcard-picture setting. But
there is not a lot to do here in the rain.
Second biggest town on the island but
this is a relative term. There are some-
thing like two traffic lights on Manitoulin
Island. Neither are in Gore Bay.
So I was itching to get out there – the

islands swathed in mist were Northern
Ontario Bali-Hai’s, beckoning and seduc-
tive. And I was going to see every one.
That first day was a warning. “You

have to meet the Channel on her terms,”�
said Blodgett in our first chart briefing.
“You go with her rhythm and not yours.”�
We pulled out of the dock, making

our way north, when a line squall roared
through. Got the main up and the boat
pitched and yawed. Another squall came
through. We turned around and limped
back to harbour.
Sometime after twilight I strolled

out to where the bay opened up a bit –
now the skies were lavender and fading
fast to indigo. Not a light to be seen on
the Channel, just a few here in town. I
cursed silently and then I heard the
chuckle of a loon.
Seemed like the Channel was laugh-

ing at me.
But I forgave her.
Next morning was perfect and the

boat skimmed the waters. We were mak-
ing for South Benjamin Island.
Ken and Pam are part of the reason

we’re back in the Channel. South
Benjamin is a bigger part.
We pulled in there that first night and

dropped the hook in the lee of a great
towering boulder of granite. The water

was so clear you could see pebbles at fif-
teen feet. A cliff, pink granite, rose up
from the waters toward the end of a bay
decorated with sea grass that glowed
neon lime in the afternoon sun.
In a tiny rock channel – rocks formed

by wind and water so delicately they
reminded you of cushions on a bed – a
couple of sailboats were snugged down,
sterns affixed to tree trunks on shore.
I decided that if there was ever an

apocalypse I would steal a boat from
Blodgett and head straight for here.
A couple of trailerables with center-

boards had pulled up onto a rock ledge.
At twilight they lit campfires.
South Benjamin is part of why I come

back to the channel.
We’re not the only ones who come

back.
Before dark that first night in

Benjamin we dinghied around the bay
and I pulled up beside a yacht from
Detroit. A twenty-something girl reclined
in the cockpit, a middle-aged man was
reading a book. 
“�First time on the Channel?”� I said.
He grinned. Desultorily. �“See her?”�

He pointed at the girl. �“She was a baby

Gore Bay, home to CYC, is a 
postcard-perfect village on the south 
shores of the Channel.

One strategy of appeasing the weather
spirits may work given Manitoulin is said
to be the home of the greatest First
Nations spirit.

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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our first time. Back every year.”�
Back in the Channel, back in Gore

Bay, we’re waiting. For both weather and
for my wife’s friends, Barb and Dave
Anschuetz. It will be their first time on
the Channel.
Guys on the next dock over have come

back to the Channel too. We go over and
share drinks and lies about our favourite
anchorages. Blodgett comes aboard. The
rum goes down as all these channel regu-
lars (these guys are from Ottawa, been
coming up for twenty years.) �“Every
year,”� says Blodgett. He points to anoth-
er boat down the dock. �“Twenty years for
those guys too.”�
A storm breaks over us and the light-

ning flashes across the sky. The thunder
rattles the mast and thuds against the
hull. 
The Channel is reminding us. Doesn’t

matter how many times you come back,
you meet the Channel on her terms.
But everybody keeps coming back.
I have a lot of reasons, I think to

myself next morning, sitting in a
Muskoka chair usually reserved for
Blodgett, waiting for Barb and Dave.
Item:Crossing south between Clapper -

ton and Amedroz Islands. The waters are
the colour of the sky and Manitoulin
looms in the distance, gentle undulating

ridges dominating the south horizon,
somewhere between blue and indigo.
Close-reached: small limestone bluffs of
Clapperton capped by dense forest that
comes right to the edge of these tiny cliffs
off our starboard beam, pine-encrusted
low-lying Amedroz off the port beam.
Item:Watching the play of sun on the

water from a dock at Kagawong, watching
kids jumping off the eight-foot pier,
laughing and screaming, gasping with
the cold as the day dies, while we set out
pork tenderloin on the Force Ten, after
hiking up a glittering stream to a water-
fall that shimmers like a bride’s veil. 
Item: North on a beam reach while

son Adam yells, �“harden the sail, Dad,”�
because, with the white peaks of
LaCloche Mountains dead ahead, look-
ing like they are snow-spattered though
it’s actually quartzite, waters here pewter-
gilded and wind-riffled, two other sail-
boats are ahead and Adam’s bought into
the maxim that any sailboats headed the
same way are, by definition, racing.
Item: When the kids were young, dis-

covering a deserted beach on Darch
Island, a family swim, a picnic lunch at
anchor, skipping stones in crystal water

Mid-September exploring on South
Benjamin can mean you get this popular
anchorage all to yourself.

See the Newest
Hunters

at Your Nearest
Dealer!

True North Yachts
Mississauga, ON
866-610-1707

allan@truenorthyachts.ca

Marina Lennox
Saint-Paul-de-l'lle-aux-Noix, QC

450-246-2402
marinalennox@gmail.com

Sunnybrook Yacht Brokers
Halifax, NS
902-275-2424
syb@eastlink.ca

Specialty Yachts
Vancouver, BC
604-689-7491
lawrence@

mail.specialty-yachts.com

Quiet Waters
Waubaushene, ON
Trailerables Only
705-538-2343

qwaters@sailboatsales.com

Schooner Yacht Sales
Ottawa, ON

Trailerables Only
613-825-0207

schooneryachtsales@
sympatico.ca

Glenmore Sailboats
Calgary, AB

Trailerables Only
403-266-3055

info@glenmoresailboats.com

We Go The Distance.

www.huntermarine.com
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and watching them bounce like flying fish. 
Item: Sailing a fancy Hunter with all

the bells and whistles. Sailing a much
older Aloha called �“Rowdy’s Revenge”, a
38’ cat called �“Nauticat”,� cruising in a
trawler and a power cat both. Canadian
Yacht Charters has a diverse fleet with the
right boat for your needs whether you
want luxury, sail or comfort. And if you
don’t feel up to the channel, they’ll pro-
vide a skipper.
Item: Late one day at south Benjamin

after we’ve picked up Barb and Dave and
cast off for this particular return to the
channel.

One boat here. Ours. The sun falls and
paints the pink granite headland even
pinker. We dinghy ashore, clamour up
great boulders.
Back on the boat we watch the stars

come out – a scintillating tapestry that
does something to your soul as you look
around, as you hear the call of a couple of
loons, haunting and forlorn but beautiful
as a Mozart symphony.
�“I can’t believe how beautiful this

place is,�“ says Barb. �“Like a Group of
Seven painting.”�
�“Two or three other spots I wanted

you to see,”� I say. Haven’t had a great
weather window on this trip so they
aren’t going to happen.
Barb takes a sip of wine, looks around

the bay, up at the sky. She deeply inhales
the evening air, crisp and redolent of
pine.
“Next time,”� she says. 
“So you’d come back?”�
“I’d come back in a minute.”� 
Back to the Channel.

Pam and Ken Blodgett maintain a complete
fleet of boats for skippered or bareboat char-
ters out of their Canadian Yacht Charters
Gore Bay base. 
www.cycnorth.com

"Looks like a Group of Seven painting," 
says second mate Barb Anschuetz of the
Channel vistas.

The second you cross the swing bridge from
the mainland of Northern Ontario on your
approach to sailing the Channel you find
yourself on island time.

Janet Head lighthouse guards the West 
Bluff side of the approach to Gore Bay on
Manitoulin.

http://www.cycnorth.com
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By Greg Nicoll

Galley Guy Competes 
IN THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY MOUNT GAY ROUND BARBADOS RACE 

BUT LOCAL CUISINE MAKES EVERYONE A WINNER!

TELL ME WHAT self-respecting Galley
Guy could possibly (while on the beauti-
ful island of Barbados) turn down an
opportunity to tour the famous Mount
Gay Rum Distillery? For sure, not this
Galley Guy!
Sadly, the other Galley Guys, Andy

Adams and John Armstrong who both
lean a bit in the direction of diesel
instead of wind power, and whose sailing
skills are less than race-ready anyway, did
not get the call. Putting a brave face on it,
Adams claimed to be working on the
west coast at the Vancouver International
Boat Show while Armstrong had again
slipped away to vacation somewhere in
South America (or so he said). 

Regardless, this Galley Guy was invit-
ed to compete in the 75th anniversary of
the Mount Gay Round Barbados Race
that started in the days when working
schooners competed to prove that they
were the faster ship. Back then, the win-
ner would have won the right to secure
contracts to carry premium goods at a
premium rate from Barbados to all cor-
ners of the globe. There is little doubt that
much of this “precious cargo” contained
casks from the Mount Gay Rum
Distillery. I had to seize the opportunity!
This year, the Opening Party was

sponsored by Mount Gay Rum, the
After-race Party was sponsored by
Mount Gay Rum, the Awards Banquet

was sponsored by Mount Gay Rum... I
think you get the picture! 
The competitors were also invited to a

private tour of the main tourist attraction
on the island – the Mount Gay Rum
Distillery. Mount Gay is one of the oldest
and best-respected rum distilleries in the
world and its name is nearly synony-
mous with Barbados. 
With 1,500 rum shops spread across a

mere 167 square miles of island, the
drink is an undeniable part of Bajan life.
So an afternoon sitting on the patio over-
looking the ocean, carefully studying the
subtleties of this fine drink, was not only,
let’s say enjoyable, but I believed it was
this Galley Guy’s best way of exploring
and understanding the Bajan culture.
Rum was also at the heart of the cre-

ation of the “Galley Guys”. I had a chance
meeting several years ago with one ‘Ed

Galley Guy Greg studying the Bajan culture
at the Mount Gay Distillery.

The crew on the Spirit of Juno at the 2011
Mount Gay Round Barbados Race, with
Galley Guy Greg Nicoll on right.
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Captain your own boat through Europe’s scenic rivers and canals 
with Le Boat self-drive cruisers. What better way to explore 
Europe’s historic towns and cities then on your own private boat, all 
at your own pace?

To learn more 
about a 
Le Boat self-drive 
cruising vacation, 
order your free 
brochure at 
www.leboat.com 
or call 
1-800-992-0291
today.

Waterways
Explore European

Cruise with Confidence

No Experience Required

Affordable and Fun

Le Boat provides the largest choice of inland waterway cruising from spring to fall, with 
over 200 different routes in eight countries, (France, Germany, Holland, Belgium, 
Ireland, England, Scotland, & Italy).  There are also over 1000 boats in the fleet and 
a range of models to fit all party sizes.

Don’t worry if you’ve never been on a canal boat before – Le Boat will show you 
how. The boats are simple to operate, easy to maneuver and you don’t need any 
experience or special license to operate, except Germany. 

Not only will you get the best price but your accommodation travels with you. To save 
time and to relax on their trip cruisers typically provision their boat for breakfast and lunch, 
and enjoy a dinner in quaint countryside villages.

To learn more 
about a 

Le Boat provides the largest choice of inland waterway cruising from spring to fall, with 

Ireland, England, Scotland, & Italy).  There are also over 1000 boats in the fleet and 
visit www.leboat.com or call 1 800 992 0291

E U RO P E ’ S  N O. 1  BOAT I N G VAC AT I O N  COM PA NY

EUROPEAN BOATING  

V A C A T I O N S  2 0 1

France    Italy    Belgium    Holland    England    Ireland    

Plan now for your European self-drive boating vacation 
and cruise from only $438 dollars per person per week. 
Call or visit us online for details. Call 1-800-992-0291 or 

visit www.leboat.com

Hamilton’. Ed, a former corporate exec
from the USA, left the business world to
spend some time on his sailboat in the
Caribbean and he ended up writing what
many consider to be the definitive book
on island rums. 
Now known as the “Minister of Rum”,

Ed travels extensively to event tastings –
special occasions where rum is being
served. He educates, promotes and
broadly smiles in his role as the ambassa-
dor for many of the leading rum distiller-

A Sailor’s Tale
I almost forgot I was in Barbados to
participate in the 75th Anniversary
Mount Gay Round Barbados Race!
In a week of great experiences, here
is my best story and it could only
happen during the Mount Gay
Round Barbados Race.

We were racing down the Atlantic
side of Barbados in 20 knots of
breeze, in 3 metre swells with a
huge asymmetrical up. 

Foredeck man and first mate Mark,
in anticipation of a sail change, yelled back to Skipper Rory, “Where are we, Skip?”

Rory, a very knowledgeable and confident 22-year-old skipper who was both managing the wheel
and a crew of 14 aboard an ocean racing Farr 65, and without much in the way of maps or naviga-
tion instruments at hand, and without hesitation, pointed his index finger to the bottom of the map
of Barbados embroidered onto the brim of his Mount Gay hat and yelled back, “About here!”

Thumbs up! Keep racing!

Yacht Elena preparing for the start of the 2011
Mount Gay Rum Round Barbados Race.
Photo Credit: Peter Marshall

ies in the world. 
Our respect and admiration for Ed’s

lifestyle was the “shot” that started the
Galley Guys writing articles encouraging
boaters to improve their onboard enjoy-

ment and enthusiasm for entertaining
friends with great food and drink. Ed,
who created the “Minister of Rum”, has
researched, studied and written about
this wonderful drink for many years now

http://www.leboat.com
http://www.leboat.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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Water on the Water…
Beer on the Pier!™

Summer Fun Will Soon Be Here

For more information, please contact Danielle Neuen by phone at 
705-549-1667 or by e-mail at dneuen@justforfunmarketing.com

You have likely heard that slogan before as it has become a “sign of summer”
in central Ontario. The Voice of Boating, Jeff Sinclair, has been broadcasting
Marine Reports on radio stations across central Ontario for 22 years and will
be back again this summer!
The Voice of Boating travels by land and water in a highly visible vehicle and
boat, visiting summer hot spots, hosting and supporting events, giving away
prizes, and most importantly, broadcasting on location – delivering an 
up-to-date marine report based on the actual weather conditions and status
of the waterways in central Ontario. 
Jeff’s approach has always focussed on summer fun on or near the water.
With Jeff’s positive and enthusiastic energy, sponsors and partners benefit
due to a very unique self-sell approach. If you would like to get your name,
brand or product into the hands and minds of the right people in the right
way, contact The Voice of Boating staff for partnership opportunities. We are
currently working on our 2011 schedule, which will begin on Victoria Day
Weekend and run through Labour Day Weekend.

and I encourage you to visit www.ministerofrum.com for a
complete overview of the world of rum. 
Rum also made it to the Toronto International Boat Show

this year, at the first-ever Canadian Yachting Island Village. “The
Village” was a new feature at the Toronto show designed to be
a boater’s meeting place by capturing the warmth of the sun and
the feeling of the tropics with palm trees, tikki huts, steel band
music, spicy island food and of course, a cool rum drink. The
“Village” was a huge hit and Mount Gay Rum was a big part of
its success. 
This year’s Mount Gay Round Barbados Race was held on

Errol Barrow Day, honouring the first prime minister that led
Barbados to independence in 1966. Regarded as the “Father of
the Nation”, Mr. Barrow was an avid sailor and founding mem-
ber of the Barbados Cruising Club, which was the host and
organizer of the race. 
This national holiday is celebrated everywhere on the island.

The beaches are packed with picnics, parties, music and great
food! For a special treat, our friend/driver, David, took us to the
hottest spot. The Village of Oistin, located near St. Lawrence
Gap on the south end of the island, is where you will find the
island’s largest fish market. The daily catch is cleaned and fillet-
ed in an open market style. 
Right next door is a large cluster of wooden buildings that

The Barbados’s Cutter Sandwich
One of Barbados’ great culinary treasures is a fish cutter (sandwich) at
Cuz’s right next door to the Barbados Cruising Club in the beach parking
lot. There is a constant line-up of locals, beach bums, taxi drivers, kids and
tourists waiting their turn to order a marlin cutter. The sandwich consists
of salt bread, lightly pan-seared blue marlin, tomato, lettuce and pickle,
with an option of either a fried egg, or cheese. There are also a number of
sauces: mayonnaise, barbecue sauce and, of course, Scotch bonnet that all
add to this outstanding treat.

As most Bajan breads are sweet,
the cutter’s salt bread consists of
a thin crust and a chewy interior.
Inside, the juicy fish steak has 
a very light, peppery breading
and wet flakes. If you choose 
the cheese, you get Anchor 
New Zealand Cheddar, the
cheese found everywhere in local
grocers.

Don’t be shy about mixing fish
and cheese as the meat isn’t fishy
and the thick slice of soft cheese
pulls the bread and fish together.
The cutter’s crunchy pickle and its
vinegar is key to flavour and tex-

ture balance and the “make-you-sweat” Scotch bonnet sauce makes the
Banks beer (or two) that you will need to finish your cutter seem like they
were made for each other.

http://www.ministerofrum.com
http://www.lo300.org
mailto:info@LO300.org
http://yachtshots.ca
mailto:dneuen@justforfunmarketing.com
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For your peace of mind.

When it comes to your hard earned, 
prized possessions, trust only the best. 

McMichael-Davis Marine Insurance 
and Lombard Canada can provide 
you with comprehensive marine 
recreational insurance coverage† to 
meet your unique coverage needs. 

† Underwritten by Lombard General Insurance Company of Canada.

2421 MARINE DRIVE
OAKVILLE, ONTARIO

L6L 1C6 CANADA

www.mcmichael-davis.ca

TEL: 905.847.1616
FAX: 905.847.0780 
1.888.821.8833

serve the most incredible island food. We
chose a stall called “George’s” named for
its owner and cook – a man with a big,
no…a huge smile. As I hope you can

imagine, Oistin on Errol Barrow Day was
packed. The music was large and everyone
was moving in that laid back island easy
groove way. 
George’s grilled marlin, eaten on a

picnic bench with plastic cutlery, will
always be remembered as one of the
greatest seafood meals that I have ever

eaten. Friday Night at Oistin is a must
when in Barbados!
Remember to drink responsibly on

your boat this summer; drop the sails,
turn the engine off, tie up and start enter-
taining with family and friends, and
maybe enjoy a Mount Gay rum or two!
Cheers!

Mount Gay Rum Punch 
19 oz. Mount Gay Eclipse Rum
1 oz. Angostura bitters
12 oz. Grenadine syrup
4 oz. Lime juice
13 oz. Simple syrup
1 tsp. Fresh nutmeg
18 oz. Water
Cherries
Pour all ingredients into punch bowl and stir.
Allow to rest for two hours. Serve over ice and
garnish with cherry and orange twist.

Serves 8 or 4 who are very thirsty!

George’s grilled marlin, eaten on a picnic
bench with plastic cutlery, will always be
remembered as one of the greatest seafood
meals that I have ever eaten.
Photo Credit: marianne@mariannephotography.net

mailto:marianne@mariannephotography.net
http://www.mcmichael-davis.ca
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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The Best Tender
Lift Solution

The freedom to 
use your watercraft 
where and when you 
want with just the 
touch of a button! 
FreedomLift™

is the ideal solution 
for transporting 
your tender or PWC.

� Installs independent of your swim platform

� The ONLY lift with easily removable Lift Arms

� Features wireless, hydraulic remote control operation

� Lifting capacity of 800+ lbs.

� Innovative design better than old-style platform lifts

See our dynamic video and digital portfolio on the web

www.freedomlift.com
Call us toll free: 1-866-543-8669

US Patent #6,474,265       Canadian Patent # 2,393,105

We happen to arrive on market day, a weekly occurrence in
every Belgian community. Fruit, vegetable, cheese, meat and
flower vendors all crowd into the Grote Markt. Dominating the
square is another cloth hall, and its 83-metre high Belfry tower.
Built in the 1200s, its vertiginous presence continues eight cen-
turies later to symbolize Bruges’ glory and prestige.
We take a quick tour, and head back to the market. We’ve

brought baskets to load up on roast chicken, roasted potatoes,
greens, fresh fruit and, of course, cheeses. A perfect meal, no
preparation required. Our last stop is Freddy Janssen’s Ham and
Cheese Palace, essentially a cheese shop on wheels. The three of
us crowd together, eyes wide. We select a blue cheese and a
runny cheese, but a third? Freddy intervenes. “You like cheese,”
he asks. We nod solemnly. ‘Try this.” He hands each of us a slim
wedge of a firm, dark golden cheese. It has a warm, nutty
flavour, slightly caramelized. We’re entranced. Freddy explains
that it’s made by a local farmer who calls Freddy whenever
another wheel has ripened. Back at the boat, we eat slim shards
of it as an appetizer. Perfect with scotch or a dark Belgian beer.
After another two days, it’s time to head back to Nieuwpoort.

On the way, Stephanie finally steps up to the wheel. I knew her
competitive streak would win out, but judiciously keep my
mouth shut.
I’m sorry the trip is ending. I feel spoiled, having had our

very own floating hotel suite. Best of all, I can’t remember feel-
ing more relaxed. I may not be ready to buy my own powerboat,
but I can’t wait to pick out another Le Boat cruise. Maybe a two-
week cruise in France. Or Italy. Or the Netherlands…

Musicians serenade diners in Bruges. The old city is full of 
restaurants, many clustered around public squares.

continued from page 12

http://www.freedomlift.com
http://www.bayportyc.com
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WE CAUGHT UP with the Sabre 40
Sedan during the 70th Annual Miami
International Boat Show. Even among the
lineup of new yachts at the show, the
Sabre display immediately caught our eye.
There is a powerful family resem-

blance from one Sabre model to another
and the ‘look’ seems most obvious when
expressed in the handsome dark-
coloured hull sides and accents; Sabre
offers their boats in white as well as six
optional colours. The lines and propor-
tions are strongly similar, all the way
from their 34 Express to the 52 Salon
Express and all offer special details like
varnished teak toe rails, gold cove
accents, raked transoms, big cabin win-
dows and cabin roof overhangs. 
It’s easy to spot a Sabre. The company

describes its ‘look’ as the traditional
“Downeast style” of yacht. On the other
hand, our Sabre 40 Sedan test boat was
powered by twin Cummins MerCruiser

Zeus pod drives with the 425 hp QSB
engines. The performance of this yacht is
far beyond what a ‘traditional’ boat
might be expected to deliver, but we’ll get
to that in a minute.
The designers know their customers

well. The most likely purchaser will be a
professional couple, perhaps nearing
retirement but still active and adventure-
some in their future plans. They may still
have some family at home, or perhaps
grandchildren who visit. The Sabre 40
was designed to thoughtfully accommo-
date guests, but it was primarily laid out
around the needs of a cruising couple – a
couple who like tradition, who value
quality and who are attracted to things
elegant and understated. 
We especially liked the proportions of

this boat and felt that no compromises
had been made to fit everything in.
Boarding, you can step onto the full-
width swim platform which is down

SABRE 40 Sedan

a Classic 

By Andy Adams

PERFORMANCE

TEST BOAT ENGINES
Twin Cummins MerCruiser QSB 
5.9 Electronic diesel engines with 
common rail injection, inline 6 cylinders,
5.9 L/359 ci driving Zeus pod drives with
built-in trim plates and counter rotating
prop sets.

ENGINE (RPM) SPEED (MPH)
600 (IDLE) 6.0
1000 9.0
1400 10.9
1800 15.8
2000 19.5
2200 23.3
2400 25.8*
2500 28.2
2700 31.2
3000 36.9
3050 (MAX) 37.8

*Cruising speed 

Performance Data Supplied by 
Sabre Yachts

Born
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This shot of the galley shows the two
Vitrifrigo drawer refrigerators and separate
Isotherm pullout freezer drawer. Together
you get as much practical refrigerator space
as you're likely to have in most homes. 
The galley is what Sabre calls a mid-galley,
meaning that it is neither on the main
deck level nor on the lower deck but
halfway between so the captain and chef
can talk as they go.

Notice the panel down the center of this
photograph. The large opening is created by
pocket doors that run on tracks. This guest
cabin layout is only one option. Our test
boat had the optional dinette which makes
this area into a great spot to entertain
grandchildren, enjoy a quiet meal or to
serve as an office on the boat.

close to the water, or step onto the very
wide side decks, grab the big stainless
steel handholds then, step down into the
cockpit on molded-in stairs. The flat side
decks are impressively wide and going
forward to set the anchor, or handle dock
lines will be safe and easy in this boat.
Of course, there is an electric windlass

for the ground tackle. Six big side cleats,
chocks in the teak toe rails and cast steel
hawse pipes with inboard-mounted
cleats at the stern ensure there is a neat,
seaman-like way to secure the boat.
There is a boarding ladder mounted

under the swim platform that can be
pulled out from the water in the event
anyone falls in – a feature we really
appreciate. The swim platform is finished
with a no slip surface to prevent falls. A
proper transom gate on massive stainless
steel hinges gives access to the cockpit. 
The cockpit has a full width aft bench

seat and a beautiful, removable table. Aft
facing seats against the bulkhead have
storage underneath and all together,
make a comfortable social area. Hatches
in the sole give service access for the Zeus
drives and there is a large lazarette locker. 
Up a couple of steps and into the salon

you are almost overwhelmed by warm,
satin-finished woods: teak and holly sole,
American Cherry cabinetry and trim. If
you love wood, you are home!
To starboard is a tub chair, cabinets

housing a bar and entertainment system

with TV on a lift, DVD player and the
impressive electrical panel. Opposite is
an L-shaped settee with high/low table,
storage under and a great tool drawer
with fitted tools. Very thoughtful.
Next, going forward to port is the gal-

ley with service hatches in the teak and
holly floor; the companionway stairs are
done in American cherry with storage
under the risers. 
The galley is extremely well done with

a large, single, stainless steel sink big
enough to wash the largest pot you’re
likely to have on board. The galley also
features a built-in coffee maker, convec-
tion microwave, Princess Gourmet two-
burner stove top and we loved the two
Vitrifrigo refrigerator drawers that pull-
out. Your “stuff’ will not all land on the
floor after a hard run in rough water!
Also, there is an Isotherm pullout freezer
drawer. Together you get as much practi-
cal refrigerator space as you’re likely to
have in most homes. The galley is what
Sabre calls a mid-galley, meaning that it
is neither on the main deck level nor on
the lower deck but halfway between. It
makes the best use of the space and yet,
the chef can be a part of the party.
This boat is full of great features. We

loved the big pullout rack in the galley
that can hold all kinds of boxes and cans
in a space that’s only six inches wide.
There’s a cutlery drawer, a trash locker
and big bins, plus a sailboat-style under-
floor storage area with sliding steel racks,
a big area for cases of drinks and other
bulky provisions plus service access to
wiring and other components.
Back on the main deck level to star-

board is the helm. The very first thing that
would strike you is the pair of Stidd seats.
These have a tremendous range of adjust-
ment, arm and foot rests – the works! The
custom-made wooden steering wheel is
very handsome and Sabre includes the
MerCruiser DTS (digital throttling and
shift) system, with Precision Pilot,
Skyhook and other features. Of course,
the Zeus pod-drive system includes full
joystick docking. You can spin the boat
and walk it sideways into a fuel dock; it’s
highly maneuverable.
Another great feature is the starboard-

SPECIFICATIONS

Length 40’ 10”/12.45 m
Beam 14’ 0”/4.27 m
Displacement 26,000 lbs./11,800 kg
Fuel Capacity 380 gal./1440 L
Water Capacity 140 gal./530 L
Waste Capacity 60 gal./225 L
Base Price $619,000
Price as tested $700,000 US

Test boat provided by and 
price quoted by Sabre Yachts

www.sabreyachts.com

http://www.sabreyachts.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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customer service: 1.877.418.9998  tel: 519-579-3131
www.salusmarine.com

AALSMEER, HOLLAND      THOMASTON, MAINE        SHEUNG WAN, HONG KONG

1-800-269-0961        www.epifanes.com

Now with a new, more powerful UV filter.

A 109-Year Love 
Affair With Wood.

side sliding cabin door beside the helm. This allows the captain
fresh air underway, the ability to quickly get on deck when
docking, or to talk to your deckhands.
The sedan helm enjoys large areas of glass with three

windshield panels, each with an enormous windshield wiper
and all side glass has ‘Oceanview’ blinds and the glass slides
open with screens. You enjoy almost a 360° vision from the
helm. 
This is a sedan boat with one helm in the main cabin near

the air-conditioning systems, galley and so on. If you prefer a
flying bridge, that model is also available.
In the sedan model, on the lower deck, Sabre offers an inter-

esting option in place of a second cabin – a pair of pocket doors
on tracks that open up to a lower dinette but can still close to
make a cabin. This option gives you a beautifully finished inlaid
table in American cherry and maple for the four-person dinette
that can be used as a desk and office, or folded down to make a
double berth.  There are two opening portholes, storage and this
option makes a terrific games area for grandchildren with a
flatscreen TV and two different deck hatches for daylight.
The area also has a cedar-lined hanging locker, three drawers

and like every drawer onboard the Sabre 40, they are tradition-
al dovetail construction – an example of the excellent joinery
work throughout the boat. 
The one head has a double-door arrangement to the forward

stateroom. It features composite countertop, a stainless steel
sink and the handsome and practical shower enclosure has a
circular clear acrylic door. The head is a Jabsco and the boat has

The most noticeable feature at the helm is the pair of Stidd seats.
These have a tremendous range of adjustment, arm and foot rests
- the works! They are excellent on a long passage. There is a 
wooden steering wheel and Sabre includes the MerCruiser DTS
(digital throttle and shift) system, with Precision Pilot, Skyhook
and other features. Of course, the Zeus pod-drive system includes
full joystick docking.

http://www.salusmarine.com
http://www.epifanes.com
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ogh.ca.fw a shaving mirror that is an example of Sabre’s great attention to

detail; the mirror is articulated to adjust to just the right posi-
tion for applying makeup or shaving.
The master stateroom forward has a shaped queen berth.

Again, American cherry adorns the whole area that has four dif-
ferent side lockers as well as a hanging locker, five drawers, two
more drawers under the berth and the mattress lifts to reveal an
additional storage area.
Considering all the stuff you can take with you, lots of hors-

es are needed!
Back at the helm, Cummins MerCruiser has you covered

with twin 425 hp QSB electronic diesel engines with Zeus pod-
drives in mild pockets. These run straight ahead, turn the boat
very level and include automatic trim tabs to maximize efficien-
cy at all speeds. The joystick docking is video-kid easy.
The boosted steering is light, direct and very responsive let-

ting you turn this yacht like a sport boat. The 32.8 knot (37.8
mph) top speed is more than enough and the high speed
maneuverability is impressive. Most impressive though is that
the Sabre 40 Sedan with the CMD Zeus power reaches 0.9 nau-
tical miles per gallon at only 10.5 knots and then stays flat at 0.9
nmpg (1.036 mpg) at all speeds up to 2700 rpm and 27.1 knots
before the economy starts to decline!
Pick your speed, pick your weather and take all your friends!

The Sabre 40 Sedan is an elegant over-achiever in tasteful cloth-
ing. What fun!

This is the salon dining area with its beautiful and well-made
high/low table. You are looking at the port side facing aft. The
sliding cabin door and opening windows in the aft bulkhead,
make the cockpit more a part of the interior living space.

mailto:info@foghmarine.com
http://www.fogh.ca
http://www.webasto-marine.com
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EXACTLY A YEAR AGO, we reviewed
the Grady-White 330 Express equipped
with a pair of the new Yamaha F350, 350
hp V8 four-stroke outboards. It was a
great boat with stellar performance, but
the windshield and hardtop arrangement
was not as weather-tight as an enclosed
hardtop would be.
One of Grady-White’s dealers is

Capstan Marine in Richmond, BC and
owner Robert Brown had a customer who
was an experienced west coast yachtsman,
a Grady-White fan and also a keen saltwa-
ter fisherman. He wanted the improved
visibility and all-weather “fishability” that
an enclosed hardtop could deliver…but
Grady-White didn’t have an enclosed
hardtop version of the 330.
A lot of time, effort, creativity and

cooperation went back and forth and
boom – meet the Grady-White 330 with
enclosed hardtop!
To be clear, Grady-White is not a

build-to-order boat company, but a sig-
nificant dealer, with a keen customer and
a logical and rational request, got the
designers at Grady-White going. They
have Canadian dealers whose customers
go out in the cold, fog and rain. Plus, we
all wish the season was longer! Adding
an enclosed hardtop was a natural for BC
and it’s just as well suited to extending
comfortable cruising in Georgian Bay, the
St. Lawrence and the Maritimes.
The Grady-White 330 Hardtop is a

great choice for families and couples
keen on long trips because of the speed
and fuel economy. It also represents a
great choice for a downtown condo-
boater who wants to get places fast, a
couple who want to do the Great Loop,
or even a cottage family with a big group
to transport. 
Our test boat this year had the twin

Yamaha F300A, 300 hp V6 four-stroke
outboards. Last year’s test boat had the

GRADY-WHITE 330 Hardtop

By Andy Adams

PERFORMANCE

TEST BOAT ENGINES
Twin Yamaha F300A, 300 horsepower 4.2
L / 254.4 ci, four-stroke V6 outboards
with dual overhead cams, 24 valves and
variable camshaft timing, sequential
multi-port electronic fuel injection and
with stainless steel propellers.prop sets.

ENGINE (RPM) SPEED (MPH)
1500 7.7 
2000 9.0 
2500 9.6 
3000 10.3 
3500 16.4 
4200 29.9*
4500 32.9 
5000 37.1 
5500 41.0 
6000 44.6 

*Cruising speed 

Performance Data Supplied by 
Grady White Boats

New Hardtop and Yamaha V6s 
Make A Good Boat Even Better
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Yamaha 350 V8s. Those were simply fab-
ulous: smooth, quiet and powerful yet
economical too. They are still a great
choice, but the twin Yamaha 300 hp V6s
hit 44.6 mph, cruised at a brisk yet eco-
nomical 29.9 mph revving 4200 while
getting 1.25 US mpg according to Grady-
White. The standard 350 US gal (1325
liter) fuel tank offers plenty of offshore
range at cruising speeds. 
Remember this is a relatively large

cruiser with a very social bridge area, a
spacious cockpit, and a cozy but accom-
modating cabin with standup head, well-
equipped galley and even a mid-cabin to
expand the sleeping accommodations.
The rig weighs in around 14,500 lbs. with
fuel, gear and passengers.
Last year, we were impressed by the

lusty performance the twin Yamaha
F350s delivered but the new V6s felt
almost as quick in the hardtop version.
The F300A V6s are a totally new design
from Yamaha with big 4.2 liter displace-
ment and Yamaha’s next-generation
engine block featuring plasma-fused
sleeveless cylinder walls for the lightest
weight in their class.
As we noted last year, compared to

inboard or sterndrive power, the Yamaha
F300A, 300 hp outboards offer worth-
while benefits. Instead of the complexity
of inboard mounted engines, the out-
boards are much lighter, fully self-con-

tained units that can be tilted to mini-
mize corrosion and fouling problems. 
All the mechanical complexity is out-

side of the boat leaving much more inte-
rior space. When running, engine
vibration, exhaust and noise are left
behind although the hardtop does reflect
a little more noise than the original
Express version did. 
The new F300A Yamaha V6s have

fully electronic controls with a single key
for the two engines and a “Start All” but-
ton. Press that and both engines instant-
ly spring to life. They idle silently, the
gear change is quiet but positive and
dockside handling is fairly easy with the

twin engines plus our test boat had an
optional bow thruster to make things
even easier.
Out on the open water, the Grady

White hull design delivers remarkable
turning ability and its seaworthiness in
big water is well-proven. We ran through
a little ocean chop around Biscayne Bay
in Miami and we barely noticed it. 
All the important interior features

SPECIFICATIONS

Grady-White put the emphasis on the cockpit and exterior areas for family fishing action
but the full fiberglass inner liner and well-proportioned spaces make this an effective and
comfortable cabin. The teak and holly flooring adds a nautical feel.

This transom fish box is huge and features
a gasketed lid and gas struts to keep it
open as you slam in a trophy-sized game
fish. That’s what the Grady-White people
had in mind when they designed this fast
express cruiser but the boat is very adapt-
able to many other uses, especially with the
new enclosed hardtop.

Length 33'6"/10.21 m
Length Overall 35'10"/10.92 m
Beam 11'7"/3.53 m
Weight 14,577 lb. /6612 kg
Fuel Capacity 350 gal./1325 L
Water Capacity 44 gal./ 166 L
Waste Capacity 10 gal./ 37.91 L
Base Price $380,000

Test boat provided by Grady-White Boats
www.gradywhite.com

Price quoted by Capstan Marine
www.capstanmarine.com 

http://www.gradywhite.com
http://www.capstanmarine.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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remain in the 330 hardtop version. The
cockpit is what this boat is all about
because it was designed for saltwater fish-
ing. Features include toe rails, padded
cockpit coaming all the way around, rod
holders spaced to handle big saltwater

reels and we really liked the handsome
foldout transom seat; it’s there when you
want it, gone when you don’t.
Across the transom top is a 240 L

insulated fish box with drain and gasket-
ed lid. A 173 L raw water live well is on

the starboard side with an interior light;
there is a great rigging station for setting
up your bait that has a freshwater sink
and pull-out faucet, and there are rod
holders on the gunwales as well as in the
cockpit sides. We especially liked the LED
cockpit lighting mounted under the gun-
wales. There is also a brace of rod holders
across the aft edge of the hardtop.
Grady White loads their boats with

nice features – too many to detail indi-
vidually but there are abundant storage
lockers and cubbies, drawers for tackle
and small items, a freshwater wash down
as well as a transom shower and in our
opinion, an excellent transom door.
That leads to a combination swim

platform and outboard mounting area
which is really an integral part of the
33’6” hull – not a bracket of any kind.
This keeps the sea out of the boat and the
big Yamaha’s breathe through venting in
the top of their cowling  – taking a big
wave astern is no issue.
The bridge area features a centre-

mounted Pompanette pedestal helm seat
with locking arms that swivels and
adjusts. The other bridge seating sur-
rounds the helm making a nice social
arrangement while giving the captain the
best 360 degree view for driving, docking
and when fishing. The new hardtop
opens up the view by eliminating the
obstructions the standard hardtop frame
creates and replacing the framed wind-
shield with glass integrated into the
enclosure. Incidentally, when all the
development was completed, the new
enclosed helm saved a few pounds! 
As in the standard hardtop version,

you still get a saltwater-style overhead

The galley is compact but still accommo-
dates three drawers, a locker with trash 
container below the reasonably-sized sink
and with a Contoure convection microwave,
Isotherm refrigerator, two-burner ceramic
cook top and probably an owner-installed
BBQ for the aft deck, you could make many
excellent meals onboard.

http://www.paynesmarine.com


http://www.skippersplan.com
http://skippersplan.com
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console for radios and other electronics.
There is lots of space for electronics
directly ahead of the driver too. Our test
boat had the Yamaha Command Link
digital instrumentation along with tilt
wheel, footrest and big compass. The
upholstery and fiberglass gel coat are all
the same Grady-White French vanilla
colour. That is a lot easier on the eyes
than stark white. With the new hardtop,

the optional 12,000 BTU bridge air con-
ditioning unit makes a lot more sense
and a 12,000 BTU system is standard in
the cabin.
The cabin is down four steps from the

bridge and has stainless-steel handholds
everywhere you would want them. It is a
reasonable size and offers a double berth
forward plus a second berth in the mid
cabin to sleep four people in total.

Grady-White includes a 15” flat screen
TV, Kenwood stereo and Toshiba DVD
player for entertainment. A 4 kW diesel
generator is included to keep you com-
fortable away from shore power.
The galley features a storage locker

and three drawers under the Corian
counter and a storage locker with built-in
racking and mesh nets above. A Contoure
microwave is included as is an Isotherm
refrigerator and a two-burner ceramic
cooking surface. We liked the large,
round stainless-steel sink. Most parts are
in plastic or composite material for
strength and long life and the interior has
a full fiberglass liner.
The head is a usable size and again

has a Corian counter, handheld shower
and a Vacuflush MSD. 
While all the virtues of the 330

Express seem to still be there, Canadian
buyers are sure to agree that the new
Grady-White 330 Hardtop makes a great
boat even better!

The low entrance to the aft cabin which lies
under the helm is probably more comfort-
able for children but once inside, you have a
spacious sleeping surface and with the air
conditioning running at night, I suspect
many owners prefer to sleep there instead of
in the forward vee which can be left set up
as a dining area.

Especially in the head, the fiberglass liner
will be easy to keep clean and will ward off
odours. The Vacuflush MSD is a great fea-
ture too. Cabin air conditioning is standard
but opening the hatches keeps things fresh.

http://www.paynesmarine.com


http://MercuryMarine.com
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LAGOON 560

A Fast Luxurious
Cruising Catamaran

By John Armstrong and John Kerr

More Rugged, More Room and More Configurations Lead to More Innovation

OUR RECENT TRIP to the Miami boat
show allowed the CY team to see some
great boats. Here is one we didn’t see at
our Canadian shows but one that certain-
ly caught the eye of a bunch of Canadians
visiting the Lagoon booth. Through the
good graces of Anchor Yacht Sales’
Blanche Morgan, we got a great sneak
peek. 
Even after 25 years, Lagoon’s team

continues to lead in its design efforts,
pursuing development and building
techniques with its line of catamarans.
Their latest effort, the 560, is a large ele-
gant offshore cruising cat. Built with the
latest techniques to make it stiff and light
through infusion technology, this boat
has used all its advantages to make a gen-
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Unlock the secrets 
      that lie within you.

SPECIFICATIONS

Length 56 ft./17,07 m
Beam 31 ft./9,44 m
Draft 4 ft. 11 in./1,50 m
Displacement 61,740 lbs./28 t
Upwind Sail Area 2,227 sq. ft./207 m²
Engines 2 x 75 HP Sail Drive Diesel
Fresh Water Capacity 252 gal./960 l
Fuel Capacity 344 gal./1,300 l
Design VPLP
Interior Design Nauta Yachts

uinely wonderful, bright liveaboard. 
Believe it or not, the 560 is designed

to fill the gap between the 500 and new
620. The Lagoon attributes including
infusion molding building practices,
wonderful bridge deck and vertical style
windows are all there – the bright volu-
minous cabins are a treat. With seven
models including two new boats, the
Lagoon line represents the largest most
complete offer in the market today. 
For those who cruise offshore often,

the World Cruising Club’s ARC (Atlantic
Rally for Cruisers) is dominated by the
Lagoon that represents more than 50% of
its Catamaran fleet; when you spend time
aboard these boats you understand why. 
From the design team at VPLP naval

architects, this boat will stop boaters in
their tracks with its wonderful lines, dra-
matic features and overall size. 
First impressions drive you to the won-

derful expansive deck that has three well-
defined “living” areas: the actual deck
surface forward with its integrated tram-
poline; the aft covered deck and swim
platform; and the vast fly bridge cockpit. 
The space right above the wide open

main cockpit is also vast. This fly bridge

is accessed though a spiral staircase
which can be closed off for safety in bad
weather, if needed. A central steering sta-
tion with wonderful visibility is sur-
rounded by a well thought out array of
electronics and sail controls. All lines
lead to winches just forward and beside
the helm station. Everything needed to

control, analyze or trim is right there. It is
extremely easy to sail and manoeuvre –
even in relatively tight spaces. 
Seating is perfectly done and config-

ured, including a great sunbathing area
located on the aft part of the fly bridge. 
The wonderful interior developed by

Nauta Yachts is – simply put – marvel-

The low entrance to the aft cabin which lies
under the helm is probably more comfort-
able for children but once inside, you have a
spacious sleeping surface and with the air
conditioning running at night, I suspect
many owners prefer to sleep there instead of
in the forward vee which can be left set up
as a dining area.

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://VISITUSVI.COM


The 32 islands and cays of St. Vincent and the Grenadines

Sail the unspoiled habitat of St.Vincent and the Grenadines. Enjoy pristine scenery in the Caribbean with tropical landscapes, a spectacular volcano and great hotels. Return home,determined to come back again and again...
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The L-shaped galley to starboard is perfect and complete with large working areas,  plenty of storage and more than enough room to add
optional equipment.
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lous. The space is wonderfully comfort-
able, stylish and again well thought out.
The main salon and adjoining galley are
airy in look and feel with space to burn.
The vertical windows are impressive and
big. There is a neat, large storage island
that calls for a telescoping TV. Aft of the
main salon is a large, covered aft deck
accessed through large transparent
doors multiplying the undercover living
space considerably. Access is also avail-
able from the owner’s cabin to starboard
and the guest cabin to port. Steps down
the aft transom access is a perfect transi-
tion between tender and the boats. The
tender underway is nestled perfectly
between the hulls. 

The L-shaped galley to starboard is per-
fect and complete. There are large working
areas (as one would expect), plenty of stor-
age and more than enough room to add
optional equipment, giving you the flexi-
bility to add other appliances you want
without that ‘after-thought’ look. 

The chart table faces forward and
boasts a real armchair that can be folded
under the table opening the space con-
siderably. Electronics are presented in a

CANADIAN DEALERS 

Anchor Yacht Sales
www.anchoryachtsales.com

Fraser Yacht Sales Ltd.
www.fraseryachtsales.com

The chart table faces forward and boasts a
real armchair that can be folded under the
table opening the space considerably.
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panel that also conveniently recesses into the dashboard. 
There is a four- or five-cabin option available. Each cabin has

its own style or personality, and the interior woodwork is entire-
ly made of Alpi reconstructed wood. The forward guest cabins
are bright and have an integrated desk. The aft master cabin

boasts a private entrance from the deck. All rooms have their
own head with ensuite shower and the ongoing feeling of space
and function is great. The furniture is well-fitted and the
ergonomic design reflects the expertise of Nauta in bringing the
below deck comfort to life. 
The powerful sail plan can handle 2,227 square feet of sail

area with its fully battened main, furling genoa, and staysail.
Add the optional spinnaker and/or optional gennaker and this
boat will have power one needs for long passages in any condi-
tion. The flexibility and design of the rig allows for the easy abil-
ity to change gears when needed. 
Overall this boat is a huge winner: big, bright and beautiful.

OTHER MODELS

• 380 • 400 • 421 • 450 • 500 • 620 • 67
Lagoon

www.cata-lagoon.com

The aft master cabin boasts a private entrance from the deck.

The main salon and adjoining galley are airy in look and feel with
space to burn. 

4 Cabins Version 5 Cabins Version
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50 Spring boating 
the ice is gone, the water calls, but first take
time to be safe

54 Children and boating
get the kids involved, give them responsibil-
ities, and everyone has fun

56 Crew of Private Idaho
named CASBA Rescue of the
Year 
skill, knowledge, and cool heads work
together to save a live

58 Sailing across the border
close attention to immigration and customs
rules makes for smooth sailing

44Windshifts

45 On the bridge

46 Mail call

60 Jet set

61 The cottager
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ational Volunteer Week
in Canada is slated for
April 10 to 16 this year.
The usual date is the

third week in April – the change was
made this year to avoid overlapping
with other significant holidays includ-
ing Passover and Easter. The 2011
theme is “Passion, Action, Impact.”

Volunteer Canada has released
the findings of their study into vol-
unteerism in Canada, specifically
ways to attract and retain skilled,
dedicated volunteers among four
specific demographic groups: youth,
families, boomers and employer-
supported volunteers. The full study
is available on the Volunteer Canada
website, at http://volunteer.ca/study

A key discovery, researchers said,
was that, now, as in the past, a small
group of ‘uber volunteers’ is responsi-
ble for the vast majority of volunteer
hours. This highlights the vulnerabil-
ity of volunteer engagement – that it
relies on a small group of individu-
als. This group, which represents
the traditional volunteer, is aging. It
is therefore critical, the study says,
to be aware of the upcoming demo-
graphic groups, and to be strategic in
how to engage them.

The study pointed to a disconnect
between the volunteer opportunities
that organizations offer and the kind
of volunteer experiences that
Canadians are looking for to move
them to action.

The primary gaps identified by
the research were: 
Many people are looking for group
activities BUT few organizations
have the capacity to offer them; 

Many people come with profession-
al skills BUT many professionals are
looking for volunteer tasks that
involve something different from
their work life. 
Organizations are expected to define
the roles and boundaries of volun-
teers clearly BUT many volunteers
want the flexibility to initiate ideas
or projects that they can offer. 
Many organizations still want long-
term commitment BUT many more
volunteers are looking for shorter-
term opportunities. 
Many organizations focus on what
they need BUT besides helping oth-
ers, many volunteers come with their
own goals to be met.

Back in 2008, Volunteer Canada
also had some advice for organiza-
tions. Start emphasizing your status
as a group of volunteers, and get rid
of the not-for-profit concept, they
advised. “Why do we define our
selves in the negative? It makes no
sense. Does your organization exist
to ‘not make any money’? Or, does
it exist to save lives, change lives and
impact lives?” 

They suggested that volunteer
groups stop defining themselves by
what they are not. Instead, Volunteer
Canada says, start defining yourself
by what you are for: impact – one of
the three words used, not incidental-
ly, in the 2011 theme. “More than a
shift in language we need a different
way of being. This shift is about atti-
tude. It’s about your purpose (the
WHY). In 1950, Earl Nightingale
wrote The Strangest Secret to Success.
The secret (common to many beliefs,
all sectors and all definitions of suc-

cess): “We become what we think about”.
What becomes of us when our entire
thinking is about nonprofit? What if
we think instead about changing the
world?”

Port Hole volunteers might not
be out to change the world, but they
work very hard to change one cor-
ner of it – the one they are passion-
ate about, the boating world. Port
Hole volunteers offer their time,
their action, as well as their talents
as writers, news gatherers, photog-
raphers, proofreaders and watch-
dogs to help create a publication
with a strong message – that enjoy-
able boating is knowledgeable boat-
ing, safe boating, environmentally
friendly boating. That’s the impact
our Port Hole volunteers have. 

CPS exists “to save lives, change
lives and impact lives.” Anyone
involved at the Squadron, District
or National level, anyone involved
in training, is on the front line. The
role of the Port Hole volunteer might
seem a little more remote, but is it?
Given that we are now on newsstands
and reaching non-members, do we
have any idea how much impact we
have when the Port Hole team, vol-
unteers and professionals, creates a
publication that looks inviting, reads
well, and carries a strong, consistent
message that safety and knowledge
add up to fun? It’s a humbling thought.

And so, on Volunteer Week and
during every other week of the year,
thank you to all of you who share
your passion for safe boating with a
large portion of the Canadian boat-
ing public. And, thank you for the
impact you make. 

Joan Eyolfson Cadham, S, Editor-in-Chief
Saskatchewan Squadron

N

WINDSHIFTS

http://volunteer.ca/study
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pring is just around the
corner. In many parts of
the country, as the hard
water turns liquid once

again, our thoughts turn to the start
of boating season. We start to think
about getting our boats ready for
the summer, the end of CPS classes,
Squadron and District AGMs and
class graduations.

These activities do not have to be
the end of your CPS connection for
the summer. CPS has two programs
that are supported through Transport
Canada’s Class Contribution
Program. These programs are the
CPS Recreational Vessel Courtesy
Check Program (RVCC) and CPS

Canadian Safe Boating Awareness
Week 2011. The Transport Canada
Class Contribution program pro-
vides funding at the 75% level for
approved projects. Both of these
programs are an excellent way to
promote CPS and all our courses. 

First, the RVCC Program. The
CPS-RVCC program involves appro-
priately-trained CPS volunteers who
conduct a short safety check of a

vessel. The requirement for being
part of this program is a three-hour
training course. The check, which is
focused on safety equipment, takes
20 to 30 minutes. At the end the
check is marked as either complete
or incomplete. A complete check
receives a CPS-RVCC sticker. In 2010
we had over 141 participants com-
plete over 1500 courtesy checks. 

The CPS-RVCC program is a great
opportunity to promote CPS, our
courses and your Squadron to the
public. Be creative; hold a courtesy
check day at your marina, yacht club
or a local launch ramp. If you are
interested in participating in the
program please contact the Chair of
the CPS-RVCC program P/C/C Tony
Gardiner or headquarters for more
information.

CPS Canadian Safe Boating
Awareness Week 2011 is scheduled
for Saturday May 28 to Friday June
3, 2011. We urge all Squadrons
across Canada to participate. There
are many ways to participate; recruit
a group of volunteers from your
Squadron to put on a public display

to demonstrate the CPS commitment
to boating safety and our courses.
Hold an RVCC day as part of Safe
Boating Week. Set up an informa-
tion booth in a local mall. There are
many ways to participate – develop
an idea that particularly fits your
location. If you want more informa-
tion contact Craig Stewart the
National Coordinator for CPS

Canadian safe Boating Week 2011.
CPS activities do not have to end

with the completion of classes and
Squadron AGMs. The RVCC program
and CPS Canadian Safe Boating
week are just two of the ways that
you can continue to promote CPS,
our courses and boating safety. 

Enjoy your boating season. 

Richard Bee, AP National Executive Officer
Newmarket Squadron

S

ONTHEBRIDGE

Prepare for your boating season by getting a FREE Courtesy Check from Canadian Power & Sail
Squadrons (CPS) and get your safety inspection sticker. CPS, working in partnership with Transport
Canada’s Office of Boating Safety, will help ensure that you and your family have an enjoyable and safe
summer on the water.

Get a Courtesy Check from a CPS Boating Safety Specialist at your marina or launch ramp and verify
that you have all the required safety equipment on board.

Contact your Regional Coordinator to set up your FREE courtesy Check by visiting: www.cpsboat.ca

Get a Courtesy Check

http://www.cpsboat.ca
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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Dear Editor, The Port Hole
I enjoyed Tony Cook’s piece in The Port Hole
about the four cardinal markers in Nanaimo
Harbour. Just thought you would like to
know that the cement structure in the cen-
tre of the cardinal markers is what is left of
a port hand daymarker.  The daymarker was
placed on a rock, but people couldn’t figure
which side to go on, so the cardinal mark-
ers were put in place.  This happened some-
time after 1995, as I have a chart showing
the old daymarker. I wish I could say that we
had the Coast Guard put the cardinal mark-
ers in for the Conference, but I can’t.
Duane Partee, SN
Former National Training Officer,
Nanaimo, BC

Editor, The Port Hole
I enjoyed reading about Tony Cook’s Cardinal
Rule comments in the February issue of The
Port Hole.

In addition to two summers of extensive
cruising on the west coast, my partner Terry
and I just returned from a one week charter
of a 47' power boat in the Sea of Cortez. All
this has been accomplished safely – due in
large part to the extensive CPS training that
we received. The courses are, in my mind, the
best contribution to safe boating in Canada.

We are both on the bridge of the
Edmonton Squadron where we are working
to give something back to the boating com-
munity. Even though Edmonton is land locked,
we have a large Squadron with about 200
members.
Brian Gibson, 
Edmonton Squadron

Hi Bradley,
My family and I were thrilled to read your Jet
Set article about the Nomad Trailer. My father,
Harry Walker, was a partner in Imagineering
Associates. In fact, that's him in the boat on
the cover of the brochure. Unfortunately he
passed away almost 13 years ago. He would
have been ecstatic to read your article and
acknowledgement of what a brilliant idea the
Nomad was - and maybe still is 50 years later.
My siblings and I were really too young to
remember the Imagineering, Nomad days but
Dad did speak fondly and favourably about

them occasionally. He had a passion for art,
design and engineering. This combination
fuelled many creative ideas of which the
Nomad may have been his favourite. 
Thanks for the memories,
Dave and the Walker Family

Editor, The Port Hole
Some Port Hole readers who understand
the difference between power and energy
will be somewhat shocked when reading
the article on page 54 in the February Issue
of  Canadian Yachting. As I am a member of
Port Credit CPS and also a retired Electrical
Engineer who has had the pleasure of
working for some 35 years with the former
Ontario Hydro, I would like to remind the
editors that someone with proper creden-
tials should be given the opportunity to
proofread such articles as the above before
publication. 

Electrical power production in a province
such as Ontario is commonly  given in MW
(Megawatts), whereas electrical energy con-
sumption is commonly measured in TWh
(Terrawatthours). For example at the end of
2009 the generating power capability of
Ontario Power Generation was 21,729 MW.
The energy consumption by the province for
the year was 92.5 TWh. In the article the
wind power proposal indicates an additional
production capability for Ontario of 1430
MW. This is acceptable but in the next para-
graph the author refers to a total Canadian
energy consumption of 537.96 Terrawatts.
This statement is incorrect as the energy con-
sumption needs to be stated in energy terms
such as Terrawatthours, not Terrawatts. 
Not only has the author mixed provincial
data with Canadian data he has also mixed
energy terminology  with power terminolo-
gy. If in fact the provincial growth rate for
Ontario turns out to be 1.5%, for the next
year, the additional generating capacity
needed by the province would be 325.9
MW, (0.015 x 21,729) and not 8,000,000
MW as given in the article. It would appear
that the author has based this number on
an assumed national growth rate of 1.5%
in energy consumption.
Sincerely,
Cliff Erven, P.Eng.

MAILCALL theporthole@cps-ecp.ca
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Tony Cook, S
Chair, National Communications Committee
Toronto Squadron

Your profile
Well, perhaps not that profile. I am thinking
more of your CPS Member profile. This is
the information which is maintained within

our secure database at head office. Your personal profile
can contain as much or as little information about you as
you may wish. You have control over what details are con-
tained and you may edit the information at any time.

Most important, from a communications aspect, is
your current email address. As the Marketing Team
points out, “It is important to remember that communi-
cating electronically with our members provides signifi-
cant cost savings and allows us to use a larger portion of
your dues to support our prime function of Teaching
Safe Boating.”

Many members have yet to review their online profile.
A direct link to the profile update is to be found on the
Member Welcome Page (you will see this screen as soon
as you log in to the site).

To guide you, Kellie Skelhorn, CPS Membership
Committee member, has step-by-step instructions that
make it easy to go online on the national web site, enter
the Member area and update your personal information.
These instructions are available for download from
Members Moorings on the Membership Committee
page. (Look under National Committees). Alternatively,
you may contact Kellie at Kaskelhorn@eastlink.ca and
she will send you a copy.

Squadrons and Districts are welcome to add these
instructions (in PDF format) to their web sites or to
include the page in their newsletters.

Email mailing list options
Some options which may be selected by members when
setting up their Profile may lead to confusion when
Squadrons or Districts prepare a mailing list for their
Annual General Meetings. What follows is an explana-
tion from Alain Brière, Executive Director.

1) “Exclude E-mail” is what it says. The Member does
not want "any" communications by e-mail to his/her e-
mail address. In the case of the Notice of AGM, for
instance, the notice must be sent by Canada Post to
those members who have excluded themselves from
receiving e-mails. You might ask, "why don't they sim-
ply delete their e-mail from their profile?" The e-mail
remains essential in order that members may have log-
in access and for them to conduct e-commerce on the
CPS site.

2) “Exclude Promotional Mail”. This applies to any-
thing published by CPS except AGM notices and
membership renewal notices. 

3) “Exclude 3rd party Mailings” is there in case CPS
changes its policy in the future to allow partners to do
direct mailing. CPS will not do that. Members may be
assured that their e-mail addresses will not be given out
even if it is not actually in our policy.
Therefore, when generating your e-mail list for the

AGM notice only, you can remove the tick mark exclu-
sion on 2 and 3 and also the PMD Pacific Yachting mail-
ing list, Registered Examiner and membership Roster
and Internet.

CPS Members Moorings
The new public site at www.cpsboat.ca is garnering lots
of well-deserved attention. Linked from the public site
are a series of private web sites which are provided for
existing members and for CPS officers at all levels. The
Members Moorings site, a sub section of the Member
site, has been in existence for many years and was devel-
oped and is continually managed by volunteers.
Currently, Donna Lankin, SN, Brant Squadron, is the
Moorings Manager and is a member of the National
Communications Committee.

Clicking on the Members Moorings link opens a page
of links to recent updates, making it simple to review
changes and additions. The site contains all minutes and
reports relating to the Operating Committee, Governing
Board, Training Department and Commanders meetings.
The National Directory is available for download and lists
all departments, committee members and staff. A separate
file lists the contact information for all National and cer-
tain District officers. Profiles and photographs of all
Governing Board members are included. Other important
files relate to the Strategic Plan, Volunteer Awards proce-
dures, Bylaws and Regulations, and the Annual Conference.
There is a link to a library of images of officer flags and a
link to a recently added section, the CPS Officer Resource
Web Site.

All CPS officers should aim to become familiar with
the contents of Members Moorings and make use of the
wealth of information there.

Two members, one email address
The WBAS database does not permit two members to
use the same email address. Hence, if both family mem-
bers are Officers, only one of them (usually the Regular
member), will receive email bulletins. If the Regular
member is not an officer, but the other family member
is, then neither will receive the bulletins. Many members
have overcome this problem by having one member set
up a free email address. Services such as Gmail

SPINDRIFT
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www.google.com and Hotmail www.hotmail.com are
popular. Once such an email address is set up, that mem-
ber should log in to the Member Site as a first-time visi-
tor and complete the profile information. As well, the
Squadron/District Administration Officer should edit
the Bridge list accordingly.

Extend your reach – be social
If you ask a younger person today how they communi-
cate with their peers, it’s likely they will refer to the rev-
olution in communication known as “social media”. By
this, they mean Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube – to
mention just a few. In fact, if you ask parents how they
communicate with their kids, they will tell you the same
thing. 

CPS has embraced social media, thanks to the efforts
of Vanessa Schmidt, our staff Graphic Designer &
Marketing Coordinator. Links to the three services men-
tioned are present on our web sites in the form of very
small icons. Click on any one, and you will discover that
Vanessa is extremely active in promoting CPS activities,
courses and Squadrons on a daily basis.

Quite a number of Squadrons have already adopted
social media and are reaching out to new audiences. All
Squadrons can take immediate advantage of these free
services by setting up a group and regularly posting news
of their activities. An idea: assign this task to someone
graduating from the Boating (or Boat Pro) courses and
bring new blood and new ideas onto your Bridge. 

Joan Eyolfson Cadham, our dear volunteer Editor-in-Chief of The
Port Hole has recently won, in Toronto, the prestigious CASBA
Award as Volunteer of the Year. 

Joan is a Life Member of CPS and has been the volunteer Editor-
in-Chief for the last 13 years. She always makes sure that every edi-
tion of The Port Hole contains at least one boating safety article and
that other articles allude to safety. Joan is very mindful of the fact
that the CPS magazine is prominently featured in the centre of
Canadian Yachting magazine and is available to CPS members and
non-members, and is on newsstands across Canada (30,000-plus
distributed copies per issue). Her self-stated intentions are for read-
ers to learn about boating safety without being “hit over the head
with it.”

A boat and a man named Jack Cadham (Joan’s husband) is why
Joan started writing. Jack owned a wonderful old wooden sailboat
called the Hirondelle. Joan was working with emotionally disturbed
kids, a fairly stressful job. After work she would head down to the
wharf to sand, varnish and putter around on the boat. She took to
carrying a notebook with her. In it she would record observations,
bits of poetry, play with images. She wrote an article about the
Rideau Canal, which Jack and she often cruised, that was focussed
on wandering around cozy little anchorages, old cemeteries and
churches. To her surprise, Canadian Yachting took the story. Soon
after, other yachting magazines began buying her cruise guides and
for the next few years she couldn’t write them fast enough. She
became an award-winning columnist writing for many boating
magazines and CBC radio.

“Success is knowing I’ve touched people. It’s being able to say
what I want to say and having a public forum. Most of all it’s
being satisfied with what I write. I’ve worked hard at it, edited it
carefully and some days, it comes out right.” 

She began writing articles for CPS in 1987 and joined the edi-
torial committee of The Port Hole in 1995. Since then, she dedi-
cates her volunteer time and professional writing skills to boating
and boating safety. Despite being diagnosed with Ideopathic
Pulmonary Fibrosis, which means that she has had to be on oxy-
gen continually, Joan is still as enthusiastic and passionate about
her volunteer work as she has always been. 

For more information about the Canadian Safe Boating Awards
vist: www.csbc.ca. 

Port Hole Editor-in-Chief wins Volunteer of the Year CASBA Award 

Congratulations to our Port Hole, Editor-in-Chief, Joan Eyolfson Cadham for winning
the Canadian Safe Boating Council's Award for Top Volunteer Dedicated to Safe
Boating. The Awards were presented Jan. 9 by the CSBC and Ted Rankine.

http://www.google.com
http://www.hotmail.com
http://www.csbc.ca
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Cleaning up our
Shorelines
Saturday, September 18, 2010 was a great
day for a beach cleanup. Several members of
Vancouver Island South District combined
efforts to clean up the beach at Cordova Bay
and enjoyed a BBQ to celebrate the removal
of an astonishing assortment of debris.

This was not the only beach cleanup that
took place in our district. One member and
his wife tackled a beach at Pat Bay by them-
selves. Victoria Squadron members held a
cleanup at Cadboro Bay on September, 12,
and Juan de Fuca Squadron kicked things off
by cleaning Lagoon Beach on July 11.

Our joint efforts mean that around 800
lbs, or 363 kg of litter is no longer on our
beaches. That’s significant!

Our list of ‘collectibles’ includes:

Thanks to all those who participated by
picking up litter, or contributed in other ways.
A thank you also to Alpine Disposal for arrang-
ing to accept our debris for a minimal cost
and to Thrifty Foods for contributing to the
BBQ held following the cleanup.

The winter storms tend to deposit a lot of
litter on our beaches, so get a group from your
Squadron out for a cleanup and tie it in with a
social. It’s also a great way to raise public
awareness of CPS and the courses we offer.

Please document what you collect in as
much detail as you can so we can count it in
the next Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup.
If you have any questions about how this
works, or any ideas or suggestions, please
send them along to me at cgorley@shaw.ca

These cleanups were organized as part of
the Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup in
conjunction with the Vancouver Aquarium.

See you at the beach!

It is Time to Grab the online Opportunity
Many of our volunteers have reported that when they staff a booth at a boat show or some other
event to promote our Squadrons and courses, they commonly get asked if we have our courses
available on the Internet – especially for the PCOC. The fact is, many people today just can’t get
to classes and expect to take courses online. They do it for work. They do it for pleasure.

We have all heard about the abuses of the online testing process, and wisely, CPS-ECP has
been opposed to the approach that let those abuses occur.

Transport Canada has also been aware that there was much room for improvement of the
PCOC online testing and released discussion papers and eventually a new protocol for online test-
ing. In fact, simple online testing is scheduled to end by April 15, 2011.

The new protocols follow accepted online practices that require a student to learn – not just
pass a test. Students must engage with the lesson content for a minimum of time, and then pass
a chapter quiz before they can even see the next chapter. Failure at that point means they must
start over. Only after they have passed the entire set of chapter tests may they move on to the final
test - and that is administered by Transport Canada. Officials from Transport Canada will even have
the ability to monitor students while they are taking the course.

Fortunately at CPS-ECP we have been preparing for a while to make courses available online and
this timing by Transport Canada has given us a great opportunity to move from discussion to action. 

An early version of our PCOC course was presented at the National Conference in October and well
accepted. This spring it will be up and running. This makes it possible for huge numbers of boaters who
need “the card” to achieve it through us and learn more about CPS along the way. 

It’s a win – win for all of us. More boaters get educated, more boaters learn about us, we derive a
new source of revenue, and conceivably – even some new members. The demand for the PCOC card is
an opportunity for us to establish the infrastructure we need for further offerings.

When you hear about someone needing “the card” and if your own Squadron can’t meet that
need, you can now say “I’m sorry you couldn’t take the course with our Squadron – but I can show
you how to take the best online course”. Point them to www.cps-ecp.ca.

P/Cdr Dave Bieman, AP
Chair of Distance Education

- men’s silver ring
- 7 tires
- 25 cents
- styrofoam
- 2 walking poles
- dog ball-thrower
- air mattress
- condoms
- coffee cups
- drink containers 
- utensils
- bottles and cans
- paper & plastic
bags

- ear plugs
- 4 balloons

- rope & wire
- 3 shotgun shells
- oven rack
- 2 plywood doors
- cigarette butts
- dinghy
- arborite shelf
- flip flop soles
- 3 golf balls
- sock and shirt
- broken glass
- I gas main valve
- food wrappers
- dog poop in plastic
bags

Recognized Instructor
(RI) is coming
September 2011
All instructors of PCOC or its Boating equiv-
alent and ROC(M) must hold RI certification
in order to teach these public courses. See
your Squadron Commander or visit our CPS
website at www.cps-ecp.ca/members for
further information. Check to see how to
become an RI or to find out if you’ve already
been granted this status.

National Volunteer
Week April 10 – 16
Canadians have a rich history of volunteer-
ing and community involvement. Volunteers
are on the front lines of all of our communi-
ty services – community health care, her-
itage and arts, maintenance of green
space, disaster relief, volunteer firefighting,
minor sports – the list is endless. The work
of the volunteer is essential work. National
Volunteer Week (NVW) pays tribute to the
millions of Canadian volunteers who donate
their time and energy.

CPS would like to acknowledge all of our
hard working volunteers. Thanks for donat-
ing your time and energy to make CPS
great! Visit www.nvw-sab.ca for details

http://www.cps-ecp.ca
http://www.nvw-sab.ca
http://www.cps-ecp.ca/members
mailto:cgorley@shaw.ca
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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Nancy Thompson, AP
Orillia Squadron

Please do remember that even though the days may be
warm the water is still very cold. Minor boating inci-
dents in warmer weather could quickly turn to tragedy at
this time of year. So be sensible, not silly. 

Dress for the water temperature, not the air tempera-
ture. Even the differences in temperature from cruising
down a sheltered river to being in the open lake are sig-
nificant. One of the major causes of boating fatalities is
cold water shock, the rapid reduction of body tempera-
ture, which occurs when boaters fall into cold water. The
following is taken from the Safe Boating Guide:
Surviving in Cold Water.

Cold water shock likely causes more deaths than
hypothermia. Canada’s cold waters are especially danger-
ous when you fall into them unexpectedly. For three to
five minutes, you will gasp for air. You could also experi-
ence muscle spasms or a rise in your heart rate and

blood pressure. Worse yet, you could choke on water or
suffer a heart attack or a stroke. Even strong swimmers
can suffer the effects of cold water shock.

If you are wearing a lifejacket before falling into cold
water, it will keep you afloat while you gain control of
your breathing and prevent drowning from loss of mus-
cle control. Trying to grab a lifejacket while in the water,
let alone putting one on, will be very hard because of the
changes your body will be experiencing.

If you survive the shock of cold water, hypothermia is
the next danger.

Hypothermia is a drop in your body temperature to
below its normal level because of being very cold for a
long time. Hypothermia affects a person’s control over
their muscles and thinking. Someone who is exposed to
cold water and becoming hypothermic might: 
• shiver, use slurred speech and become semi-conscious; 
• have a weak, irregular or no pulse; 
• breathe slowly; 
• lose control of body movements; 

The ice is gone. The days are getting longer ~ if not much warmer.
It’s time to get out on the water – or at the very least, prepare to get
out on the water.

Boating
spring
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• behave in ways that don’t make sense; 
• act confused and/or sleepy; 
• stop breathing; and 
• become unconscious. 

If you end up in the water, do everything you can to
save your energy and body heat. Swim only if you can
join others or reach safety. Do not swim to keep warm. 

You may survive longer in cold water if you: 
• Wear a Canadian-approved lifejacket so that you will

not lose valuable energy trying to keep your head
above water. 

• Climb onto a nearby floating object to get as much of
your body out of or above the water as possible. 

• Cross your arms tightly against your chest and draw
your knees up close to them to help you keep your
body heat. 

• Huddle with others with chests close together, arms
around mid to lower back, and legs intertwined. 

For more information, or to see what really happens
during cold water immersion, please visit
www.coldwaterbootcamp.com.

Do not exceed the carrying capacity in passengers or
total gear. An overloaded boat sits lower in the water, which
increases the chances of swamping or capsizing by waves.
Keep as much weight as possible in the middle of the boat.
To keep the boat riding high in the water, limit the load to
only essential items and make several trips. And please,
have a life jacket or PFD suitable for each person on board. 

Speaking of life jackets – always wear a PFD or life
jacket at this time of year. A life jacket will keep you
afloat even after the shock of falling into frigid water.
They also provide excellent insulation against cold, wind
and rain. Even if you don’t wear one all summer, at least
have it on now. Who knows. You might find the new
ones quite comfortable.

The pre-launch check list covers all the preparations
to do with your boat. Many marinas do this for their
clients. Double check to see that all the mandatory safety
equipment is on board in good condition.

It’s even more important this time of year to tell fam-
ily or friends where you are going boating, who is going
with you and when you expect to return. Let them know
when you have returned. Your float plan can be written
or verbal but it can be a great help if a rescue crew has
to be sent to find you.

There are few boats on the lakes just now but you still
need to keep a proper lookout. Do be aware of your sur-
roundings before changing course or speed. 

And most important of all ~ Have a safe and happy
boating season.

Pre-Launch Checklist
Before launching a boat for the first time each season,
please complete the following checklist to reduce your
chances of an unpleasant boating experience.
• Check the pleasure craft licence. Check that the num-

bers on your bow are in good condition and legible.
• Check your safety equipment. Look at the required

equipment chart to make sure you have all the equip-
ment needed on your boat after it has been stored.

• Inspect your life jackets. In addition to making sure
you have a properly sized wearable life jacket for each
passenger, check each life jacket for mildew, rot and
tears in the material, seams and straps. Discard and
replace any damaged life jackets. The new ones are
even more comfortable to wear and make great gifts.

• Check fire extinguishers. Make sure the fire extin-
guishers are properly charged or buy new ones. 

• Check the first-aid kit. Replace any supplies that were
used last season or have passed the expiration date. 

• Check fittings. Thru-hull fittings below the waterline
should be tight; sea valves should operate freely. Make
sure the boat plug is plugged in and in good condition
before you launch. 

• Check for winter damage. Inspect non-metallic thru-
hulls; they get brittle with age and winter ice can crack
or loosen them. Look for hoses that have been forced
off or split from freezing. Every spring, boats sink at
the dock when these problems go undetected until the
first heavy rain. 

• Check the fuel system. Inspect fuel fittings and hoses;
replace if cracked or showing other signs of stress.
Probably good to replace the fuel filters as well.

• Check electronic gear. Get fresh batteries for portable
electronic gear, radios, handheld GPS and flashlights.
Inspect connections on lights and the horn and other
equipment wired in to the boat. 

• Inspect dock and anchor lines for chafing. Replace
lines if they show signs of wear.

• Check the boat trailer. Inspect trailer tires for wear
and inflate properly. Check the trailer frame for rust
spots; inspect the wheel bearings and re-pack if neces-
sary. Test the trailer's lights before towing. 

• Check the oil. Creamy brown or gray engine or drive
oil has water in it and a mechanic should find the
source of the leak before you start the engine. 

• Examine sailboat rigging: Check for signs of corrosion
and wear and for leaks where chain plate mountings
come through the deck. 

• Check charts: Do you have a current chart aboard?
Channel markers and buoys may be out of position
due to ice movements so take extra care. 

http://www.coldwaterbootcamp.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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Eric Meth
ICOM Canada

AIS is a collision avoidance system used by ships principally for
identification of vessels at sea. The operation of AIS depends on the
Self Organizing Time Division Multiple Access (SOTDMA) data com-
munication technology, which was developed in the 1980s.

Imagine a shipboard radar or chart plotter that includes a sym-
bol for every significant ship within VHF Radio Range, with each
symbol giving speed and heading with GPS accuracy. By clicking on
a ship’s symbol you can learn the ship name, course and speed,
classification, call sign, registration number, MMSI number and
other information. Navigational information is also available. They
include: closest point of approach (CPA), time to closest point of
approach (TCPA), plus other information, allowing you to call any
ship over the VHF radio by name, or by pressing the DSC button,
rather than trying to contact “Ship off my Port Bow”.

AIS is a shipboard broadcast transponder system in which ships
continually transmit their ID, position, course, speed and other data
to all nearby ships on a common VHF Radio channel.

There are 3 types of AIS Systems: Class A, Class B and AIS
Receivers. Class A & B both transmit information between 2 to 10
seconds while moving and every 3 minutes when at anchor. The
receiver lets you see where the ships are located.

AIS is used in navigation primarily for collision avoidance.This is
not an automated collision avoidance system. VHF Radio communi-
cations have limitations. Not all vessels are AIS-equipped. Therefore,
the system is primarily a means of lookout, used to determine risk
of collision. When at sea, the movement and identity of other ships
in the vicinity is critical for navigators to make decisions to avoid
collisions with other ships. A receiver allows an operator to locate
other ships in order to make decisions that avoid collisions.

Class A AIS products are for ships over 300 tonnes which are
SOLAS (Safety of Life at Sea) vessels and are required to meet the
guidelines set out in the Marine Equipment Directive.

Class B AIS products are for the recreational or non-SOLAS
boater - ocean racers, vessels operating in busy harbours such as
Halifax, Vancouver, St. Lawrence Seaway. Class Bs can be connect-
ed to most display systems where the received messages will be
displayed in lists or overlaid on charts.The Class B type standard
requires integrated GPS and certain LED indicators.

A recreational boater or Marine Traffic enthusiast who wanted to
monitor AIS-equipped vessels in their immediate area might use the
receiver. 

AIS position data is available on the Internet through many pri-
vate websites. A popular one is:  http://vtslite.siitech.com/VTSLite/
AView.aspx based in Richmond BC.

If you are in heavily travelled waterways or offshore, AIS might
be in your future. It does not replace common sense or good oper-
ating and navigational practices. It does offer another layer of pro-
tection to your present equipment.

For more information, please contact:
Eric Meth ICOM Canada
Technical Support
6165 Highway 17
Delta, BC V4K 5B8

Editor’s Note: ICOM Canada is a proud sponsor of CPS providing
the ICOM Canada Electronic Instructor of the Year Awards present-
ed at the Training Luncheon at the CPS National AGM.

AIS – Automatic Indentification System
What is it and why do boaters need to know about it?

Ladies Polyester Stripe Polo
This new collection has been carefully crafted to offer Performance
Unparalleled. In conjunction with attention to fine details, superior
fit, and easy care properties, in depth research was done to source
& develop top of the line fabrications featuring moisture Management,
Antibacterial treatments and UV Protection. The aim is to provide the
ultimate shirt ensuring performance + comfort + fashion.
Background colours available:  lime sherbert (pictured), banana, blue
drop, black, beige

Price: $16.00
To order contact: 1-888-CPS-BOAT or www.cpsboat.ca

CPS Ship’s Store
www.cpsboat.ca

http://vtslite.siitech.com/VTSLite/AView.aspx
http://vtslite.siitech.com/VTSLite/AView.aspx
http://www.cpsboat.ca
http://www.cpsboat.ca
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Inspect and Maintain
your diesel fuel systems
A diesel’s fuel system produces more prob-
lems than any other part of the engine.
Regular fuel system inspection and mainte-
nance will keep your fuel clean and your
engine running reliably.

Even a small amount of dirt or water in a
diesel’s fuel system can seize or corrode the
injectors or injection pump. For this reason,
marine diesel engines have both primary
and secondary fuel filter systems.

Inspect your primary filter’s sediment bowl
daily and drain any sediment and water. If
the sediment bowl fills and requires drain-
ing more than once every 100 hours, the
fuel tank is contaminated and must be
cleaned. Replace the primary fuel filter ele-
ment at the first sign of discoloration. 

Secondary fuel filters stop the contaminants
that escape the primary filter. Although they
stay clean longer, secondary filters should
be replaced with every other primary filter
change.

If the engine isn’t getting fuel, either the
supply or injection pump is broken or the
injectors are clogged. Air trapped in the fuel
system prevents fuel from flowing and must
be bled out.

Diesel fuel stored for a long time without
being treated can grow bacteria that can
clog the fuel-filtering system and cause the
engine to lose power. If this happens, clean
or change the filters and bleed the system
to eliminate air.
–USPS Compass

Passing situation
When passing a small boat engaged in fishing, slow down and pass at the bow. Give the boat a wide berth—it may be at anchor. Be especially careful
if you see children on board. Be courteous, and always remember that you are responsible for your wake.
–USPS Ensign

Canadian Boating Safety Facts from the Canadian
Safe Boating Council website
CSBC's key safety messages:

Wear your Lifejacket – If everyone wore their lifejackets while in small open boats we predict
there could be an instant 50% reduction in boating deaths.

Don't Drink & Boat – It is dangerous and socially unacceptable to drink and drive a vehicle.
The same holds true for drinking and boating.

Take a Boating Course – Like any activity, more knowledge brings more competence and
pleasure. Boating is no different.

Be Prepared – Mechanical breakdowns account for approximately 50% of the calls for help.
Most of these embarrassing incidents are preventable by ensuring your vessel is serviceable and
you have sufficient gas. Part of being prepared is also making sure that the weather and water
conditions are suitable for your day out on the water.

Cold Water Immersion – Cold water is an environmental factor that all boaters should under-
stand and prepare for. 

How big is boating in Canada?
49% of Canadians participate at least occasionally in recreational boating activities - this is over
16 million Canadians. 9% of the public or 3 million people are operators of a power boat. 19%
of the public or 6 million are passengers but do not drive a power boat.

Boating fatalities are on the Decline
The Lifesaving Society and the Canadian Red Cross water fatality studies for the period 1994
through 2003 have demonstrated that 16% fewer boating fatalities occurred in the last five
years which means 53 fewer deaths over 5 years the downward trend of boating fatalities con-
tinues according to data complied since 1991.

Boating Risk Factors 
83% of boating fatality victims were males. An estimated 60% of boating fatalities occur in very
cold water (under 10 degree C) with most fatalities in water under 20 degrees C. The colder the
water, the higher the death rates.

Most Boating Fatalities are Preventable
In 5% of boating fatalities the victim was not wearing or not properly wearing a lifejacket. If
everyone on the water wore a lifejacket, we predict that more lives would be saved annually.
Alcohol is involved in about 40% of all boating fatalities.
–www.smartboater.ca

Did you know…

http://www.smartboater.ca
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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John Gullick, AP
CPS Manager of Government & Special Projects

Boating together with the kids as a family can be a most
enjoyable activity. Because people, especially kids, have
unique personalities it is important to take the sugges-
tions that I am going to make and adapt them to meet
your needs.

Every trip, whether it is a day trip or even an overnight
trip, will consist of three primary areas of activity and it is
important to involve the kids in all activities. Let’s start
with the most important. 

Planning and Preparation
Kids can be very involved in planning. They can suggest
places that they would like to go and things they would

like to do when they get there. Before leaving they can
help make sure that you have all the safety gear on board
and that it is in good repair.

Give children responsibilities and use the trip as a
learning experience to improve their boating skills.
• Kids can go through the Transport Canada Boating

Safety Guide, free at most marine outlets, to check the
list of safety equipment required for your boat and
when you get to the boat they should know where
everything is located and how to use it.

• Lifejackets and Personal Flotation Devices (PFDs) are
the most important safety equipment items. They only
work if people are wearing them so I strongly suggest
that they are worn at all times. They must be in good
condition, they must be the proper size to fit each per-
son and they must be approved for use in Canada. At

Children and boating
play safe and stay safe
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the beginning of each season everyone should check
their PFD and try it in the water. First put them on
and then enter the water to chest depth and slowly
raise your legs. If they don’t fit snugly and ride up,
readjust or get a better size. If they are ripped or worn
get a new one. PFDs are very difficult to put on once
you are in the water. If you want to see for yourself,
try it in a controlled safe situation. You will soon see
why they are best worn all the time in open boats
while underway.

• If kids are going to operate any powered boat, even
under adult supervision, they must be able to prove
operator competency. Usually this means having a
Pleasure Craft Operator Card. Taking a CPS course
and getting your PCO Card is another great family
activity in the off-season.

• Check the first aid kit and remember the sunscreen,
hats, sunglasses and foul weather gear. Don’t forget
required medications.

• Make sure you have enough food, healthy snacks and
lots to drink so you can all stay hydrated on hot sunny
days.

• Check weather reports and consider postponing the
trip if bad weather is expected. During the trip keep a
watchful eye on the weather and head for shore if the
weather deteriorates.

• Make sure there is enough gas to get there and back.
1/3rd out, 1/3rd back and 1/3rd in reserve.

• Have the kids bring along a few personal items includ-
ing some simple games that they can play.

• File a Trip Plan. It is recommended that you file a
Trip Plan before every trip no matter how long or
short it is. A Trip Plan, sometimes called a Float Plan
or Sail Plan, is a brief description of your trip, the
proposed route, destinations and timing. It should
include a description of the vessel and identify all the
people on board, contact information and the date and
time of the expected return. Give a copy of the Trip
Plan to a responsible person and instruct them to con-
tact the police and/or your regional Rescue Coordination
Centre if you fail to return at the expected time. For
contact information go to the Transport Canada
Boating Safety web site www.boatingsafety.gc.ca or call
1 800 267 6687. If you are going on a longer trip call
in with a daily position report and report any changes
to the planned route and timing. To avoid an unneces-
sary and costly search for you, make sure that you
report your return and completion of the trip and
“Close” the Trip Plan. Forgetting to do this can result
in lost time and valuable resources for Search and
Rescue personnel. 

The Trip
During the trip involve the kids in reading the charts and
looking for aids to navigation, marker buoys and things
on shore that will help identify where you are. Look for
church steeples, water towers and familiar natural points
of interest. Teach them how to read a compass. Kids have
very keen eyes that can not only spot things of interest
but possible dangers as well.

Post Trip Follow Up 
When the trip is over “circle” the vessel and clean up. Note
any necessary repairs and replacements that are required and
set up a schedule to carry them out so that you are ready
for the next trip and have not left any needed activity to the
last minute when you might not be able to accomplish it in
time. Check for any wear and tear, check for leaks, replace
or service any safety items that you have used and try to
leave the vessel in the same condition it was before you left.
Hopefully everyone on board had a great time and they are
already looking forward to your next trip together. 

You can download a blank Trip Plan at
www.cpsboat.ca. Click on Boating
Resources, Downloads.

http://www.boatingsafety.gc.ca
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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Joe Chisholm and Joe Gatfield, AP

As co-host Ted Rankine emphasized, the Canadian Safe
Boating Council is not in the business of handing out
hardware to fill a category each year. “Every nominee
and every recipient must demonstrate exceptional com-
mitment and achievement to be recognized,” and as a
result, the five back-stories are each remarkable in their
own right. “It isn’t the awards,” says Rankine, “it’s the
people, it’s the stories and this year we see exceptional
stories behind this year’s winners, Best Boating Safety
Initiative, the Green Marine Environmental Award,
Marine Professional of the Year, Volunteer of the Year
and Rescue of the Year.”

For 13 years, the Canadian Safe Boating Council has
made a determined effort to recognize individuals who
consistently practice and promote safe boating in Canada.
The concept of water safety has expanded to include
water stewardship so the awards also recognize environ-
mental efforts to lessen the environmental wake of water-
craft in Canada. At this year’s CASBAs, five of the potential
10 awards, were presented at Toronto’s Sheraton Centre
in a gala hosted by Ted Rankine and Barbara Byers. 

The 6-person crew of Private Idaho won Rescue of the
Year Award for saving a drowning man. The sailor, a fel-
low racer, was as good as dead, separated from his boat
without a life jacket, when a squall terrorized Lake St.
Clair midpoint in a 24-hour race, after nightfall. His tale
was the exclamation point for the evening, showing how
good times can turn deadly in the wink of an eye when
boating. The crew employed every boating safety lesson
learned to keep a fix on the man in four to five foot
swells, manoeuvring the Private Idaho in 45 to 50 mph
winds and then pulling the waterlogged, exhausted sailor
into their cockpit. It would be three hours of first-aid
and TLC to keep the man alert, warm and hydrated until
they returned to Windsor Yacht Club.

The Private Idaho story, titled ‘When doing it by the
book pays off,’ ran in the Fall 2010 issue of Port Hole.
June 18, 2010, was the 38th annual Canadian Club
Windsor Invitational Race on Lake St. Clair. The crew
of Private Idaho, a Beneteau 34.5, was eager to defend
their 2009 spot on the Ken Crooks Trophy. On board
for the race was Alan Johnson, captain, his wife Carol
Crooks, their 16-year-old nephew Nick Crooks, and
friends/crew members Alex Baker, Lindie Rudover, and
Chris Busch. All were experienced sailors, with Alan,

Carol, and Chris, members of CPS, the Windsor Squadron.
Alan and Carol had both grown up sailing in the Great
Lakes, Alex honed his skills on an Abbott 22 in Lake
Huron; Lindie had sailed all over the world on many
types of boats, Chris sailed on a tall ship in BC and had
recently completed Advanced Piloting with the Windsor
Squadron as well as adult sailing classes at South Port
Sailing Club. Nick, the newest member of the crew, had
learned the ropes from his grandfather and was now cut-
ting his teeth on a larger boat.

Skipper Alan Johnson was out-of-town and unable to
be present at the CASBAs. The Windsor Star waited until
he was back in Windsor before they ran a lengthy front
page story titled Save me, Save me, I’m going to die. It
was quite the attention getter, but it certainly told the
story and provided the lessons learned, preparedness
and, as the story ends, “we did it right”, said Joe Gatfield,
who helped re-present the award in front of a packed
house at the Windsor Yacht Club during an evening for
family and friends of the crew. Crooks very clearly
thanked CPS about three times for the education she
(they) had received. Local MPP Dwight Duncan has pre-
sented each member with a certificate. 

“It was a night to be proud of what we do,” said Joe
Gatfield. “It fits exactly into our Mission Statement. In
talking to the crowd afterwards, I made contacts for
future Boating courses and several Maritime Radio poten-
tials. Carol emphasized her knowledge came from the
course which she had taken approximately one month
before the rescue. All in all, a life was saved and the les-
sons learned are still being taught seven months later.”

“Both Alan and I have been CPS members for the last
two years,” Carol said later. “I have grown up a “vicari-
ous” family member as my dad taught and was involved
for many years. CPS was the topic of conversation around
the dinner table for many years. Of course my dad
taught us as much as he could on the many many hours
we spent on the boat growing up.”

The other four awards included Port Hole editor,
Joan Eyolfson Cadham, named Volunteer of the Year
(see page 6), Josh Lockwood, an RCMP Marine Officer
who patrols the waters of North Okanagan as Marine
Professional of the Year, OPP Marine Officer, David
Moffatt, for Best Boating Safety Initiative, and Wright’s
Marina in Britt, Ontario, winner of the Green Marine
Environmental Award.   

Crew of Private Idaho named CASBA Rescue of
the Year Canadian Safe Boating Council Awards
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Alan Johnson and Carol Crooks
Windsor Squadron

• Wear PFDs, with name, boat
name, contact information
inside. – I (skipper Alan) was the
only person not adhering to the
boat rule of wearing a PFD after
sunset. The look on the the res-
cued man’s face as he barely stayed
above the water surface will be a
constant reminder to wear a PFD

in any threatening conditions. 
• Use all technology available to

monitor weather. The forecast was
for a storm and we saw it on the
dark horizon. If we had looked at
the weather applets on our phones
(we had a Blackberry and iPhone
stored below) we would have seen
the intensity of the storm. Tuning
into the weather channels on the
radio would have helped too. We
were too focused on racing to see
the big picture. 

• Practice MOB drills, including
techniques for lifting bodies out
of the water. – I have done many
MOB drills before races but always
in good conditions with a conscious
person. To do a MOB in 50+knot
winds, 4-5' waves and darkness
added a new level of complexity to
the rescue. The main difficulty we
had was hoisting a fully grown,
semiconscious man (80+kg) up the
side of a 34' sailboat (3' freeboard)
in waves. A lifesling, while not
approved by CCG, would make a
recovery easier. Regardless a crew
should know some options and be
prepared. 

• Ensure Radio/antenna are proper-
ly set up for use and know proper
protocol for Maydays. Our range
was limited with our radio and we

relied on another boat to relay our
message to Sarnia CG. Luckily all
involved knew proper procedure.
(Note from Carol: After taking the
CPS radio course I had cards made
up spelling out the protocol for
Mayday, Pan Pan, and Securite
hails on the radio. These are
affixed in our navigation station.
In the event that Alan or I are
incapacitated and cannot make a
call, at least someone aboard can
read the simple description, and
follow the text to make the proper
communication to coast guard or
authorities. These were readily
available for anyone to use the
night of the rescue-however only
Alan and I have our Radio

Operators Certificates so I was the
person on the radio.) 

• Have crew know location of the
First Aid kit, PFDs and other
essentials. Our crew had been
briefed on where everything was
on the boat and were familiar with
the boat storage and mechanics.
This allowed clear instructions to
be followed with a minimum of
delay. The above all resulted in
the prompt return to the MOB and
his rescue.  

Boating safely;
Key learnings from Private Idaho

The Private Idaho crew received the 2010 Canadian Safe Boating Council for Rescue of the Year

for rescuing a man who’s boat capsized during a race. The crew is, from left, Carol Crooks, Alan

Johnson, Alex Baker, Chris Busch, Nick Crooks, and Lindie Rudover. Photo by: John Shorten

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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Larry MacDonald, AP
Pender Harbour Squadron

A few years ago, I chartered a boat in Canada and sailed
to the United States, clearing Customs in the San Juan
Islands, Washington. A Custom’s officer asked whether
we had any fruits or vegetables aboard. I said, “just two
potatoes.” He expressed regret that he had to confiscate
them. We received our clearance as he walked off with
half of our next day’s breakfast! 

A year after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, I was planning
another sail to the States and I was curious to know
whether there would be any difference in clearing
Customs. Would their officials be more vigilant and
inquisitive? Our trip began in Sidney, British Columbia at
Bosun’s Charters where we rented two 36-foot Catalinas.
The primary purpose was to offer a one-week “hands-on”
sailing experience to eight students from the Canadian
Power & Sail Squadron (CPS). David Levine, my co-
instructor in the Edmonton CPS Boating course, skip-

pered one boat and I the other. Our itinerary took us
across the border into the San Juan Islands, an archipelago
of some 200 islands, many of which have been designated
wildlife reserves or marine parks.

In preparation for our trip, I called U.S. Customs to
inquire about allowable food items. They advised me to
contact the Department of Agriculture (USDA) as Customs
only enforces the USDA guidelines. The USDA official
informed me that meats from the United States and
Canada are allowed (although a recent “mad cow disease”
scare this spring changed that). Fresh fruits grown in the
States or Canada are also allowed provided they are “in
season” and marked with brand labels. Citrus fruits must
be in an intact bag or box and clearly labeled. A couple of
oranges or grapefruits would probably not be allowed
although the official wasn’t sure whether Customs would
actually confiscate them. Fresh vegetables are allowed if
grown in the U.S. or Canada with the exception of pota-
toes grown in Canada. Idaho potatoes would be allowed
if clearly labeled. 

SAILING ACROSS THE BORDER
Boaters can cross easily between Canada and the United States but need to pay close attention to
immigration and customs regulations.
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If there is any doubt about the origin, fruits and veg-
etables are prohibited. We made up our shopping list
with these guidelines in mind. We also restricted alco-
holic beverages to one bottle per person to avoid paying
duty.

Don’t even think about not declaring an agricultural
product. A smuggled orange or potato might carry
microscopic pests that could devastate the agricultural
industry, causing millions of dollars in losses. That’s why
the penalties are so severe for smuggling – up to $50,000
in fines. The boater is responsible for knowing the pro-
hibited foods. Even if Customs doesn’t ask, “failure to
declare” your fruits and vegetables may result in a fine of
$100 or more. 

During our boat orientation at Bosun’s, Peter (a staff
member) explained that each charter boat has a User Fee
Decal attached to its side which costs $25 US annually
and allows the boat to enter U.S. waters. He emphasized
the importance of going to a port-of-entry and clearing
Customs before we anchored or docked anywhere else –
fines for this infraction can be up to $5,000! Peter also
told us that the Customs office at Roche Harbor, our
closest port-of-entry, had just closed on Sept. 15 for the
off-season; however, we could dock there and call Customs
at nearby Friday Harbor, Washington to clear by phone
– maybe. Or they might ask us to wait aboard while an
officer drove over to conduct a further inquiry. 

On a typical day, the entire U.S. Customs Service
makes over 400 seizures of illegal goods, about 100 of
which are food items. 

Entering the United States
As suggested, we tied off at the dock in Roche Harbor
and I called Customs. The friendly but officious-sound-
ing officer first asked for my PIN number (Personal
Identification Number). When I said “huh?” she asked
for my home phone number and my address. She then
asked a series of questions: the name, type, and size of
our boat, its licence number and User Fee Decal num-
ber, the nature of our visit (recreational boating), and
how long we were staying. She also asked for the name,
date of birth, and citizenship of each person on board.
Finally she asked what we were bringing into the U.S.
My answer of “just some edibles and a bottle of alcoholic
beverage per person” seemed to suffice. 

She then provided me with a PIN number, which was
actually my home phone number, for future border
crossings. She also issued a “clearance number” for the
boat to be made available to any official who requested
it. Until clearance is provided, no one (except the skip-
per to speak with Customs) is allowed to leave the boat.
Violation of this rule may result in substantial penalties
and forfeiture of the boat.

A day later I visited the Customs office at Friday
Harbor and requested a handout outlining allowable and
prohibited food items. Surprisingly, the officer said they
didn’t have one because the regulations change from day
to day. When I asked more specific questions, however,
he agreed they enforce the USDA guidelines, but he
didn’t have a handout of those guidelines.

After two more days of exploring these beautiful
islands, we docked in Anacortes, Washington, another
U.S. port-of-entry. Again I visited the Customs office
and this time the officer provided me with a handout of
the USDA guidelines. When I asked if he would confis-
cate oranges, he said, “yes, except those in an unopened
package.”

Returning to Canada
While in Anacortes, I called Canada Customs to see if we
could receive our clearance by phoning their office in
Sidney from another port-of-entry, Bedwell Harbour,
which had also closed for the season. The officer
informed me that we would have to clear in Sidney by
placing a call to their office at the nearby Victoria
International Airport from the Customs dock. I asked
how long this clearance would take and she said, “it
depends on whether the officer wants to ask more than
routine questions or come over to inspect the boat.” She
suggested we allow time for this possibility. As it turned
out, we were able to clear in Sidney with a brief phone
call, giving much the same information requested by U.S.
Customs. Within 15 minutes, we were back at Bosun’s.

Before taking a boat across the border, I recommend
you contact the USDA for a copy of their latest food
guidelines. Also, be sure to have the U.S. and Canada
Customs’ phone numbers in case the port-of-entry
offices are closed. Have available your boat’s licence
number, User Fee Decal number, and passports for all
crew, and answer all questions truthfully – you’ll likely
be on your way in short order. Although not much has
changed since my pre-9/11 visit, the level of vigilance at
the border will vary depending on the existing level of
threat to national security. When you visit Customs, just
remember that they are very busy keeping our borders
safe and secure, and would much rather clear you effi-
ciently than to have to search your boat for a couple of
smuggled potatoes! 

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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Different Strokes

I sit huddled in a warm sweater as I write this. My imme-
diate thoughts are that Wiarton Willie, our local Ontario
groundhog, made a terrible mistake... An early spring? It
sure doesn’t look that way right now. The mercury is
routinely dipping below minus twenty, even here in the
suburbs of Canada’s biggest city. But despite the constant
windshield scraping and driveway shovelling, our collec-
tive minds no doubt drift to thoughts of open water,
warm breezes, and sunny days.

Readers of this column will remember that in short
order I will be putting my 1962 Nomad Camping
Trailer / Boat to use. You may also remember last year’s
series on the virtues of antique outboard motors, fol-
lowing the restoration of my 1971 Ted Williams 4.5hp
air-cooled outboard from start to successful finish,
powering my Dynous inflatable through the chilly
April waters of Mazinaw Lake.

Despite many successful outings with the ‘71 last
summer, my heart is now set on a brand new 4-cycle
outboard for the coming season. As is mostly common
knowledge now, driven mainly by emissions standards,
outboard motor producers are now almost exclusively
supplying 4-cycle outboards. The technology has really
improved to meet demand, and from what I saw at the
Toronto Boat Show in January, there is a great line-up
of outboards to choose from. A number of manufactur-
ers donated boats and motors to be demonstrated at
the indoor lake at the show. I was absolutely shocked
by how quiet the new generation of four-strokes is. I’m
looking forward to the quiet reliability and added
power of a new engine. 

Though I could go into a long diatribe explaining the
technical differences between two and four-stroke motors,
suffice it to say that two-strokes burn gas mixed with oil,
and four-strokes burn straight gas, the oil stays in the
crankcase and is not consumed. So, two-stroke outboards
have the familiar “stinky blue” exhaust. Their design allows
a better power to weight ratio, meaning a two-stroke will
typically be lighter than a four-stroke. A four-stroke, how-
ever, will burn less fuel and no oil, making it more envi-
ronmentally friendly. Care must be taken when storing a
4-cycle outboard as well, they typically can only be laid
down on one side, and will be clearly marked as such.

For my purposes I have been searching for a 6hp
motor. This is adequate for my current needs, and I
feel is a good investment for future, as it would be a
good size for a tender or dinghy, or as a kicker motor
for a larger boat. 

My search took me to a few displays at the boat show.
While in the past the first names that came to mind were
Johnson and Evinrude, apparently neither nameplate is
selling small motors for this model year. The Evinrude
website lists nothing smaller than 15hp, and the Johnson
website lists no current products. In fact for the past
number of years, the portable motors these companies
did sell were rebadged Suzuki outboards. Another peren-
nial favourite is of course Mercury. Their small motors are
now rebadged Tohatsu motors. So really the only choices
available for me are: Tohatsu / Mercury, Suzuki, Yamaha,
Honda, and AFS. Honda does not make a 6hp motor.
One feature I like is a built-in gas tank, which is only
available currently on the Yamaha and Suzuki motors.
The others use an external tank. However, the Suzuki and
Yamaha motors are priced above the AFS and Tohatsu.
The AFS motor is marketed by Tomos Canada, and is a
made-in-China knock off of a previous generation
Yamaha. It is a well-backed company and I have heard
good things about the product. The only downside for
me is, because it mirrors an older generation, it is almost
40% heavier than the other motors. All the motors are
available in long and short shaft, and with the exception
of the AFS, with a charging system for sailboat use. As
with any purchase, one must consider all the options:
Warranty, parts availability, reliability, quality, weight,
added features and cost. Stay tuned to see which model
powers my 2011 adventures on the water.

JET SET
Bradley Schmidt
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Spring is sprung, the grass is riz, I wonder where the
water is? That seems to be the refrain in spring time.
Over the winter the water gets hard,snow accumulates,
and you can’t see what is going on in that dark, murky,
cold world under the ice.

Things happen during the winter and we only find out
about them in the spring when the water gets soft and
warm and we venture out again. The rocks are alive, you
see. In the wintertime, they find a new home for the
summer and they grow and gain strength because of
their appetite for propellers, keels and lower units.

Sometimes the rocks’ appetite isn’t as big so they just
take a little bite out of a propeller but if they need lots of
strength, they will chomp on your keel or perhaps swal-
low the lower unit whole.

George knows this. He’s found out the hard way a few
times. Why, one fine spring day, when he was backing
out of the boathouse, he found a rock. The rock wasn’t
there the year before. It ate an entire blade from his pro-
peller. The motor wasn’t too happy about that and set up
a nasty vibration all the way to the dock. George wasn’t
too happy either since he had to buy a new propeller and
they aren’t cheap.

What’s worse is that some rocks are social and they
move in packs. Lots of folks have learned that when they
carefully zipped past the edge of the rock pile out in the
bay only to discover that it had moved. The move must
have made the rocks hungry. Several times a very loud
BANG was followed by silence. Rocks hide, too. As the
driver looked forlornly over the side at his damaged
engine the rocks hid themselves safely behind the boat.
They even dove for cover - several local boaters noticed
that the top of the rock pile was further down than it
used to be.

It isn’t just the rocks. Outboard motors are animate
too. They are also spiteful. You know what I mean? How
many times have you tried and tried to start the engine
with not even a hint of the ignition catching? Then the
neigbbour or a guest offers to give it a try, gives it a sin-
gle pull, and the engine roars into life. You know you
really shouldn’t hurt the outboard’s feelings – it will
make you pay.

Sometimes the outboard is more subtle in its revenge,
like the time I went to move the boat after changing the
shear pin. The engine protested loudly while the boat
didn’t move. As I looked over the transom the problem
became clear. The propeller had carefully unscrewed
itself off its shaft and was lying on the bottom of the
lake. It is shallow by the dock so retrieving it wasn’t
hard. I know that I put the cotter pin back on but it is
clear that it needed replacement because it had to have

broken which allowed the propeller to unscrew the nut
on the end of the shaft. The marina was quite happy to
sell us a new nut along with cotter and shear pins.

That wasn’t too bad. George was out one day when
the engine stalled. Restarting it wasn’t any picnic but he
got it running and since he was going to the marina
asked the owner to have a look. “It seems fine but bring
it back tomorrow” said the owner since the mechanic
had just gone home. Well, George headed back on the
lake but within a few minutes he was back at the marina.
It seems that the engine was running rough and it just
wasn’t developing any power. The next day George
bought a new outboard when he learned that fixing his
engine would cost $200 more than a new one.

The only problem is that George never did figure out
what had upset the outboard so deeply that it committed
suicide...

May you have a safe, trouble-free and happy boating
season. Just remember to be nice to your outboard and
let someone else feed the rocks. 

James Hay, JN
Lake St. Louis Squadron

THECOTTAGER
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ride the atlantic wave
Atlantic District welcomes you to Halifax, the historic city by
the sea. You’ll find so much to do, so much to see.

halifax
Halifax, home to over 300,000 residents, exudes culture and
history on every street corner, where buildings dating back to
1749 share waterfront vistas with modern glass office towers.
Explore unique areas and neighborhoods, like the fashionable
boutiques and whimsical craft shops that line the cobblestone
walkways of the Historic Properties, heritage buildings origi-
nally used to store privateer’s booty. The heart of the city is the
Halifax Harbour, the second largest natural harbour in the
world, and the boardwalk that winds along it is alive with
pedestrian and maritime traffic. The Spring Garden Road area
is a bustling shopping district where high-fashion clothiers
reside alongside one of the oldest formal Victorian gardens in
North America. With six-degree granting institutions, Halifax is
teeming with the youthful energy of students and of learning. 

Halifax’s history is one that you can see and feel. Each day,
the ceremonial ‘noon gun’ goes off at the Halifax Citadel
National Historic Site, an 18th century fortress in the heart of
the downtown core. Another National Historic Site, Pier 21 –
Canada’s Immigration Museum, tells the personal stories of the
one million people who passed through the doors between
1928 and 1971. Step back in time with a tour of Alexander
Keith’s Brewery, the oldest working brewery in North America
where you’ll be treated to a mug or two of famous India pale ale
along with Nova Scotian songs and tales. Life here revolves
around the sea and our Maritime history is an essential part of
Halifax.

lodging
Halifax Marriott Harbourfront will be our home for the 2011
Conference. 

registration
Register online at cpshalifax.ca/AGM2011, or mail in the form.
Register on or before September 9, 2011 to receive the early
registration price.

competitions
The Competitions Entry form is included in the Port Hole.
Detailed information regarding the competitions is found at
cpshalifax.ca/AGM2011 

easy to get here. hard to leave
Marvel at the views while driving on excellent divided 4 lane
highways. Halifax Stanfield International Airport has direct
flights from many Canadian and US destinations with US
Customs pre-clearance. Enjoy the view aboard VIA Rail
Canada, with a transcontinental connection from Western
Canadian cities and some US destinations. 

Discover Halifax's history, arts, culture, nightlife, cuisine
and wine. Explore the coastlines, fishing villages and beaches
only minutes from the heart of the city. And feel the warmth
and welcome of our city’s defining feature: its people. For
more information: www.destinationhalifax.com. 

Halifax 2011
October 19–23, 2011
www.cpshalifax.ca/AGM2011/

Photo: Halifax Harbour courtesy of Nova Scotia Economic and Rural Development and Tourism

http://www.cpshalifax.ca/AGM2011/
http://cpshalifax.ca/AGM2011
http://cpshalifax.ca/AGM2011
http://www.destinationhalifax.com
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guided waterfront history walking tour 
Thursday, October 20th, 9:30am – 5:00pm
Total walking time 45 minutes. Return from Pier 21 by shuttle
bus. Tour price includes entrance to the three museums, the
Maritime Museum of the Atlantic the oldest and largest mar-
itime museum in Canada including displays related to the
Halifax Explosion of 1917, the sinking of the Titanic in 1912 and
a large gallery depicting the “Age of Sail”, the Alexander
Keith’s Brewery tour where actors in period costume  lead you
back in time to learn about the beer, the brewery and life in
Halifax in 1863 and  Canada’s Immigration Museum – Pier 21
where you will learn the unique stories of immigration
throughout our history, and see tributes to the 1.5 million
immigrants, war brides, displaced people, evacuee children
and military personnel who passed through Pier 21 from 1928
to 1971, destined for new homes across Canada.

joint rescue coordination centre – halifax
traffic bus tour  
Thursday, October 20th, 9:00 am – 12:45 pm
Talk to the experts who coordinate the Search and Rescue
(SAR) response to air and marine incidents within the Halifax
Search and Rescue Region in Eastern Canada which includes
all of Newfoundland and Labrador, Prince Edward Island, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, the eastern half of Quebec, and the
southern half of Baffin Island, and measures 4.7 million
square km of which approximately 80% is water and then visit
Halifax Traffic, a branch of Marine Communications and Traffic
Services of the Canadian Coast Guard, where you will learn
how all marine traffic is monitored in Canadian waters, and
view the traffic in Halifax Harbour and approaches at the time
of our visit.

peggy’s cove – lunenburg bus tour 
Friday, October 21st, 8:30 am – 5:00 pm
Travel by motor coach to two popular locations in “Canada’s
Ocean Playground”.  First Peggy’s Cove, tucked into the granite
rocks of the Nova Scotia coast and noted for its famous light-
house, a beacon for sailors since 1914. Then on to the Town of
Lunenburg, designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in
1995 and located on the western shore of Mahone Bay.
Lunenburg is known for its shipbuilding and is the birthplace
and home port of the famous Bluenose and Bluenose II, the
schooner depicted on the Canadian dime.  Lunch in Lunenburg
then visit the Fisheries Museum of the Atlantic. This museum
commemorates the fishing heritage of the Atlantic Coast of
Canada and was recently named one of the top 1000 best places
to see in the USA and Canada before you die.  Housed in bright-
ly painted red buildings, with floating vessels at wharf side, the
Museum includes an extensive aquarium and exhibits.  Explore
the Lunenburg waterfront before returning to Halifax.  

halifax harbour cruise 
Saturday, October 22nd, 2:15 pm departure to 4:30 pm
View historic Halifax Harbour by water.  Board the tour boat a
short walk along the boardwalk from the Marriott.  You will
view the navy dockyard, Coast Guard base, downtown Halifax
and Dartmouth, cruise under the cross-harbour bridges and
past Point Pleasant Park at the tip of the Halifax Peninsula,
travel up the North West Arm, home to the Royal Nova Scotia
Yacht Squadron and Armdale Yacht Club to view some of the
finest real estate in the city.

Photos: Right, Peggy’s Cove (Destination Halifax) Top Left,
Lunenburg (Nova Scotia Economic and Rural Development
and Tourism) Middle Left, Pier 21 (Destination Halifax)
Bottom Left, Halifax Waterfront (Destination Halifax). 

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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First Name __________________________________ Last Name ____________________________________________ Grade __________

Guest’s First Name _____________________________ Last Name ____________________________________________ Grade _________

Address ____________________________________________ City ______________________________________ Province ________

Postal Code ______________ Tel ____________________________ E-mail ________________________________________________

Squadron ___________________________________ District ___________________________________________________________

Member no. _____________________________________ Officer Position __________________________________________________  

Is this your first national conference? � Yes

PAYMENT
� Cheque Make cheque payable to CPS-ECP Conference 2011. Post-dated cheques will not be accepted.
� Mastercard � VISA  Card no. _______________________________________________________ Expiry Date (mm/yy) _______________

Name on card ______________________________________________ Signature _____________________________________________

Dietary restrictions, physical, or other requirements: ________________________________________________________________________

* After September 9, higher registration rates will apply.
National Officers who have their hotel accommodations paid
by CPS must make their reservations directly with CPS
Headquarters after receiving the notice in June 2011.

Cancellation Policy:
Cancellations on or before September 9, 2011 are accepted with no penal-

ty. From September 10, 2011, all cancellations are subject to a $35 admin-

istration fee per person. After October 12 2011, cancellations will be partly

refunded only if other conference participants register to take your places.

Full Conference Meal Package
includes Friday Theme Dinner & Dance, Saturday AGM Lunch and the
Chief Commander’s Gala Dinner & Dance 

Individual Conference Meals

Friday Night Dinner & Entertainment Atlantic Kitchen Party
Saturday AGM Luncheon

Chief Commander’s Gala Dinner & Dance

Thursday Excursions

Waterfront Museums Walking Tour (0930 - 1700)
JRCC/Halifax Traffic Bus Tour (0900 - 1245)

Friday Excursion

Peggy’s Cove/Lunenburg Bus Tour (0830 - 1700)
Saturday Excursion

Halifax Harbour Cruise (1415 - 1630)

________________x $220*/245= $_______________

________________x $85*/90 = $_______________

________________x $45*/50 = $_______________

________________  x $100*/115 = $_______________

________________x $35 = $_______________

________________x $25 = $_______________

________________x $75 = $_______________

________________x $25 = $_______________

Total: $_______________ 

All Officers and members are encouraged to attend the Seminars, Presentations and Annual General Meeting at no cost. Register to
have access to the conference area.

AGMHalifax CPS-ECP Conference 2011, 26 Golden Gate Court, Toronto, ON M1P 3A5

*early registration rates apply if received on or before September 9, 2011

All fields are required

if you or your guest do not attend all conference meal events, book separate meals below

October 19–23, 2011



Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

� Entry will be shipped � Brought with you or representative

Address:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ Squadron: ________________________________________________

Note Division and provide a brief description of your entry.

� Division 1: Training Aids __________________________________________________________________________________________________

� Division 2: Navigational Aids _____________________________________________________________________________________________

� Division 3: Crafts ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
� Section A: General Crafts � Section B: Presentations

� Division 4: Scrapbooks ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

� Division 5: Publications ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
� Section A: Newsletters � Section B: Stories, Poems and Narratives

� Division 6: Visual Arts ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
� Section A: Photography � Section B: Painting and Drawing � Section C: Sculpture

� Division 7: New Media ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
� Section A: Best of the Web within the WEB Portal Program* � Section B: Best of the Web outside the WEB Portal Program*
� Section C: Digital Art � Section D: Digital Presentations � Section E: Digital Photography

� Division 8: Environment____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please do not ship anything before September 1, 2011.

We are looking for talented boaters to submit their best
nautical works for the Halifax 2011 National Conference
Competitions.  All Districts, Squadrons and members are
invited to participate in the competitions. To register,

mail in the registration form or email the PDF form avail-
able at:
http://www.cps-ecp.ca and
http://agm2011.cpshalifax.ca/

AGMCompetitions Entry Form

Mailed entry forms and shipped entries (to be received no later
than October 1, 2011) should be sent to: 

Dan White
c/o 14 Armshore Drive
Halifax, NS  B3M 1N5
1 (902) 472-2102 | dewhite@eastlink.ca

* Entries for web sites must be made via an online entry form. The
cut-off dates for entries are September 9, 2011. Sites will be
captured and judged, as they exist on that date. Changes made
to the site after September 9, 2011 will not be recognized.  

For a complete set of rules, go to http://agm2011.cpshalifax.ca/

2011 Conference Competitions Committee | c/o 14 Armshore Drive, Halifax, NS B3M 1N5 | dewhite@eastlink.ca
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Maybe the photograph conveys how cold it
was that day, but not many other people
would want to be out boating! In spite of
that, with a Yamaha wetsuit and life jacket
over my bathing suit, I was warm, dry and
having a blast!

PWC REVIEW

By Andy AdamsWE ARE SEEING more and more big
boats carrying a personal watercraft
instead of a dinghy or a RIB (rigid hull
inflatable boat). Is a watercraft practi-
cal? Is it economical? And, what are the
benefits?
We spent the day sampling a group of

Yamaha’s newest WaveRunner models to
see what they offered and also to consid-
er how practical it might be to have one
of these instead of a dinghy or inflatable.
In a recent media presentation by

Yamaha, we learned that while there are
both two- and three-passenger watercraft
models, three passenger versions are 93%
of the Canadian market.
Personal watercraft are generally 10 to

11 feet in length on a 4-foot beam, weigh-
ing approximately 700-800 lbs. If we
compare that to a similar size inflatable
with a 40 hp outboard, the personal
watercraft is probably about 150 lbs.
more. The weight difference is partly the
all-fiberglass construction and partly the
engine which is typically much more
powerful than a 40 hp.

Transport Canada safety regulations
require both a driver and a watcher in
order to tow a person on a tube, a water-
skier or wakeboarder; there also must be
a place for the skier to ride onboard the
boat for safety reasons. You cannot tow
with a two-person personal watercraft (or
any other two passenger boat) unless
there’s room to bring a skier on board. So
a three-passenger watercraft like the
WaveRunner VX is legal for waterskiing
and it certainly has the performance!
The VX was one of two new

WaveRunner models that Yamaha intro-
duced for the 2011 model year: the VX
and the VXR, both with big engines but
value pricing. (Incidentally, these
machines can be serviced or get warranty
coverage at any of the 285 Yamaha deal-
erships across Canada which is a worth-
while consideration when cruising with
your boat.)
If you have never driven a personal

watercraft (and many yacht owners have
not), it’s actually pretty easy. At rest,
beside a dock or swim platform boat,
these three-seat models are stable enough
for even a large person to step on board
on one side. 
Everyone onboard a watercraft must

wear an approved personal flotation
device (PFD); eye protection is certainly a
good idea! Wear a pair of polycarbonate
unbreakable sunglasses or goggles just in
case you encounter a bug in the air.
Compared to an open dinghy or inflat-
able, you can stay just as dry and comfort-
able on a personal watercraft except that
the watercraft has side foot wells that can
take on water as you board, so wear san-
dals or go barefoot and put your shoes in
the storage compartment.
Most watercraft have a storage space

up front as well as a glove box for small-

Yacht Tenders 
NEW YAMAHA WAVERUNNERS FOR 2011

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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er items that you want to keep dry, but
none are designed to carry the bags of
groceries or duffle bags that many
dinghies can.
What you do get in the new Yamaha

VX WaveRunner is a four-stroke Yamaha
marine engine with electronic fuel injec-
tion that starts almost instantly. The
boat also has a neutral feature. Release
that and the machine begins to idle
along at 2 mph. These are very high
revving engines designed for jet pump
propulsion and there’s no spinning pro-
peller in the water to pose a safety risk.
Also, personal watercraft draw very little
water so you can get right into shore and
even beach quite easily.
What propels all personal watercraft is

a high-pressure stream of water driven
through a jet nozzle, so it’s easy to under-
stand that the faster it goes the more
effective it gets. Understanding this,
Yamaha has built an amazingly smooth
high revving engine. It takes between
5000 and 6000 rpm to plane off the VX
WaveRunner and hold a cruising speed
but from there, it gains speed fast.
Just pull the finger-trigger throttle and

the VX accelerates with real determina-
tion, easily pulling a skier up from a
deepwater start. With the engine turning
6000 rpm, the VX is cruising at 30 mph;
we saw a top speed of 52 mph at an indi-
cated 7000 rpm. This is breathtakingly

fast and a real thrill.
The appeal is easy to see; even a novice

rider can get on, go places at an impressive
rate of speed, pull a tube or a skier, take
three people in to shore or off visiting
other boats at the anchorage and the VX
Sport model does it all for a mere $10,395
base price. For under $12,000, you can
move up to the VX Deluxe or Cruiser mod-
els which add features like a reverse and a
fold-down stern step that makes it easier
to get on board from the water. We think
that’s an important benefit.
All VX models have responsive han-

dling and can handle surprisingly big
waves. Lots of people run them in off-
shore ocean conditions; a WaveRunner is
a remarkably seaworthy craft.
To accommodate novice riders,

Yamaha has a feature called “Low RPM
Mode” which reduces the engine thrust
and speed so the novice rider can get on
and ride easily, and at speeds that are eas-
ier to handle. They can still go wide open;
it’s just not as fast. You don’t even need to
tell the person that the machine is in Low
RPM Mode. You can switch it with a
remote control.
Even Yamaha’s top-of-the-line, high-

performance WaveRunner, the FZR has a
Low RPM Mode. That way, a family can
keep a young person or weekend guests
traveling at more reasonable speeds
while dad can switch it back to full

power for experienced riders. The FZR
has a supercharged 1802 Yamaha
marine engine and all of the top features
including a modified hull design that
can best handle high speeds and chal-
lenging conditions.
How fast does an FZR go? The super-

charged FZR has simply stupefying accel-
eration. You can barely hang on under
full power and from a standing start, in
about 4 seconds the FZR blasts past 60
miles an hour on its way to a 65 mph
plus top speed.
We can certainly understand the safe-

ty benefits that a yacht owner gets by hav-
ing an inflatable or a dinghy, but the
performance and fun factor of a personal
watercraft like a Yamaha WaveRunner
makes them a very desirable choice, espe-
cially if you have an inflatable life raft for
emergency use anyway (and we think you
should – see page 82 in this issue).
While a dinghy can carry more cargo,

your Yamaha WaveRunner can easily tow
skiers, cover long distances fast, cruise
slowly through the shallows, even take
you fishing and – by the way – provide
you with an exciting physical workout if
you feel like riding it hard. 
Check out the bargain priced VX mod-

els as well as the rest of the Yamaha
WaveRunner line this spring!

www.yamaha-motor.com

In today's marketplace, almost every personal watercraft is now a
three-seater. It's not just a practical choice; it's essential if you're
going to tow a water skier or wake boarder; there has to be a space
to bring that third person on board.

OK, these guys make it look easy! Whether you can ride like this or
not, a Yamaha WaveRunner has the power to tow a skier or a bor-
der and that really adds to their appeal as a yacht tender.

http://www.yamaha-motor.com
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SPRING CHECKLIST

It’s Spring – Make a list!

THE SUN IS actually giving off heat and
the spring melt has finally started. Now
it’s off to the boatyard to check on the
boat. Perhaps it’s the elation Canadians
feel at the end of winter, but every spring
boats get launched only to reveal prob-
lems large and small that will plague the
owner over the summer, delay the boat-
ing season, or worse yet, the boat just
heads straight to the bottom, all for the
lack of a proper check-up before launch. 
Aircraft pilots always use checklists;

even the most experienced person can
overlook something and in the case of an
airplane, it can have deadly conse-
quences. While getting a call from the
marina that your boat is on the bottom
may not be life threatening, it is, none
the less, a very big disappointment, to say
nothing of potentially very expensive.
While this list is just a general outline,

you can develop a checklist specific to
your boat and have the peace of mind
that at least the most obvious problems
have been addressed.
Hopefully the hull was properly

cleaned on haul-out!

HULL INSPECTION
1. Inspect the hull for stress cracks or

distortion. These can be caused over
the winter by improper placement of
jack stands, or by the hull not sitting
in the correct position on the cradle.
Look carefully for any signs of blis-
tering due to water absorption.

2. Replace anodes if they are more
than 33% oxidized.

3. Clean and inspect prop(s) and shaft(s)
for dings, pitting and distortion

4. Move the rudder to be sure the shaft
is free and not bent. Lubricate.

5. Check all intake strainers (especially
the engine) to be sure they are clean
and free from debris. 

6. Be sure the depth sounder transduc-
er is clear and be careful not to get
anti-fouling on it. The same goes for
knot log impellors.

7. If a bow thruster is fitted, make sure
the tunnel and propeller are clear
and replace the zincs.

DECK INSPECTION
1. Look for stress cracking, especially

around stanchions and cleats.
2. Make sure the cockpit drains are

clear of leaves, etc.
3. Check that the helm is operating

smoothly.
4. Make sure the anchor windlass is

operating properly and inspect
ground tackle.

ESPECIALLY FOR SAILBOATS
1. Carefully clean the mast. Make sure

not to use any harsh chemicals
which can damage the aluminum.

2. Inspect the spars for cracks and
check fittings, tangs, etc.

Follow a comprehensive checklist to make
sure this does not happen to you.

We are saying you should replace anodes if they are more than 33% oxidized. Does this
one pass? Why not just replace it and know you are protected?

By Glen Cairns
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Formerly Doral Marine Resort

Wye Knot Tie Up With Us?

Canada's largest fresh water marina, located 1.5 hrs north of the GTA
• 24 Hr. Security • Sales, Service, Parts & Repairs • Social Events

• Dockside Services Including WiFi • Drive-to Parking at 70% of Our Slips

• Heated Pool, Tennis Courts, Laundry, Beach & Play Area

• Indoor /Outdoor Storage • Floating Docks for Boats up to 70 ft.

• Family Restaurant • Slips Available For 2011

E-mail us for more information at info@wyeheritage.ca.

1-866-253-6725
3282 Ogden’s Beach Rd., Midland

www.wyeheritage.ca

LIFE ON THE BAY THE WAY IT'S MEANT TO BE

Sales Division Moving to Midland in Spring 2011
BoatMax is a proud dealer for the following boats:

3. Check winches; clean and lubricate
as needed.

4. Check wire halyards and standing
rigging for deterioration. The most
common sign of wear is small wire
ends or “fishhooks”.

5. Clean and lubricate the turnbuckles.
6. Take a careful look at the chain

plates for any sign of movement as
this can cause serious damage.
Leaking or cracks in the fiberglass
means that the chain plate should
be removed and reinstalled.

DOWN BELOW
1. The first thing to do on entering the

boat is to check the bilge. If it is full
of water, you’ll be needing a longer
checklist. Look around for obvious
signs of leakage around windows,
hatches or more seriously around
thru-deck fittings or chain plates. If
the boat was too tightly wrapped,
condensation can cause a surprising
amount of water to collect. Taking a
hose to the deck will show up any
problems in short order.

2. Hopefully you removed the cush-
ions and other odds and sods and
left lockers open and ventilated.
Clean inside lockers, always check-
ing for any signs of leaking or move-
ment.

3. Remove all floorboards and inspect,
clean and lubricate seacocks.

4. Check all hoses for missing, loose or
deteriorated hose clamps. All hoses
below the waterline should be dou-
ble clamped. Make sure to use prop-
er stainless steel clamps. Also check
the hoses themselves for any deterio-
ration as they can become stiff and
cracked with age.

5. Inspect the sea water strainers for
damage. Freezing can cause the
bowls to crack if they were not prop-
erly winterized.

6. The stuffing box should be checked
and repacked as needed. It should
only drip a bit when the shaft is
turning.

7. Check the galley stove and propane
tank fittings.

8. Make sure the bilge pump is operat-
ing and that the float switch is in

good condition and clear of any
obstructions.

9. Be sure the toilet hose fittings are
properly connected and the intake
and discharge lines are clear. The
same goes for the holding tank.
While you are in the head, make
sure the shower drain is not clogged.

mailto:info@wyeheritage.ca
http://WWW.WYEHERITAGE.CA
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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10. Give the bilge a good scrub with a
disinfectant cleaner. On a hot sum-
mer day, you’ll be glad you did.

ENGINE OUTDRIVES AND
OUTBOARDS
1. Inspect rubber outdrive bellows for

cracks, or other damage.

2. Check power steering and power
trim oil levels.

3. Replace all anodes with fresh 
zincs or magnesium anodes for
freshwater.

4. Check the control cables for cracks
or distortion.

ENGINE AND FUEL SYSTEMS
1. Inspect fuel lines, including vent

hoses for softness, brittleness or
cracking.

2. Inspect fuel tanks, fuel pumps and
filters for leaks. Make sure the
clamps are tight and in good 
condition.

3. Clean or replace fuel filters. 
4. Clean and tighten electrical connec-

tions, especially both ends of the
heavy battery cables. 

5. Check battery water levels.
6. Check the bilge blower and blower

hose. The lightweight hose is easily
damaged by chafe, etc.

TRAILERS
1. Inspect tires for wear. Check air 

pressure and don’t forget the spare.
And check wheel lug nuts to be 
sure they are properly tightened.
Loosing a wheel while towing can
ruin your day!

2. Also make sure bearings are greased.
3. Make sure lights are working.
4. Check the frame for rust, cracks or

distortion. 
5. Check brakes and brake fluid level.

SAFETY 
1. Check the expiration dates on your

flares (they should not have been
stored aboard as condensation can
cause deterioration).

2. Check the expiration dates on your
fire extinguisher(s).

3. Inspect the dock and anchor lines
for wear. 

4. Check shore power cables and con-
nections; any sign of heat damage
means they should be replaced.

5. Make sure the boat’s license and reg-
istration are up to date and be sure
the inspection sticker is up to date.

6. Check lifejackets for excessive wear,
broken straps, etc. 

http://www.sika.ca


http://www.evolutionsails.com
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7. Make sure smoke, fume, carbon
monoxide and bilge alarms are
working properly.

8. Fenders should be inflated and
checked for leaks.

9. Check your insurance against your
summer plans to be sure you are
properly covered. Most marinas 
now require proof of insurance
and a minimum amount of 
liability coverage.

LAUNCH
1. If the boat has one, make sure the

stern drain plug is installed. Perhaps
this should be in large red letters. I
have seen too many boats end up
half-swamped for the lack of this
seemingly obvious item.

2. As soon as you’re afloat check below
for any signs of leaking at thru-hulls,
shaft, etc.

Much of what is listed above can and
should be done at haul-out so proper
repairs can be made. Boat yards are usu-
ally overwhelmed with work in spring so
even simple repairs may cause serious
delay and expense. 

LISTS ARE GOOD
Some years ago one the large English
Channel ferries came to grief because she
headed to sea and someone forgot to
close the huge bow door! 193 people
died. So it’s not just about “senior
moments”, anyone can overlook the
obvious. A good idea is to develop a
checklist for the all various operations of
your boat. Prelaunch, launch, start-up,
cruise, etc. These can be kept brief and on
handy cards: a pre-startup list by the
helm for example. It will make for a
much more relaxing summer on the
water and avoid some potentially embar-
rassing and expensive moments.

Clean and inspect props and shafts for dings, pitting and distortion. This cruiser has a strut
plus a whip strut for the long shaft. Even a slight bend will set up damaging vibration.

As boats age and get worked on, nuts get rounded off and fittings come loose. This fuel 
fitting was slowly dripping gasoline into the bilge. It should be replaced.

Is this prop going to perform properly this summer? Possible bends and ragged edges will result
in a performance and economy loss. It can be checked, trued up and repaired inexpensively.



http://www.boatingsafety.gc.ca
http://www.servicecanada.gc.ca
http://www.securitenautique.gc.ca
http://www.servicecanada.gc.ca
http://www.securitenautique.gc.ca
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IT’S NOT ONLY the classes, it’s the
courses too!
The International Sailing

Federation’s (ISAF) recent decision to
change up the classes and events for the
upcoming 2016 Olympics has
brought a wave of controversy
across sailors everywhere. It’s not
just a classes’ debate, it’s a
courses debate too!
When they concluded their

annual meeting in Athens,
Greece in November, the
Council voted in favour of the
Events Committee’s provisional
events slate for the 2016 Olympic
Sailing Competition.
While this is a provisional list of

events and subject to final confirmation in
the ISAF May 2011 mid-year meeting, it
shows the changes afoot in Olympic sail-

ing that removes the Star boat in favour of
a two-people mixed multi-hull. Other
changes include a two-person dinghy
(skiff) for women rather than the 470, and
revising the 470 for men and women to
be a mixed class.

Is this a brilliant move or a stu-
pid mistake?  

When we look at this turn
of events, we begin to ask our
self the age old question:
Aren’t the Olympic Games
supposed to represent the
sport? Aren’t they supposed to
have the best athletes represent-
ed at the sport venue that

arguably gets the most coverage
globally than anything else? What

were they thinking? 
Seduced by the opportunity to garner

TV and Internet broadcasting through the
excitement of ‘crash and burn’ racing
they appear – in our eyes – to have failed
our sport miserably. 
Imagine today’s reality: if you weighg

over 80 kg. you can no longer compete. 
Can you imagine taking a class out

like the Star? Just think about the
Olympics without a boat that has had
more world champions than any other
class. Simply put, the Olympics are the
pinnacle of our sport. We claw and
scratch our way through event after
event to get there. The talent develop-
ment is deep and wide. Think of an
Olympics without the likes of
MacDonald and Wolfs, or Conners or
Elvström. What’s wrong with being 20

MEN’S
One-person board or kite board men Equipment to be determined 
One-person dinghy men Laser Standard
One-person dinghy men Finn 
Two-person dinghy (skiff) men 49er 

WOMEN’S
One-person board or kite board women Equipment to be determined 
One-person dinghy women Laser Radial 
Two-person dinghy (skiff) women Equipment to be determined 
Three-person keelboat women Elliott 6m 
(match or fleet race not decided) 

MIXED
Two person mixed multihull Equipment to be determined 
Two person mixed dinghy with spinnaker 470 
Source: sailing.org

OLYMPIC UPDATE

An Olympic Nightmare Unfolds
IT’S NOT JUST A CLASSES’ DEBATE

By John Kerr and Hans Fogh

Provisional List of Events for 2016

http://sailing.org


http://www.canadianyachting.ca/cystore
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when you first compete and 50 when
you last compete? 
You want the best sailors in the world

to compete. You want the experience
and tenure. And you want the classes
that really build sailing globally. All over
the world, sailors of varying ages and
experiences build four-year programs
for the Olympics; they race and com-
pete, learn and drive off one another.
Limiting the scope of the Olympic regat-
ta will cut that talent and development
pool dramatically.
The Flying Dutchmen, Soling and Star

boats have been abandoned by ISAF over
the years but it is these classes that
extended great sailing careers over
decades. The records set by Elvström and
Fogh and Bastet will never be repeated.
Depth in sailing internationally will be
severely damaged and the traditions of
the sport cast aside. 
The reality of sailing is counter to

swimming. Sailors are older; a swimmer’s
prime is 18. The new classes, by their very
nature, favour light crew and therefore
younger sailors. With this formula, after
only two years out of a junior sailing pro-
gram, sailors must compete in this high-
pressure packed environment. Having
barely started their competitive careers,
they are going to the Games. It just does-
n’t make sense. The maturing of sailors is
greatest between the ages of 20 and 30.
Sadly for many, weight and body shifts
happen too. Sailing participation is being
limited by a class choice that forces the
wrong dynamic: eliminating keel boats
from this sport totally misses the mark.
What’s wrong with progression from
Lasers to Stars? With this new roster, all
we are doing is taking what is now
already a smaller pack of talent (as a
result of the 80 kg. rule) and diluting the
talent pool we now have. 
The reality for sailing is that it is not a

TV spectator type sport and never will be.

The theory that changing classes will
make it more viewing friendly is a traves-
ty. Why change it so radically? 
What these guys (the ISAF) forget is

the dream of participating in the
Olympics. The desire to reach that podi-
um is a powerful one. It drives athletes to
participate throughout their lives (not for
a limited time). This combined with the
ability to progress through various class-
es enables them to mature both personal-
ly and as a competitive sailor. 
With these new recommendations,

the desire to reach the podium has
indeed been deflated. Less options, less
time, and less ability to grow, less chances
to win. If ISAF was truly serious about
growing the sport of sailing, this decision
certainly does not reflect that.
The argument that the Star or Soling is

old is irrelevant because the Olympics are
supposed to be a strict One Design com-
petition between mature experienced
sailors. What about the 100 plus boat
fleets that we still see in the Star class? We
sure hope we don’t see that number
dwindle…but we will.
Is ISAF supporting the future growth

of sailing? We say no. Once these younger
sailors compete they will, with few excep-
tions, sail only one Olympic games. With
this limited participation by any one
sailor, we have lost the ability to leverage
the experience, the recognition, the

heroes and the prestige we once had. 
The older and larger sailors will now

go professional; they will leave one
design and the innovation in techniques
and talent will be lost. If ISAF thinks they
can grow sailing by their move they are
wrong. The older and even larger sailors
will leave to play golf as there is little
incentive now save the professional track.    

THE COURSE DEBATE
But it’s not only the classes that have
sailors debating and barking mad, it’s the
courses, too. Simple windward and lee-
ward leg races that take 15 minutes to sail
are perfect for frostbiting but clearly don’t
nurture the dynamics of real sailboat rac-
ing that demands patience and tactics. Is
it better to default to a windsurfer mind-
set for all classes? We don’t agree. This
new direction promotes ‘the first shift
wins’ mindset – boring to watch – boring
to compete in – and providing no dra-
matic finishes we have witnessed and
applauded over the years. 
The small courses have effected every-

thing we think of now and makes us
default to boat speed first and foremost.
No more winning from the back of the
fleet, no more contact then attack sailing.
A sports federation’s underlying goal is

to increase participation at all levels, isn’t
it? We applaud the mindset of the
Canadian Yachting Association’s new
mantra “Sail to Win, Sail for Life”. CYA has
got it right and is building the programs to
support it. Too bad for ISAF that their
moniker is in danger of being reworked to
be: “Sail To Win Once, Golf for Life”.

Hans Fogh and John Kerr sailed together
winning numerous European, North
American titles and together with Steve
Calder won a bronze medal for Canada in
Los Angeles in 1984!

The Star is one of the
most prolific keel-
boats in the world for
a reason: it is an
incredible boat to
sail. Designed in
1911 by Francis
Sweisguth, it has
proven to be a classic
in every sense. It is
the oldest Olympic
class, having first been used in competition
in 1932, and still at the heart of that com-
petition today. Supported by a worldwide
association the Star as a class is one of the
best organized in sailing, with over 7,500
yachts built over its 80-year history, and
2000-plus actively racing today.



http://www.sailing.ca
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CYA REPORT

CYA Celebrates Its 2010 Sailors 
of the Year 

at the First Annual Rolex Gala

ROLEX SAILOR OF THE YEAR 

The Rolex Sailor of the Year Award, CYA’s
most prestigious award, is presented
annually to a Canadian sailor for bring-
ing recognition to Canadian sailing and
the Canadian Yachting Association
(CYA). 
The award was first presented in

1986 to America’s Cup supporter Paul
Phelan, who successfully organized a
merger between Canada’s top 12-meter
syndicates.

Fred Eaton is not just a very accom-
plished sailor. You can add designer,
builder, engineer, entrepreneur, philan-
thropist and an all round good guy to his
long list of accomplishments. Already a
winner of the 2009 C-class World
Championship, the work of Fred and his
team was recognized by America’s Cup
winners BMW/Oracle and helped them
with both wing development and how to
sail it. Fred is this year’s recipient of the
Rolex award for his win in the 2010 

C-class Championship, beating current
America’s cup winning helm James
Spithill in the process. In contrast to the
secrecy that surrounds the America’s Cup,
C-class Catamaran designers and
builders share almost everything in pub-
lic forum and debate. Fred takes sports-
manship to levels that we all aspire to,
from helping the British team with ship-
ping to providing boats for his competi-
tors. Fred is a very low-key guy who goes
of his way to help people and doesn’t
want any recognition for it. 

CYA’S MALE ATHLETE 
OF THE YEAR 2010

Paul Tingley, double paralympian
medalist, continued his winning ways in
2010 culminating in the winning of the
2010 2.4m R Open Worlds in Holland.
Paul also finished the season 2nd in the
ISAF World Cup rankings, having won
both Sail Melbourne and the Miami
Olympic Classes regattas. Paul’s nomina-
tion referred extensively to his role as an
ambassador for the sport of sailing not-

ing his eagerness to help support events
whether it is the Able Sail Awareness
Clinic held here, the Taste of Gold
Fundraising dinner, or the Able Sail
Kingston fundraising event.

CYA’S VOLUNTEER 
OF THE YEAR 

Mike Heseltine has been an active sailor
and racer since the 1960s and a Race
Officer at the Prince Albert Sailing Club
in Saskatchewan since the 1980s. Since
2002 Mike Heseltine has volunteered to
run 43 regattas. He has been involved
with 4 CYA Sail West’s, 2 Canada Games,
and 2 Western Canada Games/Westerns.
Mike become educated, trained and ulti-
mately certified as a CYA Race Officer
Level 3. Mike Heseltine has also been a
boat builder, a past executive member of
the PA Sailing Club, President with
Saskatchewan Sailing Clubs Association,
as well as holding many other positions
on the Provincial executive. 

Tim Irwin presenting to Mike Heseltine at
the Rolex Awards Gala.
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CYA’S COACH OF THE YEAR 

Rob Douglas has made a huge impact in
sailing throughout BC and Canada over
the past ten years. He has coached
National Optimist Teams, Sail West, indi-
vidual National Sailing Team Athletes,
and has been heavily involved with pro-
gram development. He designed the BC

Mobile Optimist School Business Model
and program, he re-tooled the Royal
Vancouver Optimist Team, and he helped
renew and improve the way BC delivers
the Learn to Sail Instructor Courses. 
.

CYA’S GERRY ROUFS AWARD
Gerry Roufs was the internationally
renowned Canadian sailor and single-
handed offshore racer who was lost at sea
while taking part in the 1996 Vendee
Globe Race. CYA instituted the Gerry
Roufs award in his memory to recognize
achievements in offshore sailing. Richard
Oland has been a competitive sailor
from his youth, working his way through
Cadet, Flying Junior, Hornet, and Etchell
classes. In 2009, he entered the IRC 52
foot class achieving success almost
immediately. In 2010, Richard cam-
paigned Vela Veloce, his Southern Cross
52 in the Caribbean, US East Coast and

Mid-Atlantic. In addition to winning the
2010 Rolex US IRC National Champion
at the New York Yacht Club, Vela Veloce
won the 2010 US IRC Gulf Stream Series,
which comprises 19 events throughout
the year.

For a complete list of winners, go to:
www.sailing.ca.

Alan Lombard presenting to Rob Douglas
at the Rolex Awards Gala.

Gary Jobson presenting to Richard Oland
at the Rolex Awards Gala.

http://www.sailing.ca
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://binnacle.com
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Ask the Experts...

Find more answers at yachtpaint.com

“How do I pick the antifouling with 
the most reliable performance?”

®, Interlux®, the AkzoNobel logo and other products mentioned are registered trademarks of, or licensed to, AkzoNobel. © Akzo Nobel N.V. 2011

“When selecting the paint for your boat, consider the following:

� The type of waters where you go boating, i.e high fouling or low fouling area?
� What is currently on your boat and will it be compatible with your preferred paint?
� Type of use ; sailing/ cruising, high speed powerboat, trailer boat?
� Research the product, is it a reputable product with a track record of performance and is it backed by a paint manufacturer with 

technical information and service?
� Review the product attributes, look for added value, for example resin technology that control the release of active ingredient (copper) 

to get a longer lasting paint, or perhaps you’re looking for the smoothest product so you can save some dollars on the fuel consumption?

Whatever the most important criteria may be for you, we all know that the ultimate result we all want is a clean hull.  We’d rather spend the beautiful spring or summer days
boating rather than painting, right? 

So whether you’re in the  Vancouver area, Seattle, the Puget Sound area, Northern California – or in fact just about anywhere, look for a product such
as Interlux Micron® CSC®. With over 20 years on the market, it’s a product with proven performance. Loved by boat owners, boat yards and boat
builders, Micron CSC continues to be a leader in the field of polishing paints. Micron CSC delivers all the benefits of the Interlux Micron Technology
concept; where fuel efficiencies, long lasting performance, reduced paint build-up and reliability are at the heart of the Micron line. If you want help 
with some technical advice and how best to proceed with a paint job, Interlux offers extensive support with its dedicated technical phone, e-mail 
and internet service. With its unmatched performance track record, Micron CSC is the true original.”

Micron CSC – For All Boats in All Waters

Our World is Water

Kate Moss
Specialist in Antifoulings

3380AD - ATE HPH Micron CSC_7x4.75 Canada Yachting:Landscape  24/1/11  16:25  Page 1

SAFETY

Liferafts For Coastal Waters
DO YOU REALLY NEED ONE?

By Glen Cairns

DO YOU really need a liferaft? Well, if
you are out in water over your head, you
certainly should consider having some
alternative to your boat! Many small
cruisers and sailboats do not even carry a
dinghy, or if they do, it is stored in such
as way as to be useless in most “abandon
ship” situations. On striking an object, a
boat can fill and sink in just a few min-
utes. Fire is another very real risk on a
small boat. Do you have an “abandon
ship” plan? 

Here is an example of a basic coastal style
raft being boarded under the least likely
conditions. Photo courtesy of DSS Marine.

http://www.yachtpaint.com
http://www.yachtpaint.com
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Weʼve improved our
Third Reef Foul Weather Gear!
For years, thousands of boaters have chosen our Third Reef
waterproof gear for its unbeatable combination of quality,
durability and value. Now weʼve made it even better! Using
technically-advanced new fabric, Third Reef is now lighter,
easier to move in and more breathable, yet still provides
complete waterproof protection when youʼre on the water.
Weʼve also developed a version specifically to fit and function
better for women. So now there are even more reasons to
choose Third Reef. The worldʼs best-selling gear!

Women’s
Jacket

Women’s
Bibs

Men’s
Jacket

Men’s
Bibs

Visit our stores! For the location nearest you,
go to westmarine.com

Third Reef
Gear

Since the point of this article is to consider whether or
not you should invest in a liferaft, I’ll concentrate on
coastal and small vessels rafts. If you are planning an off-
shore passage and aren’t absolutely certain you need a lif-
eraft, I’d suggest you just stay at home.

HOW FAR CAN YOU SWIM? 
IN COLD WATER?
On September 4th of this year, hurricane Earl made land-
fall near Halifax; there was one fatality. A marine business
owner having secured a boat on its mooring decided to
swim the short distance to shore. The water was choppy
but not particularly cold (at least by Nova Scotia stan-
dards), yet after a short time he was seen from shore to be
experiencing difficulty and sadly drowned before anyone
could get to him. In this case he shared some aspects typ-
ical of people who suffer “swimming failure”: he was
healthy, a good swimmer and close to shore. 
The waters of the Great Lakes, particularly the popular

boating areas of Lake Huron and Lake Ontario warm up
to reasonable temperatures during the summer months,
but at the beginning of the season, while the air may be
warm and inviting, the water is still very cold. In spite of
the risk, people confidently venture into deep water in
small craft, often without even a dinghy on board.
According to Transport Canada (1), a lightly dressed per-
son will last one hour in 5°C, two hours in 10°C and six
hours in 15°C and that’s assuming you can stay afloat.
Long thought to be the “just a requirement of offshore

sailors”, a modern liferaft is really a basic piece of safety
equipment. 
The technology of liferaft design and construction is

constantly evolving and there are a number of places to
review the relative merits of different designs vis à vis bal-
last, drogues, etc. However, the main consideration for a

Ideal for coastal boaters, the
Revere Coastal Compact™
liferaft bridges the gap
between the lifejacket and a
full-feature liferaft. Starting
at $999.00, the light-
weight, compact and afford-
ably priced Revere Coastal
Compact fits and fills an important need. This high-
visibility yellow polyurethane coated nylon liferaft adds
ballast pockets for stability, a water activated locator light,
a sea anchor and a top-off pump. The CO2 inflation 
system quickly deploys the raft with pull-ring ease in
about 25 seconds.

http://westmarine.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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888.952.6010
www.FootlooseCharters.com

Lowest cost sailing vacation in the BVIs!

Footloose is  celebrating 15 years of sailing fun 
with anniversary savings, new boats & service guarantee!

Celebrating 
15 years of 
Fun Sailing 
with 15% 
Savings! 

Call for Details!

smaller inshore craft is more likely stor-
age and cost. The fully S.O.L.A.S. – Safety
of Life at Sea (2) – compliant liferaft is a
heavy and bulky thing. Too often, they
are stored in a manner that would make
launching difficult or even impossible in
some extreme situations. There is no
doubt that the offshore raft is the best
survival option and if you have the space
and don’t mind the cost, there is no rea-
son not to have the best. 
However if space and cost are a factor,

as they are for most peo-
ple, then we should look
at some of the basic
coastal rafts and what
they do offer. Here again
the location and length
of your boating season
are major factors. On the
east and west coast, the
waters stay cool to cold

for the summer and an open raft, while it
is better than nothing, will still leave the
occupants exposed to wind and waves.
Hypothermia becomes a very real con-
cern. In warmer inshore waters, however,
an open raft may do the trick.
There continues to be much discus-

sion as to the merits of different liferaft
designs. The main differences are over the
proper amount of ballast. Water ballast is
held in bags below the raft and a heavily
ballasted boat will resist capsize and

excessive drift, but in extreme conditions
may be damaged by their inability to
slide away from the wave face. Lighter-
ballasted boats are therefore more prone
to capsize. In the waters we are concerned
with here, it is likely one would choose a
coastal style raft and most of these have
little ballast. 
The most basic raft is usually open

with a single tube. The “Coastal
Compact” from Revere is an example 
of the simplest style raft. Revere also
offers the “Coastal Elite” with a small
canopy. Winslow Liferaft Company
makes an extensive range of serious off-
shore rafts; however they also offer their
“RescueRaft™” and the “DualShore™”
with twin tubes. Both of these are open
rafts with boarding ladders and optional
(but important) 75’ trailing/heaving
lines. Many companies label their rafts as
coastal but there is a wide variation in

Rated the number one
inshore raft in its class by
Powerboat Reports, the
WINSLOW® RescueRaft™
is an extremely light safety
survival product with a
minimal weight and pack
size. The RescueRaft™ is

ideal for day cruising and fishing on lakes or bays. While
not intended to be used as a life raft in offshore or coastal
situations, the RescueRaft™ provides a means of getting
survivors off the sinking boat and keeping them out of the
water to help prevent hypothermia and drowning and
making survivors more visible to Search and Rescue while
waiting for help to arrive. 

http://www.FootlooseCharters.com
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HybridTouch™ touch technology 
delivers the simplicity of touch 

screen and the con� dence of full 
keypad control in rough seas

Ray makes navigation simple, 
fast, and easy thanks to an innova-

tive Home Screen menu

Thermal night vision will show 
you the way home after the sun 

goes down

Trust Ray, to deliver innovative 
technologies backed by the best 

warranty in the industry

NEW

Because Ray knows marine

Watch all that Ray Knows at Raymarine.com

NOBODY KNOWS MARINE

ELECTRONICS
B E T T E R  T H A N  R AY

QUA L I T Y     INNOVAT ION     T RUST

Serving the Canadian marine electronics market for over 100 years
www.cmcelectronics.ca
navcommsales@cmcelectronics.ca

British Columbia
Burnaby 604-435-1455

Ontario
1-800-661-3983

Quebec
Matane 418-562-6637

Newfoundland
709-726-2422

Nova Scotia
Dartmouth 902-468-8480
Yarmouth 902-742-3423

features and style. While some coastal
rafts weigh in at up to 100 lbs., others are
as little as 20 lbs. for the most basic
model. Compare the specifications and
consider just when and how you may
need to deploy the raft.
Having a raft is just the first step. The

next is locating the raft where it can be
easily retrieved and launched. Remember
you may have to get the raft overboard in
a very short time. Lockers are obviously
the worst place, but also consider the
style of the boat. A modern express cruis-
er may have an inviting location on the
broad swim platform. However, the boat
will most likely sink by the stern and in
the event of fire the stern may not be
accessible. Go through the liferaft launch
scenario and select the safest location,
not the most aesthetic. In the case of
smaller boats, the valise type containers
used on many inshore rafts can be stored
below and brought out to the helm area
when the boat is offshore. 
So, do you really need a liferaft?

Unless you always operate your boat
alone, you are responsible for the lives of
friends and family who are aboard.

Shopping for a suitable liferaft is a bit like
buying insurance in that we’re spending
money for something we hope not to
need. Boaters will often spend large sums
on the latest electronic navigation device
yet resist the expense for a potentially
lifesaving piece of equipment.

(1) A detailed discussion of the dangers of
cold water can be found in a Transport

Canada report “Survival in Cold Waters”
TP13822E. You can find it at www.tc.gc.ca

(2) The International Convention for 
Safety of Life at Sea or S.O.L.A.S. dates
back to the Titanic disaster. SOLAS has
been updated over the years and is the inter-
national standard for offshore commercial
safety equipment such as liferafts, lifeboats
and lifejackets.

LIFE RAFT SUPPLIERS

reveresupply.com
viking-life.com
dssmarine.com 

winslowliferaft.com
plastimousa.com

switlik.com
zodiacsolas.com

Viking liferafts
are found all
over the globe –
from the arctic to
the tropics.

Throw overboard
liferafts are designed to be used as independ-
ent units or as part of evacuation systems.
They can be stored almost anywhere on racks
and ramps, saving valuable deck space and
causing minimal disruption to sea views
which is important for passenger ships.

http://reveresupply.com
http://viking-life.com
http://dssmarine.com
http://winslowliferaft.com
http://plastimousa.com
http://switlik.com
http://zodiacsolas.com
http://www.tc.gc.ca
http://Raymarine.com
http://www.cmcelectronics.ca
mailto:navcommsales@cmcelectronics.ca
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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23 Merrill Dr. • Rockland, ME 04841
(207) 594-8844 • www.backcoveyachts.com

This latest offering from the leader in single diesel 
engine boats brings new levels of performance, 

luxury and effi ciency to pleasure boating. Her resin 
infused hull and deck are lighter and stronger, 
helping her single diesel engine to use almost 1/3 
less fuel than a twin engine boat of the same 

size. Her interior has been designed for safety, 
comfort and style.  And ample seating at the helm 
deck and cockpit create a warm and hospitable 
social setting for family and friends.

The New Back Cove 30 Has Arrived

Crates Marine Sales • Keswick, ON
905-476-4552 • www.crates.com

Back Cove 30    Back Cove 34    Back Cove 37

ENGINE ROOM

Add an Isolation Transformer to your Boat
– AND NEVER SWIM IN A MARINA!

By Andy Adams

FIRST, if you just remember one thing
from this article, remember - never swim
in a marina.

WHY?
Because in a marina, you have people,
water and electricity. When everything is
working properly, that is a recipe for fun
and great times. But, if just one wire
chafes through its insulation and shorts
to ground, there is the potential for
tragedy. 
Every boat owner owes it to his boat-

ing friends to maintain his boat and to

ensure there are no electrical shorts, but
that is difficult. When something goes
wrong, we will not necessarily know it
and we can experience a tragedy.

On June 27, 2005, Samantha Chipley
and her friends Margaret, Susie and
Courtney, arrived at the Scott Creek Marina
on Cave Run Lake in Eastern Kentucky. The
girls were planning on spending the night on
a houseboat owned by Susie’s father. It was a
very hot June afternoon and the four girls
jumped into the water. 

Although there were “No Swimming”
signs that warned of the danger of electrocu-

tion, it was common practice for patrons to
swim at the marina. At the time of the inci-
dent, Samantha and Margaret were in the
water swimming while Susie and Courtney
were retrieving inflatable toys from another
boat nearby. Samantha tried to climb on a
raft with Margaret when she suddenly start-
ed jerking in the water. Margaret jumped off
the raft to help Samantha and felt a shock go
through her entire body.

The other girls were able to pull Margaret
to safety, but they watched helplessly as
Samantha was shocked for several minutes
while she struggled to stay above the water.

http://www.crates.com
http://www.backcoveyachts.com
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Another boater dove in to save Samantha.
He was shocked too and barely escaped with
his life. Sadly, Samantha died.

HOW COULD THIS HAPPEN? 
The boat’s wiring system had lost a
ground wire. Stray current was finding a
path into the water. 
This happened in fresh water. Some

people think that fresh water does not
conduct electricity the way salt water
does. True – fresh water has lower con-
ductivity, however a human body is
much more conductive than typical fresh
water in a lake or river, so when there is
current flowing in fresh water, the person
can become the “ground”. Salt water or
fresh water – you are still at risk of
drowning if electrical current is flowing
into the water.
Your boat, or your neighbour’s boat

can be perfectly OK leaving the dock, but

it is possible for a wire to
vibrate loose, or to chafe
and short as the boat
pounds over the waves.
A heating element in the
hot water tank can bend
to touch the tank side.
Elements in a heater or
toaster can short from a
ride in rough water. Any loss of correct
wiring can result in current taking a differ-
ent and potentially dangerous path. Very
often, the breaker will not trip, yet the
electrical field is now in the water. 
Another source of danger is the do-it-

yourself boat owners who, without satis-
factory levels of technical knowledge,
attempts to modify his or her electrical
systems, or wire up some new piece of
equipment. Incorrectly wiring an appli-
ance, or accidentally driving a screw
through a panel and into a wire on the

other side, can reroute the power. The
results are the same.
We spoke to Jeff Kaiser, Engineering

Manager at Charles Industries, manufac-
turers of marine electrical systems and
components. To help us understand this
in simple terms, Jeff explained that first,

Charles Industries is one manufacturer of
Isolation Transformers and they offer a
selection of models to best serve the power
system needs of your particular boat. All
Isolation Transformers are both heavy and
fairly expensive, so you want the best one
for the purpose.

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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DELPHIA 40.3

See at the Toronto International Boat Show January 8 - 16, 2011 !

Best Value Best Quality Best Performance

Same boat with two different interiors
   - Classic DELPHIA 40.2
   - Modern DELPHIA 40.3

North Lakes Yachting introducing Gemini 105 with 
new "Touch Design Interior" - the only catamaran 
that fits Ontario marinas.

     See at the T  See at the Toronto International Boat Show January 8 - 16, 201  oronto International Boat Show January 8 - 16, 201  oronto International Boat Show January 8 - 16, 201  oronto International Boat Show January 8 - 16, 2011 ! 
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the “earth” and the water can be modeled
as a large ground. In the event of an elec-
trical fault on a boat, any conductive
component like a prop shaft, a fitting or
even a whole metal hull, can become part
of the circuit as the electricity searches for
a route to ground through the water
around the boat. When someone enters

the water near a faulty boat, they too
become part of the electrical circuit and
can experience electrocution. 
In other words, electrical current will

form an electrical “pool” around the boat.
If a person dives into the electrical pool in
the water, they can become the “ground”
even without grabbing a metal dock post
or another conductive structure. 
While investigating this story, we

learned that it doesn’t take much current
to have an effect. We obtained a chart of

Ground Fault Effects. At 1 milliamp (ma)
a person will feel a tingling sensation. At
only 15 ma he or she can experience
paralysis and drown. At 60 ma, heart fail-
ure is imminent.
The reason we wanted to publish

this story at the beginning of the sea-
son is because more and more boats
are being equipped with air condition-
ing, TVs and home-sized appliances.
Power needs are far higher than for
boats built 20 years ago.
Now, let’s be very clear. The danger

comes when a boat that has experienced
a short or fault is connected to shore
power. Away from the marina shore
power, for example when swimming at
an anchorage, you are unlikely to be in
any danger because there is no route for

An Isolation Transformer will electrically
isolate the AC shore power from the boat's
AC power system. There is no direct electri-
cal connection between earth-grounded
shore AC power and the onboard electrical
system, greatly reducing the risk of shock
as well as electrolysis; the slow but sure
corrosion of the metal components. 

http://www.NorthLakesYachting.com
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the current to find a path to earth.
Remember, electricity must have a com-
plete circular path. With shore power, the
shore power system is connected to earth.
The path is from the power pedestal,
through the shore power cord, into the
faulty system, out the prop (for example)
and completes the route back to earth
through the water that may only be a few
feet deep in the marina. 
Even with your generator running, a

faulty system with the metal prop in the
water as before, there is only one path to
earth, so there is not a complete round
trip. The swimmer is in no danger here
(at least until the boat reconnects to
shore power.) 
I’m not trying to scare you into giving

up boating! But my goal is to absolutely
convince you to never swim where there
is shore power. 
Next, there are a few easy steps you

should take to ensure everyone’s safety. 
The American Boat and Yacht Council

(ABYC) who sets most of the construc-
tion and safety standards for boat
builders and repairers, recommends any
vessel with shore power connections
should have an isolation transformer. 
Isolation transformers are available

from Charles Industries, Mastervolt,
Marinco and others. With an isolation

transformer on your boat, the electrical
malfunction no longer creates an electro-
cution hazard in the water. 
As Jeff Kaiser explained it, the power is

conducted through a “magnetic field”
inside the isolation transformer rather
than across a solid wire connection, effec-
tively breaking the dangerous electrical
connection through the water to “earth”
or ground. 
When properly installed, an isolation

transformer will electrically isolate the
AC shore power from the boat’s AC
power system. There is no direct electrical
connection between earth-grounded
shore AC power and the onboard electri-
cal system. The shore ground is connect-
ed to a shield that is wound between the
primary (shore) and the secondary
(boat) transformer winding. The connec-
tion of this grounding wire only to the
shield of the transformer “isolates” the
boat’s AC electrical system from shore. 
This then results in the elimination of

in-water shock hazards. 
As an added benefit, the nature of an

isolation transformer also eliminates the
stray galvanic currents from boat to shore
that destroy your sacrificial zinc anodes,
so your polarity alarms and galvanic iso-
lators are no longer needed.
Then, there is the Charles Iso-Boost

Automatic Marine Isolation and Boosting
Transformer. You might prefer one of
these because long dock runs can cause
voltage drops or fluctuations in the shore
power supply that can damage your
equipment. A “boosting” unit provides
all the magnetic power transfer benefits
of an isolation transformer, plus auto-
matically “boosts” low or fluctuating
voltages from the dock.
The intended main purpose for an

isolation transformer is to provide
absolute safety when a fault occurs.
It just makes sense (considering what

you have spent on your boat anyway) to
add an isolation transformer. Of course,
we don’t need to remind you of the value
of your friends and loved ones. 
That is why we also recommend that

all onboard electrical work be carried out
by a properly qualified technician. Look
for the NMEA Certification at your mari-
na or dealer repair shop. 
At the start of every season, replace

your zincs. While Jeff Kaiser tells us that
with the isolation transformer, the "shore
to boat" corrosion is totally eliminated
and that can eliminate 80% of your zinc
corrosion (for lack of a better word). But,
you still need your zincs as 20% of the
“boat to boat” corrosion potential is still
present and never goes away. These are
what the zincs are now protecting. With
an isolation transformer, the zincs last
longer, but not forever so replace your
zincs annually.
A new isolation transformer is a great

addition to your boat but we want to
leave you with one last reminder – never
swim in the marina!

There are also “boosting” Isolation
Transformers like the Charles Iso-Boost
Automatic Marine Isolation and Boosting
Transformer. Where long dock runs can
cause voltage drops or fluctuations in the
shore power supply, a “boosting” unit pro-
vides the benefits of an Isolation
Transformer, plus automatically "boosts"
low or fluctuating voltages.

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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ELECTRONICS

Let There Be Dark!
By Andy Adams

THIS SUMMER stay out longer, go far-
ther, have more fun!
Admit it; by nightfall, nearly every

boat is back in its slip at your marina, or
yacht club, right?
Even though every summer’s day is

precious, we want to get back safely and
that has always meant before dark. Yet,
when you’re a boater and the weather-
man is promising a fabulous weekend,
you’re going to want to get out early and
stay out as long as you can.
No wonder the buzz is suddenly all

around ‘night vision’. 
The next big thing for pleasure craft

and cruising yachtsmen is thermal imag-
ing and night vision. Anyone who has
ever tried to get through a channel and
into their berth in a marina or yacht club
after nightfall knows how valuable it
would be to see clearly in the dark.
During the Miami boat show this year,

I joined a press group onboard a dinner
cruise in darkness around Biscayne Bay.
This was sponsored by Raymarine and
FLIR to give a real-life demonstration of
their thermal night vision equipment. It
was an eye-opening experience!
Although we’ve written about this

equipment in very positive terms in the
past, it’s one of those things that you real-
ly have to see to believe. Set up on the
back deck of the cruise ship Caprice, for
our dinner cruise around Biscayne Bay,
were several Raymarine and FLIR systems
including their affordable hand-held
model the First Mate.
Starting just before dusk, we were

able to maneuver the cameras to pick

out targets on the water and on shore,
seeing first with our own eyes, then try-
ing out the First Mate and finally com-
paring that to the images on Raymarine
E140 display screens. 
Even at dusk when we could still see

people in the distance walking along the
Miami shoreline, they were more clear on
the First Mate and very clear on the larger
system. Once the sun was fully down, the
crew cast off the Caprice and we made
our way around the bay. This gave us the
opportunity to search out many different
objects and structures onshore, or to
clearly spot the literally dozens of small
boats that were zigzagging across the bay
in the dark.
These were small fishing vessels

scooping up bait fish to sell the next day.
They had small nets on spreaders out
both sides and they run a pattern around
the bay, showing little concern for other
vessels. 

The night vision systems all provided
a great sense of security to actually “see”
these vessels clearly as boats, not just as
radar ‘targets’.
In the recreational marine business,

FLIR was the brand that first came to our
attention and FLIR, with their huge
resources from the company’s success in
military and law enforcement were able
to buy out the Raymarine brand last year
– a clear declaration of their belief in the
future of the boating market. 
Recently, OceanView, another night

vision company, announced that their
Apollo II night vision camera can now be
fully integrated into Furuno’s NavNet 3D
navigation system. What makes this
unique is that OceanView claims this
makes the Apollo II the only thermal sys-
tem that can be managed without an
external controller, providing a seamless,
complete package. Yacht owners can con-
trol their OceanView camera’s functions,
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such as pan, tilt and zoom through the
Furuno system. 
The Apollo II is a thermal camera and

low-light camera in one unit. Both images
can be displayed simultaneously on two
displays or on one display with split
screen. The Apollo II is the least expensive
multiple camera system available in the
marketplace and saves more when used
with Furuno NavNet 3D because there is
no external controller required. 
An added benefit is the ability to track

AIS and ARPA targets that is integrated
with the OceanView Apollo cameras.
While my Raymarine trip around the

Miami harbour provided an example of
how thermal imaging and night vision
can help you to see your way safely in
darkness, I was reminded of a salmon
fishing trip I took a couple of years ago
on the West Coast. Running out of
Victoria on Vancouver Island, we were
trolling near a group of other small ves-
sels when a “pea soup” fog rolled in to
envelop our boat with shocking speed.
All the small vessels around us became
invisible even though it was broad day-
light. A thermal imaging product like the
First Mate could be a lifesaver there. 
The thermal imaging technology was

largely developed by the American mili-
tary and it really gained prominence in
the days of Desert Storm. You don’t need
any light to see using a thermal imaging
device. These devices can sense infrared

[heat] energy which is then processed to
produce an image. It seems incredible
that all kinds of items can actually be
detected by these thermal sensors. Even
trees, rocks, bridge abutments and
moored yachts all have what’s called a
“heat signature”. The more sensitive the
thermal imaging system is, the more
clearly we can detect minute temperature

Left: Here is the scene on the back deck of
the cruise boat Caprice as we toured
Biscayne Bay in Miami at night. On the
extreme left is Raymarine’s E140W
widescreen displaying the output from the
top of the line FLIR T450 camera. We
could see almost nothing in the dark with
the naked eye, but the picture on the screen
was remarkably clear and offered a wide
field of vision. Notice the little yellow First
Mate handheld unit on the table. It was
there for comparison. The First Mate per-
formed quite well and offers amazing value
at about $3000, retail street price.

Again at the Miami show, OceanView
showed their Apollo II system feeding it’s
output to a Furuno NavNet 3D display
screen. The split image allows a chart dis-
play on the left, the lowlight camera feed
on the lower right and the thermal image
feed on the upper right.

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://www.bayportyc.com
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differences and then present them as an
image. You need no visible light to still
produce a picture.
There are also low-light night vision

cameras. This special circuitry greatly
enhances the amount of visible light to
create an image. Such night vision cam-
eras are useful in darkness, but in a white
wall of fog in daytime, you still see noth-
ing but white. With thermal imaging, you

can discern other vessels and
channel markers very clearly.
Something with a strong ther-
mal signature like a man over-
board in the water, would be
easy to spot.
The First Mate absolutely

works. That night in Miami, we
were able to spot all kinds of
objects and structures without
any difficulty. At retail, you can
find the First Mate for as little as

$3,000. A Canadian company, Infrared
Technologies Canada in Vancouver, BC
has a range of infrared systems including
a selection of hand-held units.
Compared to the big, deck-mounted

units however, holding the Raymarine
First Mate still is like using a telescope
when compared to the wider range dis-
played by the big systems. The top-of-the-
line units like the Raymarine T450 can be

$20,000. At first, that may sound like a
lot but we’ve seen 40-foot express cruisers
with transom lifts that cost $20,000; just
to keep this in perspective. 
And, the big units are simply amaz-

ing. You can have what appears to be a
black and white photograph in pitch
darkness. With the press of a button you
can introduce various colour palettes to
help you to bring out more detail.
Display the images on your helm, com-
pare them to your radar sweep and also
to your charts.
With this wealth of navigation infor-

mation available in darkness or fog, you
can really gain confidence to extend your
time on the water. Soon you could be say-
ing, ‘Let there be dark!’

tritonmarine.com 
nightboating.com 

raymarine.com 

This is the First Mate, Raymarine’s handheld 
thermal imaging camera by FLIR.

http://tritonmarine.com
http://nightboating.com
http://raymarine.com
http://www.cowangroup.ca/boat-09
http://www.cowangroup.ca/boat-09
mailto:marine@cowangroup.ca
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Want to sell your boat?  Call the Professionals at Skyline Marina 877-759-8333 

Always open at

SKYLINEMARINA.com

C A N A D A’ S  L A R G E S T  S E A  R AY  D E A L E R
1 - 7 0 5 - 3 2 7 - 2 0 0 2

WHY SKYLINE MARINA?
 l 8 Full time Certified Sales Consultants
 l 20,000 Sq. Ft. Heated Showroom in Orillia
 l 2 On-water locations
 l Celebrating our 51st year of Sales & Service
 l Huge selection of New, Pre-Owned & Brokerage boats
 l Aggressive Financing Available
 l Comprehensive Internet Exposure and Reach

56' 2000 Sea Ray 560 Sedan Bridge  Reduced $399,000
53' 2005 Carver 530 Voyager Motor Yacht $439,000
50' 2005 Sea Ray 500 Sundancer $470,000
48' 2003 Sea Ray 480 Sedan Bridge $394,900
48' 1998 Ocean Yachts 48 Cockpit Motor Yacht Reduced $239,900
45’ 2006 Silverton 450 Convertible $479,900
44' 2008 Sea Ray 44 Sundancer w/Zeus $529,900
44' 2008 Sea Ray 44 Sundancer Reduced $459,900
44' 2006 Sea Ray 44 Sedan Bridge Reduced $359,900
44' 2006 Regal 4460 Express w/lPS $349,900
41' 2005 Carver 410 Cockpit Motor Yacht $269,900
41' 2003 Sea Ray 410 Express Cruiser $199,900
41' 2000 Sea Ray 410 Sundancer Reduced $174,900
40' 2006 Sea Ray 40 Sundancer $289,900
40' 1987 Labelle Trawler $94,900
37' 2004 Four Winns 378 Vista Reduced $135,000
37’ 1990 Silverton 37 Convertible Bring Offers $59,900

34' 1994 Formula 34 PC $59,000
34’ 2005 Sea Ray 340 Sundancer $139,900
33' 2001 Silverton 330 Express Bridge Reduced $94,900
31' 2009 Sea Ray 310 Sundancer Reduced $159,900
29’ 1999 Regal 292 Commodore Sold $49,900
28' 2001 Sea Ray 280 Sundancer $59,900
24’ 2002 Bayliner 2455 Ciera $25,900

Skyline Marina Trade-Ins
24’ 2000 Crown Line 242 Mid Cabin $24,900
26' 2008 Glastron 269 GS Sport Cruiser w/trailer $58,900
34' 1994 Silverton 340 Motor Yacht $69,000
37' 2010 Sea Ray 370 Sundancer w/AXIUS Joystick $299,900
45' 2005 Ocean Alexander 45 Sedan $294,000
45’ 2007 Cruisers Yachts 455 Express Motor Yacht $379,000
52' 2006 Sea Ray 520 Sundancer Sold $592,100

B R O K E R A G E

http://SKYLINEMARINA.com
mailto:psolty@crates.com
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B R O K E R A G E

ONE COMPANY

ONE NUMBER

ONE WEBSITE

ALL YOUR YACHTING SOLUTIONS

905 271 2222 • navypointmarine.com

ONE COMPANY

ONE NUMBER

ONE WEBSITE

ALL YOUR YACHTING SOLUTIONS

905 271 2222 • navypointmarine.com

SEE WHAT WE LAUNCHED AT:
www.cpsboat.ca

Canadian Power & Sail Squadrons 
www.cpsboat.ca  | 1-888-CPS-BOAT

http://navypointmarine.com
http://www.cpsboat.ca
http://www.cpsboat.ca
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USED SAILBOATS
47 BENETEAU 473 2004 249,000
46 BENETEAU 461 2001 169,900
43 DUFOUR 43 Classic 1999 85,000
43 SAGA 43 1998 219,900
43 SLOCUM 43 1983 139,900
42 CATALINA 42 Tri-Cabin 1992 117,900
42 SABRE 426 2004 359,000
41 CARIB 41 Center Cockpit 1970 47,995
41 MORGAN OI 41 KETCH 1973 36,900
40 CUSTOM FARR DESIGN 1984 24,900
39 BENETEAU 393 2002 129,900
39 C&C 39 1973 58,900
38 C&C 38-3 1986 59,000
38 CATALINA 38 1983 49,900
37 BENETEAU 373 2004 139,900
37 C&C 37R 1988 57,900
37 HERITAGE One Ton 1976 17,900
37 JEANNEAU Sun Odyssey 37.2 1997 79,900
36 Bob Perry UNION 36 1979 48,900
35 C&C 35-3 1983 46,900
35 C&C 35-3 1985 49,900
35 HUNTER 356 2003 107,900
35 J/35 1984 29,900
35 J/35C 1991 89,900
34 BENETEAU 343 2008 127,900
34 C&C 34 1980 33,900

34 HUNTER 340 1998 76,900
34 J/34 1985 19,900
34 PETERSON 34 1978 27,500
34 TARTAN 34 1974 24,900
33 J/33 1989 47,900
33 SOVEREL 33 1984 21,000
33 TAHITI Ketch II 1999 64,900
32 ALOHA 32 1985 32,900
32 BENETEAU 323 2006 84,900
31 BENETEAU 31 2008 94,900
31 BENETEAU 311 2004 69,900
30 ALLIED Chance 30-30 1973 14,995
30 ANDREWS 30 1989 42,500
30 C&C Redwing 30 1969 16,500
30 CAL 9.2 1981 11,400
30 CAPE DORY 30 Ketch 1977 28,500
30 CATALINA 30 1984 25,900
30 EXPRESS 30-1 1982 19,900
30 HUNTER 30 1977 9,900
30 MUMM 30 1997 84,900
30 NEWPORT 30 1978 11,900
30 PEARSON Flyer 30 1981 13,900
30 TARTAN 30 1977 13,900
29 BAYFIELD 29 1987 22,900
29 BAYFIELD 29 1988 33,900
29 C&C 29 MKI 1977 14,500
28 ISLANDER 28 1976 9,900

28 NEWPORT 28 MK II 1986 14,900
27 C&C 27 1984 17,500
27 CATALINA 27 1978 5,995
27 CATALINA 27 1982 11,900
27 CATALINA 27 1986 16,900
27 ERICSON 27 1976 7,400
27 HUNTER 27 2005 54,900
27 J/27 Hull #163 w/ Tandem Trailer 1988 21,900
27 PACIFIC SEACRAFT Orion 27 Sloop 1984 69,995
26 HUNTER 26.5 1987 9,500
26 MACGREGOR 26 1999 20,900
26 S2 8.0 1983 8,495
26 SEAFARER 26 1981 5,995
25 FREEDOM 25 1985 5,900
23 MENGER Oysterman 23 1980 3,900
22 TANZER 22 1974 3,500

USED POWER BOATS
65 PERFORMANCE MARINE Custom Ferry 1998 379,900
43 WELLCRAFT 43 Portafino 1988 54,900
40 MAINSHIP 40 Sedan Bridge 1994 82,900
38 BAYLINER 3888 Motoryacht 1989 79,900
38 CARVER 380 Santego 1996 74,900
36 MAINSHIP 36 Nantucket Double Cabin 1988 74,900
36 SPORTCRAFT 360 Fishmaster 1995 52,900
34 CARVER Santego 634 1992 36,900
34 SILVERTON 34 Convertible 1979 27,500

33 SEA RAY 330 Express Cruiser 1999 74,995
32 MARINETTE 32 Express 1986 28,900
31 CHRIS CRAFT 31 Commander Sedan 1972 11,900
31 SEA RAY 310 Sundancer 2008 129,900
31 SILVERTON 31 Convertible 1983 24,900
30 SEA RAY 300 Weekender 1988 29,900
30 TROJAN F30 1975 7,995
29 BACK COVE 29 2008 169,900
29 CARVER 2807 Riviera 1983 19,900
29 SEA RAY 290 Amberjack 2000 59,900
29 SEA RAY 290 Amberjack 2001 54,900
28 BERTRAM 28 Flybridge 1982 35,900
28 MARIAH 28 1997 27,900
28 MASTER MARINE 28CC 1981 23,900
27 SEA RAY 270 Sundancer 2000 39,900
26 SEA RAY 260 Sundancer 2006 53,900
25 CROWNLINE 250CR 2006 49,900
25 ROSBOROUGH 246 Sedan Cruiser 2001 62,900
19 TROPHY 1952 Walkaround 2006 21,995

Sabre Spir i t  36, 386, 426, 456RCR YACHTS

Locations on Lake Ontario and Lake Erie
Buffalo . Erie . Rochester . Sodus Point . Youngstown
716-745-3862  E-mail: sail@rcryachts.com

Serving
Great Lake
Sailors for
39 Years
1972-2011
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������

PRICES SHOWN IN US FUNDS

www.rcryachts.com 

Contact one of our professional yacht brokers at (905) 274-8001 for more information.

TRUE NORTH YACHTS

Allan Mestel, CPYB    Ext. 32  allan@truenorthyachts.ca
Jamie Crane, CPYB Ext. 27 jamie@truenorthyachts.ca
Che Decastro, BOCP Ext. 39    che@truenorthyachts.ca
Andrew Newbury, BOCP   Ext. 33      andrew@truenorthyachts.ca

Buyers:
We can finance 
brokerage boats 
in Canada & 

the U.S.A. 

Sellers:
List your boat 

with us and take 
advantage of our 
unique program 
to maximize the 

market for
your boat.

Port Credit Harbour Marina,1 Port Street East, Mississauga
(905) 274-8001   sales@truenorthyachts.ca

mailto:allan@truenorthyachts.ca
mailto:jamie@truenorthyachts.ca
mailto:che@truenorthyachts.ca
mailto:andrew@truenorthyachts.ca
mailto:sales@truenorthyachts.ca
mailto:sail@rcryachts.com
http://www.rcryachts.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://www.truenorthyachts.ca
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PAT STURGEON YACHTS LTD.

Pat Sturgeon Yachts Ltd.
1 Port Street East

Mississauga, Ont, L5G 4N1
Phone: 905-278-5100
Fax: 905-278-4050

Pat Sturgeon Yachts
On Line Listing! Listing your

boat is now made easier. Check out
our website for more

details!

DDiidd yyoouu kknnooww tthhaatt PPaatt 
SSttuurrggeeoonn YYaacchhttss sseellllss uusseedd

PPoowweerr BBooaattss?? CChheecckk oouutt oouurr
wweebb ttoo sseeee wwhhaatt wwee hhaavvee lliisstteedd!!

Dealers in 
association 
with Hans Fogh
for:

www.patsturgeonyachts.com
Bayfield 32C
C&C 32
Contessa 32
Mason Intrepid 32
Ontario 32
Hunter 31
Alberg 30
Aloha 30
C&C 30
C&C Mega 30
CS 30
Express 30
J92s
Kirby 30
Nonsuch Ultra 30
Bayfield 29
Chaser 29
Hughes Columbia 8.7
Aloha 28
Grampian 28
C&C 27 MKI
C&C 27 MKIII
CS 27
Mirage 27
Mirage 275
C&C Wave 26
Grampian 26
C&C 25 MKII
C&C Redline 25
Catalina 25
Sirius 22

1980
1981
1991
1965
1976
1984
1976
1986
1979
1981
7 FROM
1985
2007
1981
1989
1983
1975
1982
1980
1975
1973
1974
1980
1979
1989
1989
1973
1981
1975
1980
1987

$37,900
$42,900
$57,900
$23,000
$59,900
$29,900
$16,000
$42,900
$35,000
$9,800
$35,900
$31,500
$107,000
$17,500
$79,900
$29,000
$12,000
$24,900
$23,600
$15,900
$23,000
$11,900
$15,999
$13,900
$36,500
$21,900
$9,900
$16,000
$7,500
$9,500
$8,900

$249,000
$91,000
$275,000
$85,000
$49,900
$49,000
$85,000
$89,900
$125,000
$29,900
$60,000
$159,000
$50,000
On Request
$49,900
$210,000
$73,900
$69,900
$40,000
$113,900
$124,900
$74,900
$52,500
$42,000
$69,500
$199,000
$149,000
$50,000
$48,000
$145,000
$49,900
$34,900
$50,500
$54,900
$118,000
$26,000
$29,500
$19,990

Beneteau Oceanis 473
Beneteau Oceanis 440
Dufour 44 Performance
Reliance 44
Columbia 43
Colvin Gazelle 42
Whitby 42
C&C 41
Beneteau Oceans 40CC
Buchanan 38
Farr 38
Hunter 38
Doug Peterson 37
Hanse 375
Northern 37 Ketch
Pacific Seacraft 37
Peterson 37
Tripp 37
Allied 36
Bayfield 36 Cutter
Beneteau 361
CS 36 Merlin
CS 36 Traditional
C&C 35 MK I
C&C MKIII 35
Goderich 35
Hanse 350
Niagara 35
Aloha 34
Hanse 342
Hunter 34
J34
C&C 33 MKII
CS 33
Hunter 33
Hunter 33 Cherubini
Morgan 33 Out Island
Viking 33

2004
1991
2005
2 FROM
1970
1985
1973
2 FROM
1996
1967
1981
2 FROM
1989
2010
1979
2000
1986
1987
1973
1986
2002
2 FROM
8 FROM
1972
1986
2002
2008
1983
1981
2005
1984
1985
1985
1987
2009
1977
1974
1973

B R O K E R A G E

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://www.patsturgeonyachts.com
http://TorontoYachtSales.com


http://STUDIOMILANO.COM
http://www.Viper640.org
http://www.efginternational.com
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Boatcan:
• Virtual Showroom
• Channel Blade Technology
• Lead Generation Technology
• Inventory Entered and Maintained
by Boatcan Staff

• Listings Auto-Loaded to Search Engines

Buy or Sell
BOATS
SERVICES
PRODUCTS

Let Boatcan provide the advertising
solution that is right for you.

www.boatcan.com
519-383-7580 1-877-808-7580

Allied with Canada’s
leading marine publications

YACHT SALES & BROKERAGE

Jack Pady Marine

www.jackpadymarine.com

Offices on Georgian Bay

www.yachtworld.com/jackpadymarine

Penetanguishene, ON (705) 549-2628

Certified Marine Professionals

Look for Us to...

Buy or Sell
Professional Yacht Sales

& Brokerage Team

Jack Pady
705 529-1828

Gerry Zidner
705 333-0741

50  Uniflite 50 ft.Custom Trawler, 1977 $  89,900
48  Sea Ray 480 Sedan Bridge, 1999 $335,000
48  Silverton Convertible MY 2004 $459,000
46  Bertram 46.5, Convertible $169,000
43  Marine Trader FB HT MY 1988 $124,500
42  Silverton 42 Convertible, 2006 $475,000
40  Carver 404 Cockpit MY, 2000 $175,000
40  Sea Ray 400 EX Cruiser, 1994 $  99,500
39  Chris Craft 392 Commander, 1988 $  93,900
38  Bayliner 3888 Motor Yacht, 1990 $  87,500
38  Bayliner 3807 MY, 1984 $  79,900
37  Carver 374 Voyager, 2000 $149,000
37  President 37 Sundeck AC-Die, 1987 $  99,000
37  President 37 Sundeck AC, 1989 $  89,900
36  Carver 3607 Aft Cabin, MY, 1988 $  79,500
36  Sea Ray 360 FB Sedan, 1980 $  43,900
36  Regal 360 Commodore, 1985 $  38,900
36  Trojan Tri Cabin 1973 $  27,900
35  Chris Craft Catalina 1977 $  39,500
35  Cruisers 3570 Esprit, 1995 $  88,500
35  Doral Boca Grande 350 MCi, 1991 $  69,900
35  Chris Craft Catalina, 1977 $  39,500
35  Carver 356, Aft Cabin, 2001 $169,900
34  Carver Santego Express FB, 1989 $  84,500
34  Silverton 34 Aft Cabin, 1993 $  68,900
34  Silverton Convertible FB, 1992 $  68,900
34  Silverton Convertible,1986 $  48,900
34  Sea Ray 340 Sedan Bridge, 1986 $  44,500
32  Trojan F32, 1978 $  44,000
32  Carver 32 Aft Cabin, 1987 $  39,800

1999 Sea Ray 480 Sedan Bridge
T-Caterpillar 3196 660HP Diesels
$335,000

2004 Silverton 48 Convertible MY
T-Volvo Penta D12 715HP Diesels
$459,000

1988 Marine Trader 43 FB HT MY
T-275HP Lehman Diesels
Reduced $124,500

1984 CS 36 Racer/Cruiser 33HP 
Westerbeke 4Cyl Diesel $59,000

1991 Tiara 3100 Open Flybridge 
T-454 Mercruiser 340HP Inboards 
$78,000

1973 Trojan 36 Tri Cabin, T-383
Chrysler 280HP V-Drives 
$27,900

Power and Sail

32  Regal 322, Commodore, 1997 $  59,500
32  Regal 320 Commodore, 1992 $  38,900
31  Tiara 3100 Open FB 1991 $  78,000
31  Four Winns Vista 315, 1989 $  33,900
30  Doral 300 SE, 2000 $  62,500
30  Prowler 9M, 1990 $  44,500
30  Sea Ray 300 Sundancer, 1987 $  32,500
30  Sea Ray 300 Sundancer, 1988 $  31,900
30  Sea Ray 300 Sundancer, 1986 $  25,900
29  Tiara 290 Sport Boat, 1991 $  39,000
29  Monterey 296 Cruiser, 1995 $  36,000
29  Chris Craft Grew 290 Diesel 1985 $  19,900
28  Cadorette 280 Holiday 1990 $  23,900
28  Pursuit 2860 Denali, 1999 $  64,500
27  Sea Ray 270 Sundancer, 1992 $  19,500
24  Bayliner 245 Ciera. 2005 $  29,900

4 - 5 June 2011
Hindson Marina

39  Corbin 39 Aft Cockpit, 1982    $  98,000
36  Nonsuch  36 Catboat, 1985 $128,000
36 C&C 36 Frigate, 1970 $  29,900
36  CS 36, 1984 $  59,000
34  S2  10.3, 1984    $  38,000
32  Contessa 32, 1975 $  39,000
32  Ontario, 1976 $  34,900
28  Aloha 28, 1978 $  23,900
26  Nonsuch 26 Classic, 1984 $  44,000

Jack Pady Marine
In Water Boat Show

http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://www.jackpadymarine.com
http://www.yachtworld.com/jackpadymarine
http://www.boatcan.com
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PRECISION 15
Small and quick

Precision Trailerable Sailboats
Currently In Stock

PRECISION 18
Small in price.
Big in performance

PRECISION 21
Perfect weekend
boat

PRECISION 23
Meticulous detail
combined with
careful construction

PRECISION 185
Boat of the year 2003

PRECISION 165
High performance and a

low trailer weight

w w w . b r i d g e y a c h t s . c o m

BRIDGE YACHTS LTD.
SHIP’S STORE & YACHT BROKERS

P.O. Box 1329, 49 Harbour Street, 
Port Dover, ON N0A 1N0
Tel: 519-583-3199  •  Fax: 519-583-3882
www.bridgeyachts.com

PLACE YOUR AD HERE!
��������������������������������������

�����������������������
��	�	�	���



June 2011 issue closes April 26!

http://www.bridgeyachts.com
http://www.bridgeyachts.com
http://www.NorthSouthYachtSales.com
http://www.bayviewpropeller.ca
mailto:bayview.propeller@sympatico.ca
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Stay Warm! Be Cool!
Buy a CY Hoodie 

for You and Your Crew!

Offer expires April 30, 2011!

PRE-LAUNCH SPECIAL!
  SAVE $5.00! Now only $60.00!

www.canadianyachting.ca/cystore

$60.00

The “gospel” of one of Canada’s greatest
sailboat racers and supporters of the
Olympic Games. “No one cares more about
amateur sport in Canada and devoted more
time and effort in making it better for young
people than Paul Henderson. ”

– Brian Williams, Veteran Canadian
Olympic Sports TV Anchor

“He has always defended fair racing and
upheld the integrity of the sport and has
never compromised those values. His passion
is obvious and his enthusiasm infectious … you will hear all kinds of
fantastic stories involving many of the great sailors.”

– Russell Coutts - Olympic Gold Medalist
“He has a lifetime of stories to tell about sailboat racing at the highest level,
as a frequent winner in the International 14 class and as an Olympic
competitor.”

– Bruce Kirby, Yacht Designer
“He has been an incredible promoter and supporter of sailing and other
sports in Canada and worldwide. He just cares about sailors, people,
his friends and of course, and most of all his family. I am very lucky to be
his friend.”

Now Available
at CY Store

$19.95
Taxes and shipping extra

Partial proceeds of the sale of this book will be
donated to the Ontario Sailing Hans Fogh
Endowment Fund.

http://www.canadianyachting.ca/cystore
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://www.yachtpaint.com
http://thestoremasons.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca/cystore
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Visit our showroom at 999 William St., Midland, Ontario 
or visit our online store at

www.JTsTopShop.com 

• Outdoor & Indoor Fabrics and Upholstery
• Marine, Awning, Furniture Supplies
• Drapery Fabrics & Hardware  • Marine 
Fasteners • Hook, Buckles, Webbing • Zippers

1-800-958-5856 

http://www.C-Tow.ca
http://www.JTsTopShop.com
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TRITON SAILS
Longstanding Canadian Sailmaker
Great Sails,Great Service, Fair Prices.

864 Lakeshore RD E.,
Mississauga,ON L5E 1E1
Tel:905-891-8166
Fax:905-891-8167

w w w. t r i t o n s a i l s . c o m

Introducing WinchRite 
Winch Drive by Sailology
A Real Cordless Electric Winch Handle.

Now Available at the CY Store

www.canadianyachting.ca/cystore

The new WinchRite Cordless Electric 
Winch Drive is the recipient of a 2010 
NMMA Innovation Award! It is compact, 
lightweight, and extremely easy to use. 
Winchrite will drive your standard 
winches as if they were electric. The 
exterior housing is a composite of ABS 
and PC plastics resulting in superior 
durability and strength, with integrated non-skid rubber inlays. Designed specifically 
for use on a sailboat's winches, it achieves 110+NM of torque and reaches variable 
speeds of 50-120 RPM in both directions. The integrated stainless steel winch cog 
contains a unique drive to prevent failure in both rotation directions and will not 
unthread or snap the retaining screw.
Every Winchrite Winch Drive comes with a quick charging device; 100-240 volt shore 
power; a 12-volt Trickle charging device and a storage tote bag.

http://www.canadianyachting.ca/cystore
http://www.tritonsails.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
http://CLBOATWORKS.COM
mailto:INFO@CLBOATWORKS.COM
http://www.variprofile.com
mailto:jesco@NautilusVariprop.ca
http://www.NautilusVariprop.ca
mailto:info@torontoyachtservices.com
http://www.torontoyachtservices.com
http://www.toplinecanvas.ca
mailto:topquality@toplinecanvas.ca
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Trailers and Cradles
Trailer parts, cradles and launching 

dollies for power or sail. 
Call the EXPERTS

The Marine Cradle Shop
52 Ellisview Road, Sutton West, Ontario L0E 1R0

905-294-3507
www.cradleridetrailers.com

Bothwell Boatworks Boat Transport

Fully licensed and insured boat transport for Canada and the USA.
Air ride low-boy stretch trailers for boats up to 63 feet or multiple
boats. Hydraulic trailer service for up to 53 feet. Big enough to do
the job and small enough to care. Call Dave.

20019 Johnston Line
RR #3

Bothwell, ON N0P 1C0
(519) 436-4984

E-mail: kopriva@mnsi.net

K-FORCE - FULL SERVICE SAIL LOFT 

ON CALL 7 DAYS A WEEK - APPOINTMENT RECOMMENDED 
 

866-746-2128705-446-2128

FFUS TS S
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HYDESAILS

MAKING SAILS THE WAY YOU WANT

Shipping: 115 First St, Suite 309, Collingwood, ON L9Y 4W3 Loft: 3 Ronell Crescent, Collingwood, ON

 

HYDESAILS.COM/CANADA -   HYDE@K-ForceSail.com

BOAT SHOW PRICING ON NOW!

56’ Cruisers 560 Express
Year: 2008
Current Price: US$ 775,000 (11/10)
Replacement Cost $1.6 M
Twin Diesel Volvo 715 HP

This extraordinary 560 Express is the most 
expressive way to demonstrate your contempt
for conformity. A definitive statement of philosophical prerogative, the 560 was designed and
equipped for individuals passionate about choosing their own path in life, with all the space for
entertaining family and friends you’ve always wanted and all the glorious luxuries and amenities
you’ve ever imagined for the journey.

For More Information Contact: 
Peter Solty
416 802 9251
psolty@crates.com 

BLENDING TRADITION WITH PERFORMANCE

Sailmaker to Bluenose II 
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e902-634-9338

http://www.tallships.ca/sailloft
http://www.cradleridetrailers.com
mailto:psolty@crates.com
mailto:kopriva@mnsi.net
http://www.HYDESAILS.COM/CANADA
mailto:HYDE@K-ForceSail.com
mailto:info@SailandDive.net
http://www.SailandDive.net
mailto:jpvboat@rogers.com
http://www.jpvstudio/yacht.com
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The Right Place,    
The Right Time, 
The Right People... 

Sail Cats | Power Cats | Monohulls | Trawlers | Bareboat | Skippered
Frenchtown | St Thomas USVI | 800-944-2962 | 340-777-9690
www.cyoacharters.com | info@cyoacharters.com

CYOA is enviro-friendly and 100% holding tank equipped

CYOA has been helping people like 
you make the most of their vacations 
for over 30 years with beautifully 
maintained yachts, sensible prices, 
and a friendly, professional staff. 

Make the right choice ... round up your
favorite crew, select an air-conditioned
cat or monohull from our late-model
fleet, and let our on-island experts help
you plan the perfect sailing vacation.

Contact us today!

• Bareboat/Skippered
• Monohulls 32' - 52'
• Catamarans 38' - 47'

24th Charter
Season

Our Cat prices will make you purrr!!
WWW.CONCHCHARTERS.COM

email: sailing@conchcharters.com - (284) 494-4868
Toll Free: USA 800-521-8939 • Canada 800-463-6625
Yacht Brokerage Division: charteryachtsales.com

“BestYacht Management Program”

“BVI’sBest Dealson Keels!”

Est. 1986

Conch Charters Ltd.
British Virgin
Islands

Conch Charters Ltd.
British Virgin
Islands

C H A R T E R

http://www.cyoacharters.com
mailto:info@cyoacharters.com
http://WWW.CONCHCHARTERS.COM
mailto:sailing@conchcharters.com
http://charteryachtsales.com
http://www.canadianyachting.ca
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SINCE THE DEMISE of the 12-Metre,
mere mention of the America’s Cup has
been the cue for serious eye glazing
among all but the hardest core of fans.
After all, huge bizarre boats, all-pro crews
and lots of megabuck designer luggage
are not quite the boating experience you
and I share.
But, finally a reason to be excited

about AC34! Maybe even two. 
Let’s start with the hypothetical second

reason first, because I don’t want you to
get too pumped over this yet – there are
possibilities that our home and native
land will be part of this. I have heard
swirls of an America’s Cup World Series
touring event in Toronto and consider-
able, so-far cheap, talk of a Canadian
entry in the Challenger Series. Were that
to happen, AC34 might even make it onto
TSN!  Don’t bet the bungalow on either of
these eventualities, but feel free to join me
in the circle of hope. Stay tuned.
But what is happening is AC34, the

America’s Cup, San Francisco edition. In
2013 BMW Oracle Racing, representing
the USA will square off against someone
(those Crazy Canuckleheads) in 72-foot
multihulls in what will undoubtedly be
the most ballyhooed sailing event of that
year – or possibly of all time.
The venue is just plain The Best Ever.

For one thing, it’s in America rather than
the Med or NZ or Switzerland and that
means that there is a potential for North
American fans. It’s easy distance for

enthusiasts from all over the US and
Canada. Plus, no matter what, these stun-
ning fixed wingers will look breathtaking
with the Golden Gate and the hills of
Marin County in the background – ideal
for TV. Frankly, if it were you, me and
four drunken friends out there in Sharks,
it would be fabulous. There is no better
waterfront; forgive me Sydney and
Vancouver, it’s the simple truth.  
I have sailed there for but one crazy

wind and current overloaded week, but I
still thrill at pics of the Big Boat Series as
they scream past The Rock.
Then, there’s the city by the Bay. For

Canadians, San Francisco is America
without the Americans. San Franciscans
are more like us than they might admit,

easy going, small L liberal and world
aware. The city itself, with narrow streets,
lots of pedestrians and tight charming
neighbourhoods has a lot more in com-
mon with Quebec City than Buffalo. It
has transit, art galleries, gays, burritos and
friendly folks who are much more like us
than their California co-residents in LA.
They even have classic Toronto streetcars
running up Market Street. Even if AC34
weren’t scheduled, I’d happily fly to the
coast for an Irish Coffee at the BV – the
Buena Vista Cafe, the bayside bar at the
top of the Hyde cable car where that
indulgence was supposedly invented.
But even more importantly than

being America’s most urbane and one of
the world’s most beautiful places, San
Francisco Bay offers guaranteed huge
winds. The thermals that come off the
cold Pacific and blast under the Golden
Gate Bridge will make for spectacular
speed and conditions. The harbour is
small with lots of opportunity to see the
boats up close as the rocket by Alcatraz in
fierce international warfare.
Former SF mayor, international hottie

and now California Lieutenant Governor
Gavin Newsom is the America’s Cup
Ambassador at Large. When he stands on
the front lawn of the Golden Gate Yacht
Club and raises the flag to start the rac-
ing, it will be a great day for boating
breathing life into the snooze laden
America’s Cup and bringing excitement
to all of us.

CROSSING THE LINE

By John Morris

Finally,
SOMETHING TO LOVE ABOUT THE AMERICA’S CUP



http://www.FurunoUSA.com


http://www.northsails.com
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